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FORWARD

The Australian Speleological Federation was formed in
1956 in Adelaide at what proved to be its first Biennial
Conference.
Since then it has developed into a powerful
cohesive force holding Australian speleology together.
Through its auspices, cavers have been able to expand
their horizons beyond the backyard cave to perceive the
complex creation, evolution and final demise of karst
regions
in
different
climates
and
within
different
geological terrains.
But how does I speleology I help you
the caver?
Well, besides being able to better appreciate
a cave in all its details, to see things you did not
realize were there, and help you create minimal damage
for
maximum
enjoyment;
speleological
knowledge
is
essential for safe cave exploration, and a boon for
finding those as yet untrogged caves and passages.

The ASF
objectives.
information,
AND caves.
people and
Australia to
caves we do

is a collection of clubs having similar
It sets common ethics, disseminates new
and speaks on behalf of Australian cavers
But most importantly it creates a forum for
private and government bodies throughout
exchange views and ideas so that what few
have can survive the pressures of people.
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DR. SUE BARKER

ADDRESS

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is with great pleasure that I am standing here today, having accepted the invitation of the
Cave Exploration Group of South Australia on behalf of the Speleological Federation to open your
14th bi-ennial conference. In my opening remarks I want to explain in fairly general terms the
role of National Parks and Wildlife Service, with particular reference to caves - which are your
special interest.

The National Parks and Wildlife Service has a great deal of contact with speleologists and the
Speleological Federation. This happens for a number of reasons. Many of the caves in Australia
are not accessible to the general public because they are on private land and have been either
filled in or fenced off.
Many of the caves which are accessible come under the management
auspices of National Parks and Wildlife Services, not just in this State, but throughout the
country.
The National Parks and Wildlife Services, do not always have the expertise and the knowledge to
enable them to carry out the proper management of caves which are vested under their control, and
consequently we have to rely on the services of people like yourselves and the Speleological
Federation to help us carry out scientific investigations and management endeavours.
Conservation agencies have caves which are open for public inspection and again we have a
responsibility to explain them to the general public, who may have a very poor general knowledge
of caves. We have to explain to them what the important features of these caves are, and again
we rely on speleologists to provide us with the sort of information we should be giving to the
general public about their particular scientific value.
In South Australia, the areas of contact that we have with sp.eleologists are quite evident. We
have caves which are accessible to caving enthusiasts, particularly those which are not open to
the general public. We also have caves which are of scientific importance and are currently the
subject of scientific investigations, and of course we have the tourist caves which are open for
general public inspection at all times of the year. Generally speaking, in South Australia caves
come under the classification of conservation parks, in other words they are areas which are set
aside for the conservation of some particular feature. About 90% of our conservation parks were
specifically set aside to protect the biological features within them. But there are a number of
National and Conservation Parks which have other specialist features of geology or archeology and
which also have caves.
For example, those of you who are South Australians would know the Kelly Hill Caves, Tantanoola
Caves, Naracoorte Caves and Nullarbor National Park which also has caves in it. In addition,
there are underwater caves at Piccaninnie Ponds Conservation Park and also at Ewens Ponds where
the caves are not under N. P. W. S. contro 1. I n any park, the National Park sand Wil dli fe Service
has an obligation to manage it in accordance with a series of objectives which are specified in
the National Parks and Wildlife Act. In relation to caves these objectives are: the preservation
of historic sites, objects and structures of historic and/or scientific interest within reserves;
the preservation of features of geographical, natural or scenic interest; and the encouragement
of public use and enjoyment of reserves and the education in, and proper understanding and
recognition of, their purpose and significance.
In order to achieve these objectives the National Parks and Wildlife Service should take some
fairly positive action to protect the outstanding natural features of any park and to retain
representative samples of Australian flora and fauna. Such action generally includes protecting
naturally sensitive environment from overuse 'and controlling the impact of recreational developments, of which we have several in any parks system whether in this State or any other. We also
need to control or eliminate non-native species, and that refers particularly to some of our big
conservation parks, where we have feral goats, wild dogs, wild cats, weeds and pigs and that sort
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ng.
:;0 have to protect native flora and fauna
auna and natural
Lural features
fe::
from illegal
of thing.
We also
activities, such as people who collect, whether it be rocks, sea-shells or birds' eggs or birds,
for their own purposes without a permit. We also have to rehabilitate degraded areas, where such
areas occur, to prevent erosion, and we also have to effectively manage fire
fire, and a'S you know at
this time of the year
ar we are particularly
cular
sessitive
sensitive about fire.
In caves, the preservation of geological formations and the unique biology of the caves is most
important. For example, some caves have most important populations of bats, birds and insects
which we are obliged under our Act to maintain.
In some caves, particularly those on the
::ebor, w::
ng the archeological
ogica1 evidence
:ience wh
con
Nullarbor,
we are responsible for protcc
protecting
which they contain
inn
re
ty or occupation
on by the tborigine
forms of pai
paintings or relics
of other activity
Aborigines. Some caves have
ancient animal remains in them.
In general terms these parks, particularly those which are of natural vegetation, are tending to
L;:;al 1landscape.
become relat
relatively undistu
undisturbed island within the cultural
words they are
In other sords
surrounded
r"ounded by developed
loped agricultural
aq
tural land inn lots of cases,
uses, and some of thee
them not far froo
from here,
are surrounded by suburbs. Consequently the pressure of use by human populations is increasing
and our responsibility in trying to maintain these areas in their integrity is also becoming more
difficult simply because more areas, which we may wish to add to the parks' system are coming
de
opment.
clearance from agei
agricul tural development.
Management of any natural resource is doth
both
under clearanc
sive and time consum
rind con
ly gove
expensive
consuming and
consequently
government always has a tremeednH
tremendous responsibility
fy
respon
Managemen
YO he
In this regard.
in
Management activities thus need to
be ordered and systematic
sy sterna i c and based on a
clear set of priorities and this is as particularly important to cave parks as in any other parks.
soy" of devel
These sort of
0
priorities, and priority for the sort
development which might
mi
take pI
place in a
park, are elucidated
elu::
in a document known as a manageeae
management plan.
A plan of management is a set of guidelines which identifies how a park is to be managed. It is
the basic working document of the park manager and also advises the public on how the park
servicee inter;d
intends to manage a p::rticular
particular park in the long-term.
onG-term. daoe;gement
Management planning,
ng, therefore,
thrtr"p
does several
oeveral things.
lHjS.
It identifies
tifies the purpose
epose of the park; the philosophy
losophy for which the park
eok
'ret aside, and it identifies
was set
ies tht:
the natural
Uiral value of the park and its natural
al outst
outstanding
eg
features, vegetation, communities, geological formations, etc. It identifies the boundary of the
park, which in a lot of cases is uncertain, particularly in remote areas. It determines the
management strategy to be followed
ssed to meet the basi
basic management
neaegement objectives
tives and it determines
determieo' what
arried out to attain these basi
basic management
::gement objectives.
r:ctives. Out of all this the
works need to be carried
ranger who is in oharge
charge of a oarticu
particular park has a soheme
scheme of operation
on with
wi thin which
ch he works in
rn
trying to manage the park.
It is our intention
Intr:nOIon to hr:rr:
have a plan of management produced for every park in the State.

We have
in the order of 196
t6 park
parks at the
hhe presrl;
present time. Preparing a management plan for each of these is
a fairly
T"ly time consuming
::uming business.
:<s.
We have had a lot of support in the last three or four
fout years
>:1' S
in pushing our planning programme ahead and indeed some of you would already be aware that we
have used the skills of the Speleological Federation membership in helping us to prepare draft
r:noola and Naracoorte
eracoorts Caves Consr:nrlrtion
Park in the South-East.
South-Eo'rt.
management pplans for both Tantanoola
Conservation Parks
We have been able to use your experti
expertise to determiec
determine the preciss
precise undurground
underground locality
ity of some of
aves, their
the
oize and their scientific, geolot
the caves,
size
geological and aesthetl
aesthetic importnn::rl
importance. This has been
of tremendous value to us. In 1983 we hope we are going to be able to start management plans for
Piccaninnie Ponds Conservation Park which is an underwater cave system and also for the Ewens
Ponds Conser::
Conservation Park system which is not far fooo
from Pi
Piccaninnie
ccaninni Ponds. The Ewens Ponds cave
diving area is the responsibility
respor
ty of the dopartmen
Department of Lands, bud
but we have an area of land alongside the lake]
lakes which
ch we manage and which
wh
a lot of cave divers use for
or camping.
camp r
Consequon
Consequently, a
management plan for that park wi 11 include both the Department of Lands and ourselves and again
we may be seeking some expertise from your membership to help us with that.
In preparing a
plan there are a number of steps in the process. The first one is the collection of
management pI
resource
area is
IS 1
like, nhat
what special
speo
features it csssesses
possesses, how many pr
people go
ece data about what the ansa
there, what people like to see when they get there,
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;Ind and what sort of further
facilities they would like to see.
We get this from people like yourselves and also by direct
approaches to particular bodies of people who we know are interested. We put an advertisement in
the paper
aper to sav
say that we are preparing a management plan
plan, please write in with your ideas. Someuilt much response.
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deas, I think itt
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is
IS very difficult to generate ideas in a vacuum. People find it a lot eaSIer to think of things
when they have a document in front of them to comment on.
on
Once we have that background infnrminformation we then put "p
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up a series
se
of prog
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,rfir
in a draft plan wh
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draft pIa
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Th
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on and the public
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i
es whethea
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The
goes ttrough
through the plan
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of
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The plan and the Reserves Advisory Committee
report then go to the Minister who decides whether to adopt the document as the plan of manageIt can then be published in its final form and is available for sale. These final plans
ment.
we do charge
harge for.
foy"
The South Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service manages parks for the preservation of
those values which are special, while allowing for public access.
This is especially true for
the management of caves which have unique features and unique usage by visitors.
vi si tors.
In South
Australia
Au
a some new techniques
techniqua are being employed,
oyed, especially
ly in the light
ght of access to mInImIse
ml
the potential
th"
al damage which could be brought upon caves which
uhich are now open to the hublic,
public, and I
think a number of you would be quite conscious of the sort of damage which has been brought about
in the past in cave usage by the public.
'lnche Cave
Cavi, and
The very bad and the very good in presere
a Blanche
preservation can be seen next to each other at
Vi
Fossi
racoorte Caves Consr!"v
on Park
examp
Victoria
Fossil Cave in the Naracoorte
Conservation
Park. For example,
the decorE,
decorative
for mel ons in Blanche
formations
and,e Cave were extensive
extensively damaged
amaged by ignorance
Ignorance and vandalism during
uring the first
50 years after its discovery, as there was no form of restriction or control over public access
to it. In 1885 the South Australian Government Forest Board appointed a ranger who was instructed
to beautify
tify the cave ilnd its
i
surrounds
rounds before the tu
turn of the century.
c
The cave iss still
stil used
today
tod
for
Dr the deeonstration
demonstration of the historic
hi
uses of eliVeS
caves with graffiti from
hou candle
00ndle carbon,
tables
tab
end
and chairs
chai
from
lom the times when the area was used for ball
balls and parties, with the remains
of ornamental trees, ferns and creeper beautifications and the older style coloured lights. More
modern ideas on cave display are demonstrated in the Victoria Fossil Cave, where, with the
assistance
as
3nce of speleologists,
eulogists the public has been
h,len all
allowed to see the scientific
entific value of thE"
the work
which is carri
wh
carried outt by scientists
so
sts in that cave. Fossil beds which are noc
now considered
idered to be
amongst the be
amnncs
best in the wor]
world were disco
discovered there
bhere iin 1969.
Bones found include some from giant extinct marsupials to tiny marsupial rats. With an Australian
Ur," South
;iodh Austro
nherhretation and
National Estate Grant and the helpp of the
Australian Museum
Museum, the proper interpretation
sc
c discoveries
disc
es can be made. The construction
(ruction of the glass·the significance of the scientific
glass-sided
laboratory is such that w
work on the fossil
h,,"'
remains can carry on at the same time as public
viewing.
th
obviously
ously problems
ems in managment still
sti
occur.
,eUr. 60,000
60
people visited the tourist
tuu
In spite of this,
ca\<l,
ast fi
<,elves whl<
caves at Naracoorte during the last
financial year, while 1,500 people like yourselves
who are
interested
intere<sted in exploring
ng wil
wild caves actually went through the wild caves at Naraooorte
Naracoorte last year.
The main proportion of people arrived during the summer holidays. 15,000 out of the 60,000 for
example, last year visited in January. This places a tremendous strain on the physical resources
for
fOl" viewing,
ewing, and in addition,
addi tinn {,n
on the financial
:mcial and people resources
,rres that the State
state h0D
has to
actually
ac
take people around the caves
oves and explain
ain to them what they are all abou
about.
The theme of your conference is the future of speleology.
As far as I am concerned I believe
there will always continue to be a close liaison between the National Parks and Wildlife Services
apeleol
ed
<,ervice is going
ing to bi<
l,ble to hhave sufficient speleological
be able
and speleologists,
leologirtr
because no service
expertise
i
staff
iliff to hhelp it to produoo
produce the ri
right sort of management decisions.
eXder De on its
Consequently,
Cor
ently, I hope that th
the Australian
lralian Speleological
eological Federation
ration will continue
rontinu to lilike
make available
ava
to the South Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service the best advice and advances in the
scienti fic study of caves and also in management ideas. It is our hope that the proper and
improving management
imrroving
manaljement can ensure an instructive and enjoyable
able experience
iflnce for
fOl" all future cave
ave
explorers
therefore
exo
is be they hardy
ardy adventurers
advent ,rers or the general
teneral public. It is with great pleasure
re thersf
thst
Itth bi-ann
Au
ian Speleological
Spe
ical F
on opeu
that I declare the 14th
bi-ennial conferero
conference of the Australian
Federation
open.
Thank you.
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REPLY TO OPENING ADDRESS

by

Ken Lance
A.S.F. President

I don't think there would be many of us here who wouldn't share the experiences and concerns
Dr. Barker has expressed here.
We are all aware, that caves are an extremely limited resource in Australia generally, and of
the importance of developing appropriate management strategies so that we can retain these
resources the destruction of which would be of considerable loss to all concerned.
It is pleasing to note that many of our objectives and those of the South Australian National

Parks and Wildlife Service and our own Federation are shared in reference to the protection of
our karst heritage.
Not only for caves of scientific importance but right across the whole
spectrum of uses that were mentioned, from the ordinary caver to the people who visit tourist
caves for recreation. We are both happy to work together to share management programs that will
enhance the enjoyment of all of those people whilst at the same time retaining representatives
of the areas of scientific importance.
It is important to note that Dr. Barker's personal expertise in bio-geography is directively
relevant, particularly pertaining to botany to the extent that if we don't look after the
surface areas of caves then we will lose the interiors of the caves. We can't just focus on the
interiors and forget about the whole surface vegetation pattern and the landscape and various
other external effects on the cave, apart from the effects which we or other users may have on
the interior, or whatever else may happen to the caves.
I believe that we should
management.
I think, Dr.
member societies have been
Service, I hope that we can

take an
Barker,
able to
continue

overall and general view of things including the surface
knowing the previous co-operation that our Federation and
enjoy with the South Australian National Parks and Wildlife
to work together in this way.

Thank you very much for opening our conference.
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CAVES AS A RESPONSIBILITY

by
Elery Hamilton-Smith
V.S.A. and C.E.G.S.A.
Convenor A.
A.S.F.
S. F. Commissioin on Cave Tourism and
Management

Caves are now widely recognised as an important element
within the National and World Heritage.

More importantly,

they are one of the least replaceable of all elements.
It

is

the

argued that the responsibility of governments for

protection

and

management

of

caves

must

beyond the boundaries of parks and reserves.

extend

Care must

be taken not to trivialise this responsibility by shoddy,
inept or in-appropriate tourism or park management.
Others,

including landowners, cavers and other visitors,

can best be regarded as having a
arises

out

of their

degree

responsibility which

of knowledge.

Those

with

knowledge should stop moralising about the less informed
and
when

should

act

necessary,

themselves,
even

or

where

seek

this

government

may

mean

action

refraining

from visiting specific caves.

Text taken from audio record of the Conference.
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Nearly 30 years ago several of us sat one night around a flagon of claret here in Adelaide and
discussed a problem. Our problem was that we had walked over most walkable parts of the State,
we had savoured the whole of the coastline and we were running out of really interesting things
to do in our spare time. We decided on two possibilities. One was to go skin diving and the
other was to go caving. Then someone found out the price of skin diving equipment and we very
quickly agreed that caving was what we wanted to do.
We set
stopped
with a
Station
on it.
over 40

off with no knowledge of safe caving techniques, in a couple of vehicles - one of which
every few miles and you had to take the cover-plate off the side valves and bang them
hammer to get them moving again. The other was a peculiar monstrosity called a Bradford
Sedan that basically consisted of a 1,000 C.C. motorbike with a large tea-chest mounted
We did find that it would hold up to 16 cavers. The only trouble was that when you got
kilometres an hour with such a load the front wheels lifted off the road.

Today I am here talking about caves and responsibility. Now, either I've lost my sense of fun
and been around too long or I've learnt something in the meantime. I'm not sure which. I don't
think we started caving in a very responsible way, but it was the best we knew at the time. I
leave it to you to judge whether I've lost my sense of fun or whether I've actually learnt something useful. What I want to do is talk mainly about the question of who should be responsible
for caves.
There has been a lot of discussion and a lot of literature about why caves are an important
environmental and social responsibility for our society. I'll spend a few minutes on that first
to clear some ground.
It is commonly agreed now that caves are a very important part of our heritage.

There are
already a number of caves and cave areas on the world heritage list, not just on the Australian
list. For instance, the Mammoth Cave National Park and the Nahanni National Park are both on
che
the world heritage list. Now, one of the points I want to make about why we should be concerned
about caves and feel a sense of responsibility for them, is that our answer to that question is
:e~inning to change.
In the past our answer has always been in human-centred terms or what a
:~il'Jsopher would call instrumental terms.
Thus, we have argued for the preservation and care
:~ caves because of their value to human beings, not because they might be valuable in themselves but because they are valuable to us as people. And those sort of arguments have been
a:lolied to all wild places. Godfrey-Smith says that you can classify the arguments into four,
and I like his terms. He says there is the' cathedral' argument which argues that .wild places
are places of beauty and spiritual renewal; the 'laboratory' argument which says they are
important to us because of their research value;
the' silo' argument which says they are
important to us because of the extent to which they conserve the genetic stock;
and the
'gymnasium' argument which says they are valuable because of the extent to which they provide us
with opportunities for healthy recreation.

Now all of these are essentially instrumental in character, and are all about the value of wild
places, including caves, to human beings. I believe there is now evidence that we are gradually
beginning to move towards a non-anthropocentric view which says that wild places are important
in themselves. I do not think this realisation has yet hit many of our political leaders nor
many of our businessmen. I think it has, however, impacted on the thinking of a very large proportion of the general population. If you look at the research evidence, summarised in the 1981
National Estate Report of our own Federal Government, (pp.12-17) I think you can sense something
of that shift towards a non-anthropocentric view. If you talk to people around the community,
you can sense something of it. Certainly it has been around in the environmental literature for
some time. It is now clear that such an idea is no longer seen as highly eccentric as it was 30
years ago and is becoming much more broadly accepted.
One of the pioneers of that viewpoint, Aldo Leopold, in his essay, "The Land Ethic", argued that
accepting the intrinsic value of wild places was both an evolutionary possibility and an
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ecological necessity.
As an analogy he pointed out that Odysseus on his return from his
wanderings saw himself as being utterly free to hang a number of his slave girls because they
had misbehaved during his absence.
And at the time no-one would have questioned that. Human
life was not valuable in itself.
It was only valuable as a tool for the master to use. Today
we would abhor that viewpoint and say that human life, any human life, is valuable in itself.
Leopold argues that we will ultimately extend that thinking to include the land. So the point
I am making here is that we can see now the beginnings of a shift towards the way in which we
justify the conservation of wild places, or the proper husbanding of other natural resources. We
are beginning to see our environment and natural resources as intrinsically 'valuable in themselves and not just for our purposes.
Now against that background, let me'turn to the question of who might be responsible for caves.
Here I do get into perhaps what could be called an exercise in moral philosophy of trying to
sort out a rather complex set of ideas. One of the interesting things is that I find very
little in the literature which argues why Governments or anyone else should be responsible.
There is a lot of comment which says "of course governments should be responsible because they
have got the power ll • Or "of course governments should be responsible because they have got the
moneyll. Now they are not arguments about what the government should do, they are only arguments
about what it can do. It is very dangerous to assume that any argument for what can be done is
an argument for what should be done. That is the argument the Hydroelectric Commission uses in
Tasmania.
They would argue that the Franklin River can be dammed, therefore, it should be dammed. Power
and money are certainly not real arguments about who should have responsibility. They are only
statements about who can bear the weight of responsibility.
Now I want to suggest that if we
think about what we mean by the word 'responsibility', we do in fact answer the question of who
has the central focus of responsibility. Responsibility cannot be defined just as duty. Duty
is the obligation to do what should be done and while you talk just in terms of duty, well
obviously it is everybody's duty to look after the environment. And we all know that what is
everybody's duty becomes nobody's. So that is not a very adequate definition of responsibility.
It is in fact a tautology and it cannot be operational.
We somehow have to get a better
definition of responsibility. The philosopher called Charles Frankel has, I think, put this in
the best and most useful sense.
He says a decision is responsible when the person or the group that makes it,has to answer for
it to those who are directly or indirectly affected by it (p.203). In other words a decision,
Frankel says, can only be a responsible one when you have to answer for it. Now he is at some
pains to point out that he doesn't guarantee whether the decision is good or bad, or right or
wrong. His definition only helps us get to grips with the notion of responsibility.
And it
leads us to the position that in our kind of society, responsibility for a broad social concern
has to rest with the elected government. That is what we elect a government for. The electoral
system is a means, admittedly a very blunt instrument, to ensure the kind of accountability
Frankel is concerned with. Let me explore some aspects of that.
To use a modern term, when we talk of responsibility we talk of accountability. Now we know the
electoral system is a pretty blunt instrument for all sorts of purposes, not just securing
accountability. As one of my favourite bits of grafitti says, 'It doesn't matter who you vote
for, you get a politician anyway'. Namely you get a government that tends to think and operate
to the next election. So there are some real blunt instrument problems here.
They become a
larger problem if the voters are not interested enough or cynical enough and so have short
political memories which fail to call governments to account for their actions. We have a long
tradition of apathy in this country which has not called our governments to account.
However, in the long run it seems to work. Now let me look briefly at the Franklin River issue
which might illustrate a couple of the points I've made so far. I think it is fairly clear that
in its discussions the Federal cabinet has thought of responsibility purely in duty terms, not
very much in accountability terms, and certainly not in legal terms. And they have said, 'Well
its our duty to be nice to the State and not to interfere'. They have, in fact, defined the
Franklin issue as not their responsibility.
However, if you think for a moment about Frankel's notion, the Federal Government cannot do that,
because in fact, the Federal Government is responsible. They have made, what on his terms, is
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a responsible
sDonsible decision,
on, eVf,f
even though
hough it may very we
well be a wron
wrong one. But it
i is a responsible
respon
one and hopefully they will be accountable and answerable for it at the next election, providing
people's memories are long enough.
If not, it will certainly be called to account by later
history.• Now l
I o
am o
not
t sugg;sti
suggesting that a Liberal Government is automatically anti-conservationist
and Labour aut
automatically
nrd
ally conservationist,
con
2.tionist I think
ink that is utter
tter nr
nonsense,
';e, and the 'r;cord
record of both
parties is not good. But I would
Id cer
certainly go so far, in respec
respect to the pre·;,ff
present government
iJovernmen to
paraphrase another bit of grafi tti, and say that anyone who cares about the environment and
votes for the present Federal Government is like a chicken voting for Colonel Sanders.
Let
Le me talk about another
r;nother broad-scale
scale shift and that
th
relates
ates to government
vernment accountability
tabili
and
responsibility.
rn
I bel
believe
i e vt; we are seeing
set;
a shift
s hi ft where we art;
are not only
0 n1y calling
c
the elected
e
government to account but increasingly calling the executive branch of government, the public
service, to account. Along with that, we are gradually developing mechanisms which are making
the public service more accountable.
Examples include the administrative accountability
res bei
tablish
nforma
egislat
at is developing
de
ing here and
procedures
being established,
the freedom of information
legislation
that
tht:
r;round the world,
there around
rId, th
the development
lopmenf of ombudsmen and admini
administrative
ve reVl
review tribunals.
bunals. All
of these are ways in which people are passing responsibility more and more to the executive
branch rather than merely the legislature.
Of course, this has gone hand in hand, perhaps
regrettably, with denial of ministerial responsibility by varlOUS
various of our ministers. In practice,
th
Vfans
that we nill
ncluding the aublic
this
means that
will ser
see the agencies of government, including
public Sf
service departrrf
departments,
come to be helh
held much more directly
d
to account. We should recogni
recognise thiss shift which does effect
e
the strategy of people who are outside the government and who want to bring about greater
accou'ltability.
Next
N2xfosue.
issue.
There are pproblems
mS abou
about the way in which
ch governmental
governae al responsibility
reSPGn
Ii ty becomes
bef
bf
ratised and split
spli t up into compo
·,ef,
At th
nonent, nn
l.er how hard any Nation
bureaucratised
components.
the moment,
no matter
National
Park Service tries to carry out its responsibility on the lands for which it
i is legally he
held
accountable (namely the parks themselves), it can have very little impact outside of those lands.
There are all sorts of problems arising because of these boundaries wi
within
thin which land is
IS
pore
parcelled.
ed. We have all seer
seen the exampl
example in hhW
NSW of the environmental
ronmentoJ integrity
rtegrity of the
hhe Wee Jasper
J
ause no-one took any responsibility
;onsibil
f,r it or made any dec
Caves being ut
utterly destroy
destroyed because
for
decision
abou
about it (and that includes speleologists
speleologisf s as well as land
and managers).
manege ). This
Thi arose very much
because of bureaucratisation and the fact that the Wee Jasper Caves were in a gap where no-one
was taking any responsibility.
It is one of the more dramatic examples that we have in this
r;pening
country of that sort of thin
thing happening.
z,re also some much harder probl
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th bu
attrr·atisati
There are
problems to overcome
with
bureaucratisation
of actual land
management. Bureaucracies develop their own criteria for decision making, about staffing, and
the actions of staff, and these may not be in terms of the integrity of land which is being
i much more 1likely, being slightly cynical, to be in terms of the integrity
rtegrity of the
managed. It is
paper r;ork,
work, wh
which may not have any rei
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and. It is not the public
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fault;
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ault of
0
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systems of accountability we havt:
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in the House.
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If the paper-work is in order people seem to be moderately satisfied. And I am not suggesting
Of land
tind mana<;r;
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managers are nece';
necessarily
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but their job iss defin
defined by
ly beind
ess or stupid
id in this,
thl
someone else.
I am not at any point in thiss critic
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tTfggl ing in a
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ment authority
aut!:
st they can, but look
government
to do the best
looking at the r,ord-scale
broad-scale sy
system.
The bureaucratisation of management certainly leads to the phenomenon we all know well and could
best be descri
described as
z;s the game of must
musical t·angers
rangers.
No ranger stays long enough anywhere
anywher· r: to
really get to know his park as well a't
as he should.
r;hould.
Itls inevitable
inevi tab
within
i thin th
the present
sent sy
system.
peopl who have makr
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tributi
But if you 10
look at our park
parks, end
and look at the people
made significant
to
the development of those parks, it is very hard to see many of them in very recent years. The
real development and real vision has often been a way behind us. And it has been people like
Lynch
Lv
and
e:nd Reddan
Redd
;ind
and Wiburd
Wiburd, men who sf
stayed for many, many years on a park and rho
who came to know
eve;
millimett tt of that park every hort
every
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hour of the day and every season of the year. I thi
think we
need some
',orne time to look
ook at whether
rr publ
public service
ice sy
systems of land management
rtqement ccan be changed in a
way which will effectively lead to really stable staffing of parks and all the benefits which
come from that. Certainly this has been looked at in
In one of the management plans prepared by
thr
the Federation,
t;deration
where
ere the decision
i sion m
made
tdr by the responsible
sible authorities
r'rtthofi ties Wrt'
was to,
to as far as
ng part of a
possible,
ong run stability
1i ty rather
r
than L
for management
agement of a cave park being
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general musical rangers game. However, even that raises problems because I do not think this
problem is limited to cave parks at all; I think it is true of many parks, and probably most.
Finally, governments tend to trivialise environmental management and that is partly a historical
burden that we bear from the 19th century. Parks were originally conceived as monuments and as
centreing around monumental features. So the notion was to find particular features and to show
them to the public so that people would go oh! and ah!. Appreciation of the environment was
seen not in terms of a holistic eco-system but rather singling out of particular features,
isolating them from their ecological context. The traditional practice in show caves and cave
parks has been to do just that. So we are still struggling against that idea. Not, of course,
because the park managers might not understand the problem (although sometimes they do not) but
more because there is a lot of the public who do not understand the problem and who demand the
old monumentalism. Again, I'm
Il m looking at society and the way in which we, as a total society,
look at the responsibility we place in the hands of our government.
Now let me briefly say a bit about those who one also hears of as having some responsibility for
cave conservation - the land owners and the cavers.
I only want to look at these two very briefly. Landowners firstly: often landowners do not own
the caves. The title may be of limited depth so that the landowner only owns the land above the
cave and perhaps the entrance to it, but not the cave itself. In this situation the cave is the
property of the Crown, although there is some divided legal opinion as to what that really means.
I am not going to explore that one at the moment. However, even if the landowner has a centreof-earth title, a title that runs all the way to the centre of the earth, as we do have in the
Buchan area in Victoria, where it is clear that the landowner has actual title to the cave itself, then I think there is still an issue. We have constraining legislation, both planning
legislation and pollution control legislation, which constrains the right of the private landowner. I believe we need constraining legislation to retstrain the right of the private landowner to destroy features of environmental value. An example of where we more adequately do
have that legislation in this country is in regard to Aboriginal relics. Some of you may be
landownerls right to destroy Aboriginal relics
aware of the legislation which does constrain the landowner's
on his property. I believe that principle should be extended. I would even suggest to you that
we will ultimately rethink our concept of private ownership of land, as some European countries
are beginning to, or have done so for years. We might then see that private ownership is the
equivalent of human slavery. I talked earlier about Aldo Leopold's
Leopoldls analogy of Odysseus murdering
his slave girls because they had misbehaved, because at that time there was no value placed on
human life. Today, we do not believe people can own peopl~. If you extend that to the land
ethic, you should be asking some very serious questions about the right of anyone individual to
see himself as owning a bit of land. But, of course, in this country with its tradition of
squatting, that's
thatls a very sacred cow. I am only giving it a tentative kick, but someone needs to
give that cow very hard kicks, because the concept is outmoded and it is environmentally unsound.
The present day legislation of Sweden or Yugoslavia, to quote two countries that are politically
miles apart
apa~t from each other, suggests to us that perhaps we should be looking at issues of land
tenure in a new way and we should be saying there is a responsibility upon landowners to care
for that over which they have temporary guardianship. That is really what it is, but at the
moment, we do not really recognise that.
Cavers: Cavers do have a knowledge, as Dr. Sue Barker has pointed out, of a particular sector
of the environment. I think that knowledge confers upon us at least a duty. I do not think it
can be a responsibility in Frankelian terms. I do not think we can be held to account for it,
perhaps unfortunately. But I do think we have a duty to act upon the knowledge we have. We
have a duty to be amongst those who try particularly hard to call governments to account for the
decisions they make. We cannot, as I and others were doing 30 years ago, just load ourselves up
and go off to have a glorious weekend grovelling in a cave without thinking about the implications. Through our grovelling we learn a great deal about that bit of the environment. We
do develop a love and a care for it and I believe that confers upon us, at the very least, a
duty to try to see that our caves are well conserved. It may mean that we find ourselves excluded from some caves because
because- of that.
I think there are far more important issues than
whether or not we can have a good time in a particular cave. I think those far more important
issues are to do with the intrinsic value of the cave environment and its importance to future
generations-that we guard that intrinsic value. To be very specific about this, in the last few
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days I've tried to assess the size of the bat population in Bat Cave at Naracoorte Caves as part
of the work we are doing towards the draft management plan for the park there. That population
of bats is as healthy numerically as it has been in any time of my 30 years acquaintance with it.
The population is still in very good shape.
That is not true of any other bent-wing bat
population in South Eastern Australia. Now I think a very impo-rtant element in the health of
the Naracoorte population is the fact that the park service has closed that cave to visitors,
including cavers.
Cavers have accepted that and respected it and I think it shows the
responsibility, both of the cavers most concerned and the Parks Service that such action was
taken and that the population of bats at least is still in good shape. I do not think it says
much for our concern about or duty to the environment or that of the management authorities concerned that the equivalent bat populations in Victoria and NSW have been decimated. Someone
hopefully one day will start to call at least governments, and perhaps us, more to account for
it.
I have really enjoyed discussing these issues that I have raised wi th you. To me it is an exploration in trying to sort through why it is that we commonly assume governments are responsible.
It is useful for me to think about that and try to clarify my own ideas on it and I
only hope it helps you to a clearer idea of how you see your responsibility for caves, and your
role in cave conservation, viz-a-viz the role of your elected government and how you put the two
together.
Thank you very much.
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WILDERNESS KARST IN
TASMANIAN RESOURCE POLITICS
by
Kevin Kiernan
Tasmanian Wilderness Society
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INTRODUCTION
The obj ect of this paper is to trace the nature of and changes in the management status over the
past decade of one s.all co.ponent of the Tas.anian environ.ent : karst. In particular, I wish to
persue the question of how the manage.ent of limestone areas and the conservation of caves has
become intertwined with, and impinged upon by broader questions of land use priorities and
Tasmanian politics; to exa.ine also the tactics adopted by various parties, and to consider some of
the implications for the karst areas. To do this I will need to traverse considerable ground which
may not at first glance appear to be related to caves per se, but I hope to demonstrate that cave
conservation proble.s can be neither understood nor resolved without taking account of the wider
environ.ent.
This paper represents a for. of case study, but one which emanates not fro. an entirely dispassionate observer but fro. a participant in the processes described. It .ust therefore suffer
both the shortco.ings and strengths inherent in that perspective - hopefully by stating areas of .y
personal involve.ent attention will be drawn to specific areas for scrutiny in this regard. To
introduce the paper I wish firstly to review by exa.ple the pattern of land-use decision-.aking in
Tasunia
Tasmania and then the status of karst at the ti.e the congress of this Federation last .et in
Tasmania in 1970, before reviewing structural changes, public issues and advocacy which have
impinged upon the situation since that time.

PATTERN OF LAND-USE DECISION-MAKING IN TASMANIA
The most effective .ethod for describing the social and political milieu and the relevant processes
operating within it in Tasmania is to review briefly the first major conservation issue in the
state, which reached its crescendo in the early 1970s. In 1955 submissions fro. bushwalkers and
private pilots led to the creation of a 2400ha scenic reserve known as the Lake Pedder National
Park.
In 1962 geologists and engineers began to examine the general area with an eye to the
develop.ent of its hydro-electric potential. Disquiet among the small group who knew Lake Pedder
led to the formation later that year of the South West Committee (SWC), a federation of interested
organisations which requested the Tas.anian government to protect the entire South-West as a fauna
reserve.
In 1964 the state govern.ent established instead an interdepart.ental com.ittee (IDC) which
included representatives fro. various government agencies, and on 21 December 1966 the IOC was
briefed to consider future development of the South-West. The SWC was refused .embership and so
produced its own plan for a major national park.
On 21 June 1965 Premier Eric Reece quietly
acknowledged that there was to be "some modification to the lake
Lake Pedder National Park" (Mercury
21 June 1965). On 13 April 1966 a South West Fauna District of 646 OOOha was gazetted, but within
two months its future seemed questionable when a case for special financial aid for a hydroelectric project on the Middle Gordon River was submitted by the state to the federal govern.ent.
On 29 March 1967 continuing disquiet as to the still unspecified threat to Lake Pedder resulted in
for.ation of the more activist Save Lake Pedder National Park Committee (SLPNPC). In 1967 the IDC
predictably supported proposed power development, but also recommended
recom.ended an extended national park.
Yet it was not until 25 May 1965 that the proposal of the Hydro-Electric Co .. ission (HEC) was
finally tabled in parlia.ent (McKenry 1972). It provoked an im.ediate public respon~e. Reece's
"some modification" meant total inundation and obliteration. Millions of dollars had already been
spent. Conservationists were shadow boxing with something bordering on a 'fait accompli'.
To this point we can recognise the foundations of a nu.ber of important elements in the decision
processes which persist today. Firstly there is an unwillingness to upset planning procedures and
risk any challenge to professional values by disclosing information in a threatening social
environment.
More than a decade elapsed between initial investigations and the first public
release of information. Secondly, there is a resentment by the old institutions and power elites
of the state when subj ected to any questioning: at one stage Prelier Reece accused the SWC, a
public body, of "meddling in public affairs". Put more bluntly, a classic strategem of obfuscation,
distortion, misinformation, secrecy and half truth was developed which set a pattern for future
public resource decisions affecting the Tasmanian wilderness. A further problem lay in the fact
that little was known of the area in question, for while resistance to flooding Lake Pedder was
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i .. ediate, the Gordon gorge area and to a degree al so the renrkable
remarkable Serpentine River
Ri ver were
surrendered without resistance, and it was to be some years before it was realised by cavers that
karst had also been destroyed.
(Kiernan 1981a) Secrecy gained the HEC a critical delay to the
lobilisation of contrary public opinion, by which time the scheme had gained considerable 10mentuI.
lomentul.
A record petition of 10,000 signatures was presented to the state House of Asselbly (lower house)
during the ensuing debate, to which the Legislative Council (upper house) responded by establishing,
on 14 June 1967, a select comlittee of enquiry. Neither the HEC nor the state governlent saw fit
to await its findings, for by the end of June legislation had been introduced to the lower house to
authorise the project and give the HEC total control over the entire South-West Fauna District.
Here lies the foundations of the more recent control of parts of the Gordon-Franklin area by the
HEC. Prelier Reece was so justifiably confidant that the Bill would pass without alendlent that he
skipped the last day of the debate to secure special bridging finance of $47 lillion frol the Loan
Council in Canberra, even though the proposal had not been passed by the state legislature. On 22
August 1967 the select cO.littee
cOllittee reported in favour of the daiS,
dais, but urged also than an extended
national park be proclaimed. The first finding was endorsed enthusiastically but the latter was
never fully cOlplied with.
Among other recommendations was that all future proposals be
scrutinised by parliamentary select cOllittee, but this too was ignored sOle years later when the
Pieman River project was approved, and a shell-shocked conservation movement put up negligible
resistance to the loss of a major riverine wilderness:
there too karst areas unknown to cavers
were to be destroyed. Lake Pedder fell frol the headlines until the early 1970s, although ongoing
biological research revealed Pedder to be a unique ecosystem wi th numerous endelic species which
faced probable extinction (Bayley, Swain, Tyler and Lake 1972). The Reece Labor Governlent lost
office in 1969.
A more radical public group, the Lake Pedder Action COllittee (LPAC) elerged in 1971, and it was as
secretary of that group that my own involvement increased. By the following year the Serpentine
dam was already completed and the flood-waters were within a few kilometres of Lake Pedder. A move
in the upper house failed to produce a referendul.
referenduI. In addition to their public campaign, several
LPAC lIembers
lIelllbers infiltrated the very sull
small Centre Pary (= Country Party) whose sole par lialentary
representative was the deputy premier, Kevin Lyons who opened the Hobart Conference of this
federation in 1970, and was a brother of one of the principal protagonists involved in the split
which provided Tasmania with a new cave group in the late 1960s. Several LPAC lelbers were elected
to the state council of the party, and ripples resulted from questions about Lake Pedder being
raised by Lyons in the state parliament. In February 1972 Lyons resigned frol the Liberal-Centre
coali tion governlent and thereby forced a state election, at which conservation candidates stood
as a body called the United Tasmania Group (UTG) and nearly gained seats despite a press
advertising campaign against them by the HEC.
Several other elements in the process should now be apparent. Firstly, although unprecedented
public disquiet was evident, the rejection of any HEC proposal still seemed unthinkable. Secondly
there was a readiness to be very selective in regard to the findings of a parlialentary enquiry.
Thirdly conservationists were becoming more vocal and very politically involved.

A scientific elelent crept into public awareness. The International Biological Progralle of UNESCO
and the IUCN called for a halt to the flood. On 13 July 1972 there was an unsuccessful attempt to
reopen the upper house enquiry, stimulated by a petition from life scientists frol around Australia.
Scientific values were ignored by the Tasmanian government, just as they were to be ignored a
decade later when the archaeological caves of the Franklin River were capturing scientific headlines world wide. When legal opinion suggested the flooding of the national park was illegal the
Attorney General resigned because cabinet refused to allow him to grant his fiat to a citizen
action by LPAC melbers against the government's COmlission. This incurred the wrath of the bar
association and the church amid claims that the action contravened the Magna Carta. Retrospective
legislation passed the parliament and the Attorney General resuled his post. The government had
got away with it and a precedent had been established. Similiar retrospective legislation was
enacted in 1981 to validate flooding of part of the Cradle Mt - Lake St. Clair National Park by the
Pienn
Pieman Schele. Meanwhile conservationists had turned their Pedder lobbying towards Canberra. On
2 December 1972 the ALP was elected to national government. It was a very different ALP to the
state branch which had resumed government in Taslania earlier in the sale year, and on 23 February
1973 it honoured a pre-election prolise to establish a cOlllittee of enquiry in a bid to halt the
flooding.
The Tasmanian government and HEC refused to give evidence.
In an interil report
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released in June 1973 the enquiry recollmended
recommended a moratorium on the flooding, with any costs to be
borne by the national government.
In Septellber
September two Pedder protestors disappeared under highly
suspicious circumstances while flying to Canberra by light aircraft to lobby for support for this
proposal. The federal government accepted the argullent
argument that Pedder was a national responsibil i ty
and offered a blank cheque to Tasmania to cover costs in developing an alternative scheme. The
offer was refused and Lake Pedder drowned.
Recurrent problems highlighted during the Pedder and subsequent debates have included the inappropriate structure of government machinery, whereby functionally narrow agencies persue narrowly
defined objectives; the existance of outdated legislation founded upon very narrow values; and the
complications posed by existing long term development rights. The Hydro Electric Commission, for
instance is "an autonomous, semi-governmental authority responsible almost entirely for the conduct
of its own affairs. The Minister administering the Hydro Electric Commission Act is answereable to
parliament for the activities of the Commission but the Commission is not directed by or
responsible to the Minister as is a government department". (Tasmania 1967 : 327). The Commission
is therefore able to act as a defacto governllent
government with respect to power supply and attempt to
present the parliament with a 'fait accompli'.
A further problem, but one of diminishing
significance has been the resistance to upstart youth and changed values. This was exemplified in
in 1973 by the premiers public attack upon me for daring to question him when I was not even old
enough to vote - at the time I was 20 years old, and while the 18 year old franchise had not yet
been proclaimed it had been accepted by government.
The Whitlam government was perceived in
Tasmania merely as impetuous youth in parliamentary clothing.
Despite all of this Pedder was
recognised as a national possession, but federal initiatives to safeguard it were defeated, in the
final analysis, by bureaucratic insensitivity, even arrogance; by the intransigence of insular
government; and by the pride of old men. Facts were of diminishing significance to the final outcome, for while Lake Pedder was tossed upon stormy seas of materialism it foundered upon the rock
COile,
of pride.
Clearly the HEC had extraordinary power
power:: Premier Reece was known to consult it not
merely on matters of energy supply but on the direction of general government policy. And in the
wake of failure at Lake Pedder the conservation movement would have to fight harder for the GordonFranklin than it may have had to in the wake of success at Pedder and a decade of Tasmania
adjusting to the greater legitimacy of conservation as an institution.
Pedder had opened a
Pandora's box of nested sub-issue.

POST-PEDDER STRUCTURAL CHANGES
The monosyllabic planning which fuelled the Lake Pedder debate also exposed grave weaknesses in
Tasmania's legislative arrangements for environmental protection. The Scenery Preservation Act lay
agape in toothless glory. But when the Liberal-Centre coalition gained office in 1969 it brought
with it a policy for a National Parks and Wildlife Service. Mr. Ron Brown, a member of the SWC and
one time Legislative Councillor for the Huon, was instrumental in having this policy, initially
proposed by Ms Anita Damgard and Mr. Don Field, accepted by the Liberal Party. I suggest that the
birth of the Service at that time is directly attributable to the far sighted, individual efforts
of those people. The later passage of an Environmental Protection Act and the establishment of a
Department of the Environment was a direct result of the UTG entry into the 1972 state election.
With the probability of conservationists polling strongly the ALP plagiarized some of the UTG
policies and on regaining office found itself stuck with it. There is more than one way to skin a
cat! The Department remains toothless however, preoccupied with popping-it-in-a litter-bin while
the South-West drowns, our forests are carted away to Japan to be converted into junk packaging and
Hobart's Derwent River carries toxic levels of heavy metals such as lercury, zinc and cadmium
which in some cases are at world record levels, exceeding even those of Japan's infamous Minimata
Bay. But while the Apple Isle vanished with the fruit industry and the holiday isle was becoming
the isle of galvanised oysters the establishment of these new agencies provided niches to be
filled by conservationists of professional rather than activist orientation. And outside Tasmania,
Pedder contributed a great deal to stimulating efforts to increase federal environmental
environlental powers,
including establishment of the Committee
Co.mittee of Enquiry into the National Estate.

THE STATUS OF KARST IN 1970
1970 provides a useful benchmark against which to measure progress in karst protection over subsequent years, for not only does it predate the main bourgeoning of environmental awareness in
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Australia, with its offspring concepts of public participation in planning, but in karst terms it
also represents the rediscovery (or perhaps discovery) of Tasmania by mainland speleologists.
Exploration was still centred upon 3 or 4 principal
Exploemlion
pal areey
areas and there was little
ittle known ef
of the SouthSeu
West karsts,
hs, apay
apart from Brian Collin's tentative steps towards Mt. Anne. Discoveries in Exit Cave
had made itt the deepest and longest known cave in the southern
Lhern heei
iJJ8) , and then
hemisphere (Goede 1968),
the depth record was broken again in Tassy Pot shortly before the 1970 ASF Congress in Tasmania
(Kiernan 1971a).
This attracted many mainland enthusiasts to the state and set the stage for
further d::amatic
furthur
dramatic discoveries
:li:eueries ard
and depth records
reclied~ in the following
fo
rg days and months
uonths (Kiernan
(
1971b,1972)
1971b
But although orgi:::
organised speleoloII
speleology in Tasmania
Tasmi:::
was
u~s well into its thhd
third decade
de lade there
thee~ had been nn
no new
reserves proclaimed to protect any of the many discoveries which had been made over that time. From
a review of existing cave reserves which I published in 1974 many of the problems of 1970, some of
them unk
unknown
"town to us, become evident : in addition
i tion to the fact that there wey"o
were simply
inply ton
too few
reSer"iJf:":
ineated on the basis of ecological
Geological or hydroloclice1
reserves none of those existing had been delineated
hydrological
criteria;
cri tef"l
only sites with potential
tial economic
eco lfYiFllC value as +n
tourist
irist venues had been reserved;
:;t:rved;
.any
reserves were enshrined only in folklore; some protected only the entrance and not the body of the
reserve declarations lay scattered among myriad pieces of legislation or potentially
cave;
temporary department whim; and th
temporart
the potential
potent] cl existed for
foy" boundariei:
boundaries to be altered,
al tcred interference
permitted or entire
permi
ent
reserves extinguished
rGserves
shed without publ
public knowledge
edge (Kiernan
eenan 1974).
1974
Some
inme karst was
inadvertantly
inadvGrha::tly but fortuitiously
Luitiouslt t::ohected
protected in eetional
national parks, although in the
hhe case of the
le Florenti
Florentine
Valley lost of the karst had been revoked from the Mt. Field National Park to permit logging. But
when most of the major caves were excluded from a mineral exploration licence at Mole Creek it had
been openly admitted to be a bid to avert another Lake Pedder type row.
ru~
The South-West?
South-We::t? We simply
didn't
didn
dimw
know if there eere
were and
any caves in it,
i
but the potential
al certai
certainly seelled
eeelled ttl
to be there (Harri
(
s
1967 i Harris
hcccis & Kiernan
Kiecnmc 1971, Kiernan
Ki
1974).
1974)
1967,
(See Figure 1).

THE

PRECIPITOUS BLUFF CONFLICT : A MAJFF
MAJOR THREAT
TO WILDERNESS
WILD FliWFSS KARST
FHREA

The first major threat to wilderness karst arose only 12 months after the 1970 ASF conference. In
1938 a geologist had reported caves in the limestone flanks of Precipitous Bluff above New River
Lagoon, and in the 1960s a number of these had been explored by a Tasmanian Caverneering Club party
who flew to the lagoon by tiger moth sea plane. (Goede
(Goc:de et al 1973).
19
In Deceoder
December 1971 Mineral
Minnr"el
Holdings
Hold
(Australia)
Austral
Pty.• Ltd
Ltd. applied
lied for
foe an exploration
nxploralinn licence
icence over 32km
d2km 2 but
b:: the application
appl
was declared invalid.
A second application for 40km 2 lodged a month later was met by several
objections from wilderness conservationists. In December 1972 a mining warden, Mr. J. Temple-Smith,
Temple-S.ith,
rejected the licence application because the value of the area in its "pristine and primeval
condi
far outnei
nedli :::::s benedi
co::ld be expect::d
hn:m mininn
vity". This
condition
outweighs the nebulous
benefits ::hich
which could
expected from
mining activity".
incensed
incen
the pro-development
pro-d::::::l::pment lobby. An appeal lias
was lodged by Mineral Holdings amid li:unting
mounting public
i71). There were reports that the Tasmanian government intended a bet each way
outcry. (Wessing
Wessing 1978).
and that it would declare the area a national park, but allow mining under the management plan. The
stage seemed set for a major conflict.

Speleologists
Spel
sts bought into thic
this issue
':Ciue in 1972 when
uhen I led
ldi a rational
national eccedition
expedition to the Precil
Precipitous
Bluff caves to ga"her
gather informalion
information and publicily
publicity supportive of the conservation case. Participants
came from several Australian states and from New Zealand. Two lengthy outflow caves and some potholes were explored, and other entrances were recorded (Kiernan 1975a; Middleton and Montgomery
1973;
1973
Pavey,
ecey, Fi
Fisher and
lind Radcliffe
Radc1
1973). The froject
project gained considerable
considilY"llble media attention
nttnntion adi
and the
discovery
disc11cer"y of a number of nec
new invertebrate
invvrtebraLt: species
'lpecies in the cave cane
came at a time when the loss of
uniqve
unique species at Lake Pedder was still in the public mind. The expedition provided photograpdic
photographic
material to the Australian EXPO display at Spokane, Washington. Although the local municipal newspaper condemned the cavers activities, the explorations perhaps helped a little to put a human face
an area little known by ths
the public
reports of
battles.
on au
iC but for netorts
od esoteric
e::sderic court-room
coxrb-noom battl
application
An att
cation by Mineral Holdings
Holdispr to
Lo the Master of the Supreme
dvt::eme Court in chambers
ehambers for a declaration
declaee
against the mining warden's decision was unsuccessful. But following a Supreme Court hearing Mr.
Justice Nettlefold found, on 8 June 1973, that the objectors were not competant to object because
they lacked
ecbed any proprietary
etary estate
es
er
or interest,
intemn~L
and so eeveesed
end
reversed t
thehwarden's
e ' s deci
decision. Subsequently
Subseqve n
tbe good offices
iees of federal conservation
conserv
ministen Dr. Moss Cass, hrban
through the
minister
Urban aed
and dedional
Regional Afdei
Affairs
Attorn~ General,
deneral, Lionel Murphy the federal governllent undGntnok
Minister, TOil Uren and Attorney
undertook to ffinance
an appeal by conservationists. This led to a major clash between Tasmanian Premier Reece and Prime
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Minister Gough Whi tlaRl. Whi tlam singled out Precipitous Bluff as a major feature of Australia's
threatened heritage in
In a statement announcing the Committee of Enquiry into the National Estate.
Bu in subsequent
subsequeu ruling
ling thu
Supreee Court
heert dismissed
dismi
the con;ueuulionists
But
the full bench of the Supreme
conservationists appeal.
Th
Einding was subsequently
.; ;bsequent
reaffirmeh by appeals to the High Court and to the full
11 bench of the
This
finding
reaffirmed
High Court. Conservationists still have no legal standing under the Tasmanian Mines Act.
Notwithstanding this, the public furore was such that in 1976 the Tasmanian governlllent
governillent announced
H;;;t
Py·ecipitou Bluff
uff was to be includud
SU:jhh~test Natio
;al Park, and mining
ning disallowed
di
ooed
that Precipitous
included in the South-West
National
under lhe
the management plan
plan. But this was to in
involve
vol
a trade-off
trade-oii whereby
uhoreby pac·t
part of the Hartz
Haut; Mts.
National Park was to be revoked to compensate a paper pulp company for unused concession area foregone. The company has since closed down for at least two years. The swap ultimately occurred,
despite conservationist resistance. This issue dovetailed into the whole question of wilderness
anning in Tasmania.
asmania.
park planning

PLANNING PARKLANDS . CA VERS IN THE COGS
(i)

THE
fiE OFFIC
OFFICIALS:

I have
ave already mentioned that
hhah the advent of new government agencies charged with environmental
protection provided niches for conservationists of professional orientation. Although relations
between the activists and professionals were rather low key for a long time, and in some cases even
hostile,
hosti
the emergence
qence of dedicated
hcdicated conservationists
;·u.ervation
in the agencies, including sone
some L;;·st
karst
e;
enthusiasts
had been significant. In addition
;n existi
existing departments
departmen
such as lands and
und Forss
Forestry saw
the public
ic relations
re;
value of getting in on the.
the environmental
environmenta act.
Environmentally concerned
officers could at least have an impact. The lands
Lands Department developed a network of recreational
reserves, and the Forestry COIII .. ission developed small reserves at such areas as the Julius River
Chish;
beautiqe karstic
hesstic lake.
I
caves, and alse
also lake Chisholm,
a beautiful
While
Wh
there hah
had long been concern at the prospect of dams in the Gordon-Franklin
rankl
area, an inportant
ecea,
important
contribution came from a one-time member of the Tasmanian Caverneering Club, David Steane, who as
an official in the new management branch of the lands
Lands Department asked in a departmental report in
the mid 1970s whether
ther Tasmania
Tasn;m
eild river,
rivE;· and
Iud focussed
focu
commen
should perhaps retain a wild
hiss comments
upon
the Franklin in tenticular
th
particular. In additi;;
addition to laying the foundation
doundatien for the concept of a Wild
Wi
River
N;;
;;hi fting the docu~
f;·om the lower Gordon to a degree and onto the Franklin
in
focu~ away from
National Park and shifting
In particular, it was encouraging for conservationists to be aware of such a sentiment in a departin
lent where it was not expected.
After the inevitable leak I enthusiastically embraced Steane's
d;;;irman of the South-West
South~tn;.t Tasmania
Tasmani Action
ion Committee
Comn
at that
thnd time,,and
argument and as chairman
and later as
an Wilderness
Wild;;u;;; Society,
Sociedt I was abln
;u;te thi
founding director of the Tasmanian
able to strongly promote
this concept
i ;;n;;ervati;
Sande;; ;;nd
in
conservation circles. Those who fol
followed me at the helm of TWS, firstly Dr. horm
Norm Sanders
and
later Dr. Bob Brown, have continued to do so.
thusiasts have become involved
fed in the National Parks and Wildlife
Wi
Several karst enthusiasts
Service ;here
where
they h;;ve
have been in a posi
position to work for karst protection
on and have providnd
provided receptive ears for
Tor
tdde government.
proposalss frou
from outside
One of them had been atl;;;;hed
attracted to Tasmaniaa through the
Precipitous Bluff expedition and was a former member of the Co long Caves and Bungonia Committees;
Greg Middleton of the Sydney Speleological Society.
Within a few months of returning from
Pre;;lpitous
th;; r4;;tional
Pay·k and
rind Wildlife
Wild
Precipitous Bluff ho
he had ;bt;;i;;d
obtained a po;;;
position in the
National Parks
Service where he
WE;
nce ri
was ;;;ponsibl;
responsible for investi
investigating poten
potential new reserves, and he has since
risen to the position of
Ch
f{esourc;;;;
ricer.
DD0i;;rs latsr
;;ion have
h
time
Chief
Resources Officer.
Others
later to join the f{esources
Resources Division
included one-time
Southern Caving Society president Stephen Harris, and, for a time, former vice president of this
Federation Andrew Skinner. These people were able to take a personal interest in the fate of karst
areas and a number of rev;;;;;;
proposal h;;e
I ;iUbsequ;;;i
areas,
reserve proposals
have been perused at various times
times. In
subsequent hEars
years
ths
ng res;;;;;
it Cave
Cavs and Kubla
hubla Khan Cave.
D;ue.
the ;;ssvice
service hs;;
has been succ;ssfsl
successful in estah
establishing
reserves to protss
protect Exit
Sf;;;
r·stionali ssd with
i th control
con
heing
Some of the problem resen;;;;;;
reserves have besn
been rationalised,
being assumed of reserves at
Trowutta and Junee Cave. Various karsts have been adventitiously protected within larger reserves,
such as the extended parklands in the South-West.
Despite this considerable work remains,
particularly in the more classical areas such as Mole Creek.

(ii)

THE
HE ACTIt
ACTIVISTS:

The preparation of plans for extensions to the South-West National Park became a lIIajor preoccupation
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of wilderness conservationists in the .id 1970s, and provided another avenue whereby cave
enthusiasts could work towards karst protection. The initial i.petus calle froID
frolD these "private
enterprise" conservation groups. While the SWC had long proposed extensions to the SWNP, their
revised proposal in the early 1970s acceded to develop.ent in various areas such as the Middle
Gordon and southern forests, and covered none of the country north of the Strathgordon road nor
the lower Gordon and Franklin. Many of the proble.s in the South-West seemed to me to be due to
a piece.eal perspective whereby conservationists fought for indiviaual areas and not the region as
a whole.
At the 1974 state conference of the UTG I successfully proposed new boundaries of a
vastly expanded national park to be adopted as party policy. This was the first formal proposal
for a national park to protect the wild rivers, together with such areas as the Prince of Wales
and Denison Ranges, and it also ai.ed to link the SWNP to the Cradle Mt - lake St. Clair National
Park in the north west centre of the island (fig. 2). Karst areas were considered in defining
these boundaries although the broader conservation move.ent undoubtedly had little interest in
karst. Key ele.ents of the plan as far as karst was concerned included the protection also of
various karsts in the Gordon-Franklin area including Mt. Ronald Cross;
protection also of
Precipitous Bluff;
the Cracroft; the Mt. Anne area;
.ost of the Weld River area; and the
adoption of then unprotected Exit Cave as a cornerpost for a boundary extension to protect the
Southern Ranges. But the lIain aim was to turn thinking towards the region rather than the sites,
and to reaffir. the i.portance of those areas ignored by the SWC. The latter factor led to protracted and bitter debate between .ore conservative and more radical factions within the
conservation 1I0ve.ent.
The UTG plan sti.ulated a great deal of discussion. By this ti.e conservation activities were
beco.ing .ore vocal as logging roads pressed deeper into the South-West and the dams threat
loo.ed. This led to the advent of the South West Tasunia Action COlmittee, and as chairllan of
that body I succesfully proposed a slightly larger plan which gave an added protection to the Weld
River karst. Meanwhile the Australian Conservation Foundation had also opted for the larger plan,
with so.e further boundary refinements, and .ost groups generally came to subscribe to the idea of
a big park. Even the then very conservative Tasunian Conservation Trust broadly followed on,
with so.e unfortunate concessions. Again infiltration was a critical factor with the staunch but
respectable Ja.ie Kirkpatrick a me.ber of its South-West policy couittee and myself as its
chairun.
Up until this ti.e Tasunian conservation had been characterised by a myriad of sull ad hoc
co •• ittees which had sprung up whenever any threat looud to a national park or wilderness area.
Seldo. had these specific groups had .ore than two or three me.bers, camouflaged by a letterhead
(e.g. South-West firing range;
Freycinet granite quarries) although so.e groups were slightly
larger (e. g. lPAC). In 1976 I proposed the formation of a Tasunian Wi Iderness Society, and in
retribution was made its founding Director. One of its earliest activities was a series of field
trips designed to increase .embership awareness of karst, to areas such as the Weld Valley
(logging threat) and to Loongana (dam threat). A series of state government enquiries around this
ti.e finally led to a successful recommendation that the ACF boundaries be declared a Conservation
Area under the National Parks and Wildlife Act, and that any proposed land-use changes within it
be subject to exa.ination by an advisory co •• ittee. While this fell far short of being a national
park it at least .eant that the various protagonists agreed on the broad boundaries for their
argu.ents.
ar9u.ents. However some of the southern karst areas were protected when interim extensions were
.ade to the SWNP in 1976. Many of the more northerly areas were protected in May 1981 when a Wild
Rivers National Park was proclaimed by the state Labor 90vernment,
government, finally linking the SWNP to the
CMlSCNP
CMLSCNP such that parkland covered 763,400ha, though so.e areas remained unprotected, including
the Denison Range where the Lake Rhona area was burnt out by an escape fro. an illegal Australian
Newsprint Mills regeneration fire in late 1982.

THE GORDON-FRANKLIN DEBATE
The professional and activist wings of the wilderness .ovement have drawn closest in the current
debate over the South-West dams. On paper Tas.anians are the largest consumers of electricity in
the world but in fact much of this power goes to a handful of low emploYllent, capital intensive
industries owned by outside interests. SOlie
SOlle 50% of Tasllania I s loan funds are spent on dams and
power stations, debts on HEC borrowings allount to $865 .illion or $2045 per man, woman and child
in Tasmania, and the annual interest bill is over $50 .illion and consumes 43.4% of HEC revenue.
To add a further 180 megawatts to the states grid, or about 12% of the projected output of
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Victoria's Loy Yang station, the Hydro Electric COlllission proposes to spend a .inimu.
linimuI of $550
million damming the Gordon River below its confluence with the Franklin, thereby inundating the
most extensive of the western Tasmanian karsts - despite strong evidence that energy conservation
and alternative methods of generation are viable options, and while the heaviest consu.ers
consulers appear
to be winding down.
The limestone outcrops of the Gordon-Franklin are largely unmapped but are undoubtedly extensive
(Kiernan 1979). In the early 1960s members of the TCC twice visited the Gordon area and examined
several small caves, using boats and foot transport for access. However exploration of this
remote region was then overshadowed by dramatic discoveries in more accessible areas such as Mole
Creek, Junee Florentine, Ida Bay and Hastings.
In 1971 Stephen Harris and myself pointed out the likely threat to caves posed by proposed HEC
Schemes. (Harris and Kiernan 1971). That salle
sale year an early rafting party reported caves along
the banks of the Franklin. (Morley 1971; Koolhof 1974). Later in 1971 Stephen
Step hen and Chriss Harris
and myself investigated some possible routes to the Franklin limestone. My first attempt to reach
the limestone areas from the upstream direction ended tragically on 6 January 1972 when my
companion Olegas Truchanas, was drowned in a canoeing accident on the Gordon near the Serpentine
junction. In October 1972 I led a further trip from the Crotty area. The party included a nu.ber
nUlber
of cave enthusiasts, including Andrew Skinner, at that time a colleague in a small group which
formed in a hurried but successful attempt to halt a planned tri-services firing range in the
South-West. The party examined several karst areas in the light of leaked information on aspects
of the damming scheme, and then as secretary of the LPAC I released a major .edia
ledia statement
detailing the HEC's plans and the features threatened, including both known and likely caves. 'This
gained wide media coverage and increased media pressure on the HEC. In 1973 the recently arrived
Greg Middleton and I joined with a large contingent of Sydney Speleos on a voyage aboard the
tourist vessel Denison Star up the Lower Gordon. The idea crystallised that by documenting caves
we might make a contribution to the conservation case.
ude a bid to reach the limestone in the
After the visitors departure Greg Middleton and myself nde
Nicholls Range from where HEC reports had indicated the presence of caves, but we ran out of time
in the scrub of the Hamilton Range. A track to the Gordon Splits has since been cut by bushwalkers, who took some years to cut it along the route we sought to follow. As late as 1974 HEC
Commissioner, Sir Alan Knight was still seeking to discredit conservationists with a claim that
"there is no Lower Gordon Scheme to condemn". Shades of Pedder! There was abundant evidence to
the contrary. During Easter 1974 a slall
sllall party explored part of the Gordon-Franklin area (Hawkins,
Kiernan & Middleton 1974). Later Bob Hawkins and Greg Middleton purchased New Zealand Hamilton
jet boats to aid upriver
up river exploration and in January 1975 caves were explored in the Nicholls Range,
Gordon-Sprent and Franklin areas (Middleton and Sefton 1975; Kiernan 1975b). More caves were
explored the following summer at Nicholls Range. (Middleton 1977, Kiernan 1977). In 1977 Canadian
canoes and a .otorised
lotorised punt carried cavers up the Franklin. Fraser Cave was along
among .any caves
recorded, some of which were given the names of political decision makers in whose hands the
future of the area lay. Reviews of the emerging picture of wilderness karst were provided to
conservationists publications (Kiernan 1976b, 1978a, Middleton 1978). The parties also established
a pattern of providing film for TV useage, and carrying media crews who prepared nationally
distributed documentary material.
It was not until 1976 that the first sllall rubber rafts took to the Franklin and the river became
a popular recreational waterway. More caves were explored in 1978, 1979 and 1980. (Middleton
1980a,b, Kiernan 1978b). Much of the impetus for all this exploration came froll Greg Middleton,
who published a major review in 1979 (Middleton 1979). The exploration was conducted under the
banner of SSS and no local clubs expressed any interest in joining it. In response to public
pressure a very inadequate survey of the Franklin caves was undertaken by the HEC (Naqvi 1979) the
lany
lIany shortcomings of which have been detailed elsewhere. (Kiernan 1980, Jones 1981). In January
1981 Greg Middleton guided two archaeologists to the Nicholls Range. They were successful in
finding a small surface site, and excavated in one small cave, apparently without success.
(Middleton 1982). A couple of weeks later I led a TWS party to the Goodwins Creek karst on the
lower Jane River, a tributory of the Franklin, and while returning downstream we visited some
sOllie of
the Franklin caves and first recognised the archaeological significance of one of thel: it was
none other than that which bore the name of the current Australian Prime Minister, Malcolm Fraser.
(Kiernan 1981b).
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This focussed attention upon the caves and their archaeology, and the area received massive
publicity both nationally and internationally as a consequence of the discovery and subsequent
pilot excavation. Members of the Senate Select Committee on SW Tasmania flew to Fraser Cave and
it was there that they heard the verbal submissions of two of Australia's leading prehistorians,
Prof. John Mulvaney and Dr. Rhys Jones. Further archaeological discoveries were made in February
1981 (Kiernan 1981c) and January-February 1982 (Kiernan 1982, this volume, Harris, this volume).
During a visit by Tasmanian parliamentarian Dr. Norm Sanders and myself we found a further surface
site exposed long ago by HEC siteworks despite the Commission's claim in their project proposal
that no archaeological sites existed in the project area. In parliament Sanders questioned either
the integrity or competance of the HEC. A few weeks later he moved a motion of no confidence in
the state Labor government.
In 1979 the Hydro Electric Commission had formally presented its project proposal to the state
government.
During the subsequent state election the Liberal Party, under Geoff Pearsall, a
moderate whose maiden speech in the House some years before had focussed upon his recent visit to
Exit Cave, followed its usual tradition of wholehearted support to each and every HEC proposal but it could easily have gone the other ,way
-way because Pearsall had previously claimed at a public
meeting that the HEC proposal "had holes bigh enough to drive a bus through" and the Liberals
decision seemed more a hasty and tactically dubious decision to have a policy rather than one
about a policy. The Labor Party under Doug Lowe, a moderate who sought to placate lobbyists of
the Pedder era by assuring them that "Eric won't always be in charge" refused to allow the
Franklin to become an issue. Labor won. A number of documentary films showed the rivers to a
wider public, while the HEC plans continued to dominate the news media. The Directorate of Energy
recommended that rather than flood the Franklin the government should opt for a smaller dam on the
Gordon above the Olga (which would still flood the Nicholls Range karst area), coupled with a 200
MW thermal station.
As the cabinet decision drew closer Lows indicated probable support for the
Directorate's proposal, but two days later comments from the HEC swung his support to the Gordonbelow-Franklin. The Commissions strongest advocate, former NP & WS minister Neil Batt was away
overseas when cabinet met a day later and opted for a hydro course. At the next meeting two days
later lowe supported saving the Franklin and a subsequent caucus meeting opted for the suller
scheme. Deputy Premier Michael Barnard was a crucial advocate for the Franklin, together with HEC
Lohrey, and back benchers Michael Aird and Mary Willey - and as the
and Resources Minister Andrew lohrey,
first Premier prepared to question the HEC Doug Lowe's role was critical. The HEC was furious.
Lohrey was subsequently dumped from Cabinet for advocating ministerial control of the HEC. The
motion of no confidence, in the government, inspired by their energy
Liberals moved and lost a 1I0tion
spokesman Robert Mather who as an executive member of the Hobart Walking Club in the earliest
Lake Pedder's destruction by Tasmania's biggest outPedder days had engineered the acceptance of lake
door organisation. The Gordon-above-Olga bill passed the lower House.

A pro-dams pressure group had developed within the HEC, while another formed under the patronage
of former Premiers Reece and Bethune and former HEC Commissioner Sir Alan Knight. It is a measure
of prevailing attitudes in Tasmania that this "Dad's Army" was able to exert any influence. A
Select Committee of the Legislative Council, chaired by long-time advocate of mines and dams Mr.
Harry Braid, supported the HEC and the Council backed itself into the same corner as the liberal
Liberal
Party.
The support of the trade union movement swung behind the Liberal Party, despite an
admission to cabinet by HEC Commissioner Russell Ashton that jobs would not be lost if the
governments new plan was adopted.
The cOllmission
commission became even more nervous of criticism and
attempted to silence Prof. John Burton, chairman of the former Lake Pedder Enquiry. After his
cri tical comments ude
.ade in the professional journal "Engineers Australia", it threatened to sue
both Burton and the publishers if there was any repetition. The HEC had previously threatened to
sue the Department of the
the Environment if it released to the public a report containing passages
critical of the Commission for impeding environmental studies.
In 1981 the government threw down the gauntlet to the legislative
Legislative Council by declaring a FranklinLower Gordon Wild Rivers National Park and offering it for World Heritage status. Power-plays
were rife within the ALP and the dam proponents reversed the policy of the state party, but this
was not binding on the parliamentary branch. As part of a push to unseat Lowe, several ministers
openly dissented from saving
saving the Franklin.
Lowe was unceremoniously
unceremoniously dumped only a week after
after
Geoff
Geoff Pearsall had been replaced
replaced as
as Liberal leader
leader by a staunch HEC
HEC advocate froll
from Melbourne,
Melbourne, Robin
Robin
Gray.
Gray.
Gray trumpetted that mainlanders should
should stop interferring in Tasmanian
Tasmanian affairs and let
Tasmania decide.
decide. The government was forced
forced to a referendum. As part of the move to oust lowe
Lowe
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the no dams option was excluded from the ballot paper within days of lowe having promised it,
while powerful factions wrestled for control of the ALP. The public was only given a choice
between the two dams. Some 47% voted for flooding the Franklin, only 7% for the Olga option, and
lino dams" on their
a massive 46% voted informally, with 33% of the total voters having written "no
ballot paper.
Conservationists interpreted this a majority against flooding the Franklin, dam
proponents including the ALP took the converse view.
The legislative Council continued to
precipitate a constitutional crisis. lowe and his former whip Mary Willey resigned from the ALP
to sit on the cross-benches with Australian Democrat Norm Sanders, leaving new Prellier Harry
Holgate at the helm of a minority government. Holgate bought the support of television naturalist
Harry Butler, and then prorogued parliament to buy time. When it resumed Sanders moved a successful motion of no confidence, which was supported by lowe, Willey and the liberals. At the May
1982 election the liberal Party came to office, and a bill to flood the Franklin was passed by
both houses. Meanwhile at federal level the ALP had adopted a "no
lino dams" policy.
In September 1982 14,125 ha of the Franklin-Lower Gordon Wild Rivers National Park and 14,200 ha
of the South West Conservation Area were revoked and vested in the HEC. A further 780 ha of the
national parks comprising the bulk of the Franklin River karst, will remain in the park until 1st
January 1990, supposedly to allow archaeological studies of the cave deposits to be undertaken.
lino dams" write-ins on ballot papers
Resistance was increasing at a national level.
A series of "no
lino dams vote" in late 1982 for the federal
during mainland elections culminated in a massive 40% "no
seat of Flinders in Victoria.
As the possible implications of World Heritage status sunk in the
new liberal government in Tasmania sought to beat up a States Rights issue out of the nomination,
firstly by asking the federal liberal Government to withdraw the nomination, which had been given
added credibility by the Fraser Cave discoveries and the representation of many of the world's
leading archaeologists, and secondly by attacking the prospect of the national government invoking
foreign affairs powers in order to honour Australia's obligations as a signatory to the international World Heritage Convention.
The international archaeologists comments
cOmllents were published as
a full page advertisellent in The Australian newspaper. In federal parliament the Prime Minister
revealed that he had received over 6000 letters on the Franklin. From the first decision by
cavers to explore the Gordon-Franklin area to gather information supportive of the conservation
case, the caves of the region, and particularly the cave to which they had attached the Prille
Minister's name, had emerged as arguably the most compelling element in the case against the dams.
In its report of November 1982 the Senate Select COlmittee
Committee concluded that there was no urgent need
to co
cOllence
.. ence construction of a new power scheme, and supported alternatives to the Franklin dam.
It urged the Australian Government to fulfill its obligations under the UNESCO World Heritage
Convention.
This decision was based upon economic arguments and tha archaeological importance of
the Franklin caves, the Committee repeating Prof. John Mulvaneys viewpoint that destruction of the
caves IIwould be the greatest desecration of archaeological sites in Australia •• that, for the
Stone Age of the World, it is the equivalent of destroying the Pyramids ll (Australia, 1982:204).
The only dissenting voice was that of its chairman, Tasmanian liberal Senator Brian Archer. A
subsequent bill to ensure that Australia honoured its obligations under the World Heritage
Convention passed the senate. The issue had set Tasmanian against Tasmanian, Labor against labor,
Liberal against liberal and now potentially the two houses of federal parliament were also at
loggerheads.
While lIainland newspapers editorialised against the dams the Tasmania media and Premier Gray tried
to promote
prolote the idea that Tasmanians had magically become unanimous in support of the flood, and
appealed to Tasmania xenophobia by demanding an end to interference by mainlanders. Meanwhile the
TWS was organising a physical blockade of the site works, which had commenced in Spring 1982. Talk
of rifts in the state liberal Party were both initiated and suppressed by Gray's dictatorial
control of the party he had led to office in its own right for the first time ever. Special police
powers legislation was passed to cater for the blockade and one of Grays reputed critics, Attorney
General Max Bingham was despatched to Paris, ostensibly in a bid to dissuade the World Heritage
Committee from
froll ratifying the nomination, but possibly to get him out of the Premier's hair.
But in early December 1982 federal cabinet decided not to intervene because of protestations that
the sacred cow of states rights must not be challenged. Australia it seemed was still not to be
one nation.
The absence, due to illness of Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser, considered a closest
conservationist in the cabinet, was probably a critical factor. Although he had delayed forcing
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s;;ue in
In Cabinet
G,;;bine pendinp
naser' ,sturn
Ironn :nt, Minister
Min
Tom McVeigh
Geigh was final
the issue
pending Fraser's
return, Environment
finally forced
to proceed, without his strongest potential ally, at the last Cabinet meeting prior to the World
Heritage meeting. Cabinet chose not to intervene on the dam, but insisted the heritage nomination
wou
would
go ahead, and offerred
ufferred the federal
h'deral policee to assist
,;; :::ist the Tasmanian
Tasmau
government
gove'renent during
ng thu
the
blorkede. It
I claimed
aimed the cave deposits would
neuld be salvaged
ralvageP by a proven process
prrr eS of resinn impregnatien.
impregnation.
blockade.
Prof. John Mulvaney publicly ridiculed the suggestion and as a protest gesture resigned in disgust
from
frerrr the interim
inter'im board
bred of the Museum
Musenn of
uf Australia.
Au tr'r:lia. The
he Australian
Au ralian Archaeological
haeolrHJical A
Association
r:ruciati
deeerihed the hroposal
cS utter
ut
nonsenee and the goverrcnrt~
nonsence
government~ statements
s lenents as deliberately
del
lIisleading,
eadirrk
described
proposal as
and condemned the decision not to intervene as cowardly and irresponsible. A meeting between an
AAA delegation and Minister McVeigh degenerated into a swearing match. Salvage archaeology was
inf
informally
ly declared
ared black
,irk by the association.
assoe rrhlon. Longstanding
rngstarr:hng rifts
ri
betwe"n the
between
t,he Tasmanian
ian aboriginal
co ":trmr ty, the archaeological
communi
archaeo ogical fraternity
rraterni ty and the conservation movement shrank overnight in the
face of the mutual enemy of political intransigence. Virtually every major newspaper in Australia
cord"cced the Cabinet
condemned
rabinee decision
recisinn en
in editorials,
edi
als, an exception
excepti
being
beisr the
he Hobart
Hohe:' Mercury
Mereeey which rejoiced.
oiceY

On 13 December 1982 the World Heritage Commission listed South-West Tasmania, recommending that
Australia nominate its upgradiny
upgrading to the list of World Heritage in
i Danger.
Dangee
The bleekade
blockade cccmenced
commenced
the following
lowirry day and by the time
ce HEC neekers
workers eerrmenced
commenced their Christmas
stmas holidays
idaye three
ree days later,
latec
some 196 conservationists had been arrested, including a millionaire businessman, grandllothers
grand.others and
younger folk.
They were charged with trespass and many were incarcerated in Hobart's Risdon
Prison
when they rehs'eed
refused tr
to ,ircept
accept bail1 conditions
cond tions which
ch forbade
frf'd"de their
t'rC;; retune
return to th"
the Gordont;ordon'~
Pr
F
Franklin.
i n . Democrate
turucrate member
n"uber of state parliament
iamer dr.
Dr. Norman
Noeunn Sanders
Sandner resi
resigned his seat
eerrt in pertest
protest at
the arrests, and announced his intention to contest a Senate seat. Around the same time the
pri" i:jious frr"ricar
prestigious
American journal
furnal Science
dcienc carried
rrried a full page editorial
edi
al on the
hhe Franklin
Fr~enh in caves issue
ISSun
{Lr,ri
198:;;
~ tori
ng the conservationists
eonser~v,;; ioni
the national
nnal Australian
trali:rr:
(Lewin 1982).
Although not editorially
supporting
newspaper could not ignore the fact that TWS Director Bob Brown was nominated by over 80% of those
readers who suggested contenders for that daily's selection as Australian of the year. In early
198:1 Brown
yrown was released
reI
aftrr:~ nearly
rearly three
thee weeks
wrrh in prison,
yon, and Yithin
houre IHd
benn
January 1983
after
within 24 hours
had been
easi y elected by recount to fill
easily
hi 1 Sanders seat in the House of Assembly. As this conference draws
to a close, a major article on Fraser Cave (Kiernan et al 1983) is due to appear in the journal
Natnrn considered
Nature,
cone dered by some
eeme te
to be the world's
ld's most prestigious
prest
ous scientific
entifi publication.
icetien. The federal
federnl
government
go¥c"""ent seems unlikely
un
ly te
to accede
rrcede to press:~
pressure
nc to rir
reverse
ir~se its
i
decision not tc
to intervene
nterveni ,;;nd
and till:
the
conservation movement is planning a major campaign in marginal seats against the Liberal Party in
nntional election.
nlention
i
rom over.
this years national
The issue
is fir
far from

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Clearly, although conservation has been a dominant theme in Tasmanian politics for many years,
karst issues have, until very recently,
recently been only a minor component of it
it. But since thn
the yeospert
prospect
of drowning Lake
raised the sfeetre
spectre of harst
karst areas
trrke Pedder rai
rE~"as of
od unknown significance
gnificrmce falling
fa
rrg to a
similar
simi ar fate, an element of the speleo fraternity in Tasmania has responded to the threat. The
situation in Tasmania is peculiar insofar as the greatest threat to karst in this state is to unknern or 1little known
known
knorr areas,
nreas rather
r~~~:rther than to known major
m:r'
feat"r "e. Conservationists
features.
Cr:rsrrvaLrn sts h"rp'
have had to
defend
de
the unknown,
nown, while
Ie at the same
sarre time trying
ng to find out ai:rut
about it.
it
Perhaps this constitutes
titutir
a classical form of wilderness conservation. The poor resource inventory which many observers
have considered to "nderli
underlie land-use
land-usc problems
problenr in Tasmania
Tasaarria is
i exemplified
ieempli i
by the situaiirn
situation with
wi
respect
reepnc to karst.
cret. Because
cuse of these problems,
ems karst
krrst has
h"r Pecom"
become intertwined
ctertwi
over a number
numbee of yeans
years
Issues in Tasmanian politics and at the present time the significance of one
with the principal issues
karst area is utterly fundamental to an issue which has toppled a government; instigated constitutional
litutirnrl cri
CrISlS;
personally envolved
involved the
he Prime
Poi
Minister;
Min l"r; promoted debate
dehete iin the national
nat "nal
parliament;
iam,,"
seer
seen Australia
tustral
becorrr the
become
tPe first
fi
nation to breach the World
horid Heritage Convention; precipitated a major row over states rights under the Australian constitution; seriously split the
two
ceo major
ma'
polihi al par
political
parties;
"s;
far transcended
tran~iletrded the boundrrrrie~s
boundaries of those
hcse pr:r~
parties;
es; seen
renn hun
hundreds
deeds
::r~rested and
lnd imprisoned;
imlr~ roned;
and turned
tut~"ed Tasmanian
Tasm:m ;;,n against
agai
Tasrr;;mian ae
behrre. Whether
her that
th
arrested
Tasllanian
as rr'uer
never before.
is
a good or bad thing, the fact remains that it has happened, and that is significant. But advocates
no longer
for the protection of areas where karst is a primary rather than subsidiary
subsidiarh resource
reso"
lnnder
hr;;ve the advantage of prrrrrhing
have
promoting something
err"ething n""el
novel and
aed new
nnW in
In a "first
"firs strike".
ike"
None of this is attributable to the usual advocates of karst, the caving clubs, whose approach to
cave protection
"rve
tion in Tasmania
Tasmrn
has always
uays been low key. The clubs
ubs have prep::r~;;,d
prepared the odd sub.i
subllission
on
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for localised reserves, but it has been the political climate rather than the factual argullent
which has seen them fail or prosper. Factions exist within the Tasmanian caving fraternity to a
degree which found its ultimate expression of idiocy in the deliberate sabotage of one clubs
proposal for Exit Cave reserve by an individual member of a rival club. Many of Tasllania's
staunchest and lost knowledgeable karst advocates are not members of this Federation.
The reason for the intensity of debate in Tasllania over land-use options transcends questions of
energy, dams, mines or woodchipping. All these things are merely sYIiPtoms.
sYIIPtoms. To challenge any is
to challenge the whole basis of Tasmanian existance; to challenge the power elites and the basic
assumptions handed down like heir
heirlooms
looms from father to son, froll parliament to parliallent
par li alent (i
(inn a
society where both can mean much the same thing). There are dozens of nested sub-issues. One of
the reasons for the growth of the Conservation movement in Tasmania is probably the simple fact
that it represents the nearest approach to a political opposition, in a state where the principle
debate between the major parties tends to revolve around who can do the same thing best rather
than whether it should be done at all.
That karst has become embroiled in all this is the result of some of the individuals concerned
about re-routing the direction of Tasmanian development having also been karst enthusiasts,
concerned to ensure that karst gained a measure of protection amid the turmoil. While sOle
sOlie contribution towards two small cave reserves is the sum total attributable to the local caving clubs
by the most generous observer, probably two or three dozen entire karst areas have been given
national park status due to the efforts of others. This degree of success, if that is what it is,
is not the result of restrained submission of proposals by concerned citizens to a bureaucratic
enuch, but results from the fact that concerned individuals have actively sought out positions of
influence, and then worked from those positions with the protection of karst as one of their
priorities. The efforts of Greg Middleton, who would be regarded by xenophobic Tasmanians as an
interferring uinlander, exemplifies this process.
While on the subject of xenophobia, the
efforts of the Sydney Speleological Society also deserve to be singled out for praise. The
vociferous response of the Tasmanian Nomenclature Board to SSS for having had the temerity to name
some Tasmanian caves says much of the peculiarities of the Tasmanian ethos. I might add that the
application of politicians names to the Franklin Caves followed a previous case in N.S.W. curiously, while the Goolwa Conference of this Federation considered this to be an appropriate
tactic for gaining pUblicity in 1968 it chose to regard it as an inappropriate action when taken
in Tasmania for more subtle reasons in 1977. Even as a descendant of two political exiles to
Tasmania I could still develop a trace of xenophobia after five generations of isolation and
breeding in the ecocide isle. The latest word on this particular subsaga is that alternative
names proposed by the Nomenclature Board were resolutely rejected, and the Board has now aceded to
those names given to the Franklin caves by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre. Fraser has become
Kutikina, lIeaning spirit. It remains to be seen whether the state and national government will
succeed in their bid to destroy the spirit of the Tasmanian aborigines as effectively as they
destroyed the society of those original Tasmanians whose home they have over-run.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1:

Limestone and dolomite outcrops in south-west Tasmania. Parks and reserves proclaimed prior to 1970 and two extension proposals of the mid 1970s are superimposed.
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DROVERS CAVE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Cave Destruction through Management

by
Rauleigh Webb

W.A.S.G.

Many factors lead to the gross vandalism of Drovers Cave.
Several

management

strategies

are proposed which

may

avoid or reduce vandalism from these causes.

The

managerial

decisions

which probably contributed to

the vandalism of Drovers Cave are discussed with respect
to other caves which may be befalling a similar fate.
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INTRODUCTION
Drovers Cave (J2) is situated in the Drovers Cave National Park about 5km east of Jurien Bay in
Western Australia. The cave has suffered extensively at the hands of vandals over a long period
and the current management policies offer little hope of this vandalism being curtailed.
I wish to examine here a short history of the cave with respect to the cave's management and then
propose a management strategy that would have and hopefully will reduce vandalism in the cave.

A BRIEF HISTORY
The cave was well known to early explorers and stockmen.
meant that it was visited by drovers and hence the name.

Its proximity to the Canning Stock Route

Several old signatures on one of the cave walls may be genuine. For example, Plate 1 shows the
signature of one J.W. Hacket with the date 1886. The authenticity of the signature may be checked
by consulting old records of that period. The majority of visits by stockmen appear to have been
in the 1930 - 1940 period if the dates associated with the graffiti in the cave are to be believed.
The ability of early explorers is clearly indicated by the signature of one M. Brown - Gingin 1/4/
1939 at the end of the presently known cave (see Figure 1). Trips were made to the cave by
members of the Western Australian Speleological Group (W.A.S.G.) in the early 1960's. Bain (1960)
gives a good description of the cave including an extension that does not appear on the map of the
cave shown in Figure 1. He also mentions the existance of a small bat colony in the cave. Another
report by Cook (1962) describes the cave as having "two entrances - a shaft in the roof of the
first cavern and a walk-in entrance". He also mentions the sighting of a bat colony in the cave.
The cave was surveyed by Bob Shoosmith and Stan Reading in June, 1973. Their plan view of the
cave was re-detailed by the author in December, 1982 and this plan appears in Figure 1.
The National Parks Authority (N.P.A.) file on Drovers Cave records the following major events in
the caves recent history.
The cave was broken into again in January, 1971. This was reported by the then Ranger in charge
of Nambung National Park, ""'ii'ifPassfield.
""'ii'i:'fPassfield. It was probably locked in 1969 although this has not
been ascertained with certainty. An area of 2680 ha is reserved around Drovers Cave and the area
was vested in the N.P.A. as a' Class C reserve in May, 1972. The name Drovers Cave National Park
was proposed in February, 1973 and gazetted in March, 1973 despite objections by the W.A.S.G.
The Conservation through Reserves Committee report of 1975 states "Drovers Cave has potential for
development as a tourist site, due largely to spectacular stalactite formations." They recommended
that the reserve status should be altered from C Class to A Class. This recommendation was adopted
and in January 1978 the reserve was changed to A Class.
In 1976 mineral claims were sought in the National Park. The then Minister for Conservation and
Environment, Mr. P.V. Jones, stated "at this stage on all the evidence available to the Department
(Conservation and Environment), and to myself, it would not be our intention to support any
objection." The Director of the N.P.A. objected to the mining claim in Drovers Cave National Park
and in the Wardens court in March, 1976 his appeal was upheld.
later that year the ranger R. Harris stated in a letter to head office that he had "a major
problem with vandals in the area, particularly with Drovers Cave itself."
Attempts by the Cave Working Group in W.A. to change the name of the Drovers Cave National Park to
Drovers National Park are thwarted by the Surveyor General who says "the idea does not have merit".
In September, 1982 the N.P.A. objected to exploration permits to search for coal beneath Drovers
Cave National Park. Finally, in December 1982 the N.P.A. approved the conducting of educational
tours in Drovers Cave by a local resident of Jurien Bay. A series of conditions are placed upon
these tours.
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VANDALISM
The vandalism in the cave falls into two categories : graffiti on walls and speleothems; and
speleothem breakage. The graffiti has accumulated over a long time. The oldest dated signature
known in the cave is that of "Hacket, 1886" shown in Plate 1. Other signatures are dates 1896.
Several early 1900' s signatures occur but then there appears to be a break until the late 1930' s
when a spate of signatures appears. Also several of the "drawings" in the cave appear to be from
this period as indicated by the "drover" pictured in Plate 2.
A vast majority of the graffiti is undated and hence when it occurred cannot be determined. However some of the recent signatures are dated 1970 and 1971, an example is shown in Plate 3. These
signatures occurred after the gate was placed on the cave. Some of the worst graffiti, shown in
Plate 4, is the use of red paint to write names on the cave wall. This gross act is known to have
occurred between 1965 and 1973 - no more accurate timing can be placed on the act due to the
relatively low visitation rate of speleologists to the cave.
The map of the cave, Figure 1, indicates the major areas of graffiti and also speleothem breakage.
Speleothem breakage and removal is prevalent in the main chamber prior to the crawl. Plate 5 shows
a particularly bad area of speleothem breakage. Within two metres of the person in the photograph,
over 50 major speleothem were found to have been broken. The floor of the cave is relatively free
of broken formation and hence one assumes that the majority of breakages occurred for the
collection of a variety of speleothems. As indicated by Figure 1 the majority of the speleothem
breakage occurs before the low crawl. This obstacle has deterred the main would-be vandals and as
a result the speleothem displays past the crawl contain few breakages. One column has been badly
defaced by graffiti but this is the only major damage In this area.
Drovers Cave is by far the most highly decorated cave in this area. In fact speleothem development
is almost totally absent from other caves of the region with the exception of a small area of
recently discovered development in Old River Cave (J7). Hence the preservation of the speleothems
that are still intact in Drovers Cave is of high priority.

PAST AND PRESENT MANAGEMENT
In 1969 the cave was gated by the N.P.A., which was in itself a major act of vandalism. It not
only defaced the cave entrances by almost completely blocking the solution pipe entrance but also
made the walk-in entrance unrecognisable. This left the entrance area and surrounds covered in
cement and devoid of foliage. Also the gate placed on the cave only had a hand hole in it. As a
result the bat population in the cave either died or escaped via this hole - never to return! The
ecosystem built up around the bat population was also devastated.
As indicated in the caves history the area was made a National Park and named Drovers Cave National
Park. This attracted attention to the area in general and the cave in particular. Signs were
erected on the main road telling passers-by that this area was Drovers Cave National Park. Hence
Drovers Cave must be in there somewhere! So quite a number ventured in down the main 4WD track
into the park. The first feature, 5 metres off this track, that you notice is a barren area with
exposed caprock and cement!
Consequently the number of times the lock has been cut, blown or shot off cannot be estimated but
it is well into double figures. Although the N.P.A. have Drovers Cave National Park under their
control the active management that it receives is almost negligible. The ranger in charge of the
park 1iss stati
oned at Namhunq
stationed
Nambung National Park 50 km to the south and he visits the cave and/or the
park infrequently.
For example the cave had no lock on the gate for at least four months of 1982. When it was finally
replaced it was "removed" within two weeks. I wish to categorically state that I do not believe
that this lack of active management is a result of policy decisions within the N.P.A. but rather
the result of a lack of funding for the N.P.A. which severely restricts its ability to deploy
rangers within the National Parks under its control. Consequently many National Parks in W.A.
remain unmanaged or severly undermanaged and unless the government changes its policy with
respect to the financing of the N.P.A. this situation is only likely to worsen as more areas of
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the state are declared National Parks. However, the managing authority has made some crucial
"mistakes" in its management of Drovers Cave to date. These have been:
1.
2.

Locking the cave without thought to the bat population.
Destruction of the natural entrances and hence causing unknown alterations to the cave
meteorology.
meteoro~ogy.
3. Naming the National Park - Drovers Cave National Park and hence attracting undue attention
to a cave without active management or the likelihood of getting it.
4. Poor gate design to protect the lock and hence reduce the number of break-ins.
5. Destruction of the vegetation surrounding the entrances.
6.·
6. Placement of the major access track to the park within 5 metres of the cave entrance.
7. Placement of signs on the major access road indicating this is Drovers Cave National Park.
The effects of these managerial "mistakes" are fairly clear within
wi thin the cave today in the form of
vandalism and graffiti. Fortunately several of these "mistakes" are not irreversible but for the
cave to have a secure future they must be corrected.

FUTURE MANAGEMENT
At this point I should remind readers of the Conservation through Reserves Committee quote that
"Drovers Cave has potential for development as a tourist site, due largely to spectacular stalactite formations". In a paper outlining the future tourist
tourist caves of the South West of W.A. (Webb,
1982) no mention is made of Drovers Cave. The reason is that the vandalism of the speleothems in
the cave has completely removed the possibility of the cave ever being developed for tourism. The
future user group for the cave is initially likely to remain speleologists but if the proposed
plan outlined below is carried out then the future may hold a more diverse outlook.
Several of the "mistakes" noted above can be rectified by the adoption of a plan which I call the
"Big Re". This plan is in two parts - the immediate future and then the long term aims. This
effectively
N.P.A.,
allowss for the
plan effecti
vel y reverses several of the "mistakes"
Hmi stak es" made by the N.
P. A., and then allow
management of the cave as a wild cave.

THE "BIG RE"
Short Term
1.
2.
3.
4.

Redesign the gate to protect the lock.
R;vegetate
~vegetate the area surrounding the cave entrances.
R;locate
Relocate the access track away from the cave entrance.
~place the Drovers Cave National Park signs with signs saying National Park.

Long Term
Restore the cave by the Removal or coverage of as much graffiti as possible.
Rename the National Park~o
Park to Reduce public pressure on the cave.
Recommence
~commence negotiations with
wit~the
the appropriate authorities to Remove the cave
maps available to the general public.
8. Re-evaluate the need to gate the cave and if appropriate 5.
6.
7.

name from

REMOVE THE GATE!
This eight point plan has far reaching implications, not only for Drovers Cave but also for other
caves in a similar situation. I will consider the long term aspects in some detail as the short
term points are self explanatory.

RESTORATION IN THE CAVE
Cave restoration is not an easy process and one that requires considerable thought and patience in
its implementation. The speleothems in the cave have been irrepairably damaged and no restorative
efforts will improve their condition. However a great deal of the graffiti in the cave can be
removed or covered.
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The graffiti that is on the surface of the walls such as pencil or charcoal can be removed with a
wire brush without further significant defacing of the cave walls. Graffiti that is carved into
the walls can also be removed depending on the depth of the engravings. Some of these engravings
are too deep to remove as they would result in unsightly "holes"
Ilholes" in the cave walls.
The red paint that has been used in the cave (see Plate 4) can not be removed as it has been
absorbed into the limestone during its application and hence any attempt to remove it would result
in severe defacing of the cave wall. The alternative is to cover the red paint with a water based
white-cream paint that matches as closely as possible the "colour" of the cave wall. This you may
claim is a further act of vandalism but consider that we are trying to achieve, by any restorative
work in the cave, the reduction of the possibility of further gross acts of vandalism. The disguising of the worst acts of vandalism in the cave can only assist in reducing the probability of
such an act occurring again by removing the " •••• but the cave is already stuffed so what will some
more matter •••• " syndrome.

RENAME THE NATIONAL PARK
This is a difficult action as the Cave Working Group (W.A.) found when it recommended to the
Surveyor General that the name of Drovers Cave National Park should be changed to reduce the
pressure on the cave. This recommendation was quashed by the Surveyor General who considered that
the proposal "did not have merit". Such a rejection is disconcerting considering the combined
expertise of the members of the Cave Working Group with respect to cave management. However if
public pressure is to be removed from Drovers Cave then government authorities must be convinced
that the naming of a National Park or Conservation Reserve after any highly susceptible natural
feature may be aiding in the destruction of the very thing they ar-;trying to preserve! This is
particularly pertinent if the National Park or Conservation Reserve is vested with a managing
authority who, for whatever reason, are unable to actively manage the site in question.
This may well be the case with proposed National Parks in the Nullarbor region of W.A. The N.P.A.
has ~ possibility, under their present funding arrangements, of establishing a ranger in this
area and so the declaration of National Parks in this region will only draw undue attention to
sensitive caves with little or no management. Hence the action of naming a National Park after a
particular cave is one which must be given exceptional consideration before it is undertaken.
The job of convincing government authorities is unlikely to be a sinecure but one which must be
tackled immediately.

REMOVAL OF CAVE NAMES FROM PUBLIC MAPS
The placement of a cave's
cave I s name and a symbol indicating its location on a map available to the
general public may play a significant role in the visitation rate to that cave. Any reduction in
the visitation rate to caves of a fragile nature can only reduce the probability of cave vandalism.
A complete outline of the intricacies of this problem are given by Webb (1983) for the W.A.
situation and so will not be discussed at length here. However it must be said that the removal
of a cave1s
cave's name from a public map will definitely assist the conservation of that cave. This is
certainly the case with Drovers Cave due to its proximity to major access roads. As with the
previous point convincing the appropriate authorities, that removing the cave names from public
maps will greatly assist in the conservation of the cave resource, will be an onerous task but one
that is vital for cave conservation in future years.

RE-EVALUATE THE NEED TO GATE THE CAVE
This step should be taken only after the other seven proposals have been accomplished. At present
the only managerial tool that is being used to protect Drovers Cave is the "locked" gate. This is
proving to be a costly and time consuming method as the lock is continually being removed.
After the implementation of the first seven points of the plan then the need to maintain the gate
on the cave should be reassessed. With the proposed passive management plan in effect the need to
gate the cave may no longer be a necessary managerial tool. Given responsibility the general
public may be able to visit the cave as a wild cave. Hamilton-Smith (1977) expresses the opinion
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that - IIIf we treat people as hooligans, it merely increases the likelihood that they will behave
as hooligans. If we treat people as responsible individuals it increases the likelihood
that they will behave responsibily.1I
If this philosophy is accepted then the removal of the gate may be the best long term strategy.

However this must be assessed once the remainder of the management plan is in effect.

OTHER CAVES
Given that a great deal of the proposed management plan for Drovers Cave is a general strategy
then the possibility of extending the ideas expressed within the plan to assist other caves in the
same or a similar situation is highly feasible. As a general factor affecting all caves whose
names appear on a public map, it is desirable that, on an Australian wide basis these names are
removed. This policy must be conveyed to the National Mapping authority as well as the various
State authorities.
In general I would ask all speleologists to consider my general points seriously and if they consider that these or other factors are adversely affecting caves within their State that they
strongly convey their ideas to the appropriate managing authority or government department.

CONCLUSION
I must finish by saying that I'm not one for excluding people from National Parks, on the contrary.
HowE'ver I hope that I have illustrated here that unless special management considerations are
given to caves they can certainly suffer due to poor management practices.
Hence if a manager's presence is not felt within a park then, I believe, that the general public
will not respect the cave environment for what it truly is - a sometimes fragile, always nonrenewable resource.
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KUBLA
KUDLA KHAN CAVE - MOLE CREEK
An Attainable Boal
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the cave's past history,
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Kubla Khan Cave at Mole Creek, Tasmania, possesses a reputation as the ultimate decorated cave
in Australia, and because of this reputation it gets a special type of visitor pressure. People
who want to visit the cave want it badly, and will not be deterred by legal and physical
obstacles to their entry so long as its reputation as something extra special lasts. Obstacles
such as locked gates have been tried for the upper entrance on several occasions, but the locks
have never lasted for long. The popular myth in Tasmanian caverneering circles is that a lock
on Kubla Khan has a life expectancy of three weeks.
Both the entrances require vertical caving t~chniques
techniques so those visiting the cave are technically
competent if lacking in care in the matter of tracking mud over flowstones. The nature of the
damage occurring is what one expects from the rougher edges of Australian caving - virtually no
deliberate breakage, the odd broken travertine formation in vulnerable spots, but lots of mud on
originally virgin flowstone.
The common approach of official cave controlling authorities in Australia has been to restrict
access to decorated caves by a permit system, and it is possible that some such arrangement may
be imposed now that there is a Kubla Khan Cave State Reserve. However this approach is not
likely to keep out a fringe visitor determined on the caving experience of a lifetime, arriving
on the spot and faced with what is probably his once only chance to do the trip. Furthermore,
the cave is in easy reach of a public road and is remote from the two tourist caves, where the
staff which would be responsible for policing the area are based. The cave areas where permit
access restrictions have been technically successful have had access routes that are easily
supervised, and a visitor population captive through interest in repeated visits to the area.
In any case, there are ethically dubious aspects to the access restriction approach; it is
IS
always in danger of edging into hostility to the cave using public and may be less a means of
rationally utilizing the cave, and more a substitute for a real conservation policy. Access
restrictions tend to restrict access to organized conforming bodies plus outright pirates, and
exclude a middle ground of bona fide but less formal potential visitors less good at paperwork.
Particularly if a notice provision is included, it becomes possible to leave people seething
with a sense of injustice on being unexpectedly excluded. Harm may come to the cave because the
access bottleneck produces larger parties, which always seem to do worse than two trips of half
the size.

The administering authorities can develop a resentment of cavers simply because they become a
source of extra work.
And at the end, does a party with a permit really smear much less mud
around the cave than a party without one?
Fortunately for cavers the matter is not in our hands, except for some temptation to play
sycophant.
It is proper for us to think rather in terms of doing some work on our own account,
inside the cave, than can effectively armour the cave against unintentional visitor damage.
Track marking and guidance signs are a start, but I contend that the real situation in Kubla is
like the situation on the Overland track, where people have gone around the edges of boggy spots
so that the bogs are now 10 metres wide, and restoration work has begun by placing boardwalks
across the bogs. We should look on the rest of the caving public as potential friends who would
do the right thing if gently coaxed along, but must address ourselves to the central problem that of mud trackinq
tracking and to bear in mind that the cave must cope with the kind of visitor who is

not up to our ideal standard of care. It can be assumed that they won't deliberately break anything, but it will not occur to them that they should always be judging where they put hands and
feet.
So a form of fully defined track is needed. From time to time the comment comes up at A.S.F.
Conferences that tourist caves are the best conserved caves in Australia, with the counter argument that tourist development itself is the greatest damage, and often tourist tracks are a defacement equivalent in area to wall to wall grafitti. But a track once in does protect the
remainder of the cave.
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I think a compromise is possible. A track which maintains far more wilderness character than a
tourist track allows for, but which is just as effective in protecting off track areas.
To find what is needed and what is possible it is necessary to look over the usual route through
the cave looking at the problems rather than the pretties and specifically how the mud got where
it shouldn't be.
Trips starting from the lower entrance normally head for the Pleasure Dome, with its enormous
area of clean orange flowstone.
Very few visitors do not observe the boots off and clean gear
rule (now stated in a sign).
But muddy footprints appear from time to time. But as the flowstone IS subject to seasonal flushing, supplemented by a few volunteers known to ·bring a
scrubbing brush and fill up a bash hat with water from the River Alph, the area is holding out
quite well.
The main problem is the changing area itself which could benefit from a grating to
bridge the mud to the river.
Less often, the lower entrance IS used for the start of a through trip. This involves scaling
a wall which is usually done by a skilled climber who takes up a ladder for use by the rest of
the party.
The passages through to the Great Khan are muddy and cavers arriving are muddier
than those who came in the top way.
As a suggestion then, through trips should be run from the top entrance and should miss out on
the Pleasure Dome unless clean gear can be contrived.
Trips from the Top Hole entrance must pass the squeeze where the varlOUS attempts at locking
have taken place. The strong, erratic draught is very noticeable. It would be possible to put
a sealed door at this point if it is deemed desirable to restrict moisture loss from the cave
(most discoverers note that caves appear to dry out after they become frequently visited, thus
a correction is needed if the apparent original state is to be maintained. On the other hand if
moisture and permanently wet flowstone area is increased there is a greater problem with bonded
mud on flowstone).
From the squeeze the cave goes down by three pitches which require vertical caving gear. The
natural belays are fairly reasonable except on the last pitch, where wall bolts could be used to
establish a route where less of the formation would be trodden on. It is all floored with
reasonable dry flowstone. From the foot of the pitch another drop goes down to a cavern with
four pools, which could be used as a people cleaning area before going on into the rest of the
cave. The normal route is a climb over damp to dry travertine and this type of going is typical
of most of the cave from here on. The caving is technically quite difficult. Until I saw the
cave myself I did not understand why the locals do it with boots on. There is a great deal of
mud tracking, but it is amazing to find that only two smallish sections of mud floor between
here and the Great Khan area, plus the branch leading to the Dulcimer via the dug tunnel, are
the sources of practically all the mud. Mud from the Great Khan area itself is responsible for
messing up the flowstone fed from the Jade Pool overflow.
This is the worst affected area in
the cave.
The tragedy of Kubla is that for lack of a mud free route over a bare 50m or so of
passage, the whole of the flowstone floored area is now muddied up. Still, even the Jade Pool
flowstone might be restored with resort to a grinder, as the continuously active nature of the
flowstone which is responsible for the mud bonding problem also means it can rebuild itself. The
rest of the flowstones merely require scrubbing brush, water and lots of work, as practically
all of it is the non-bonding type.
Just at the end of the section of near-continuous flowstone floor there IS another set of pools
which could be used to clean up people, boots etc.
The idea I developed during my visit was that if a clean route could be bridged across the mud
floored sections, linking up via the flowstones to washing pools at either end, it would then be
practicable to clean up the flowstone route with a reasonable prospect of its staying clean. It
is only the feeling that it was futile that has deterred cavers from this kind of work.
Doubtless perfect restoration won't occur but it should be possible to remove the mud that IS
loose and being shifted ever further on people's boots.
Some forms of protection which have been used before, e.g. sheet plastic (Silverfrost Cavern,
Jenolan) or rubber mats (Buralong Cave, Jenolan) can't generally be used in Kubla Khan because
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the ground is rough and/or sloping and/or slippery, although plastic sheet might work in the
(At present the Dulcimer tunnel should be off limits). Anything not firmly
Dulcimer tunnel
attached is unsafe and ineffective.
In thinking of tracks for speleologists in caves like Kubla Khan I keep coming back to the ideal
of a slightly raised steel mesh type track which ideally should have a floating and sculptural
quality about it. In this I am influenced by Elery Hamilton-Smith's lyrical description of the
tourist track in Jeita Cave in the Lebanon. This is a curving concrete structure of considerable
beauty in its own right, elevated above the cave floor and constraining the tourists by the drop
at the edge. An ideal material would be stainless steel, perhaps with a hammock of poly type
bagging underneath to catch dirt. Something rotproof and corrosion resistant is essential. The
attachment of the path to the ground has to be firm enough to make it safe, but ideally should
provide little disturbance of the ground. This is one advantage of the elevated type of track
since the support trestles touch the ground at only a few points, and if ideas change in the
future the apparatus can be removed leaving little damage behind it. However, I do not think it
possible to make a path over rough ground safe without some holes drilled into rocks with bolts
placed and guys tensioned up with for example rigging screws, in the way a mast is held up by
the shrouds on a small sailboat.
sail boat. In soft ground, driver rods and base plates would be substituted.
I used to dismiss the idea of stainless steel mesh as a pipe dream because stainless steel was
expensive, but it happens that a form of stainless steel mesh in 1.5 x 0.4m units is available
as scrap from the Port Latta pelletizing plant of Savage River Mines at $1.00 a length. It is
less than ideal in that the surface is slippery and may need artificial roughening, and its
strength is limited so it might have to be used with closer spacing of trestles or used in
double layer arrays. But there are enough local welding experts around to cope with this work.
The present concept for the cave restoration and protection work is to go in scrubbing down the
cave and construct the bridges across each mud section as each one is reached, meanwhile marking
out a clear route in much more detail than it has at the moment. If the mesh track proves a
great success it may be extended further than just over the muddy bits. But it is that critical
50 metres that matters most, and if it transforms the si tuation to the point where a hundred
visits to the cave do less damage than one does now, I will be content.
The proposal has been well received by all 10cCIJ.
locv. caverneers I have spoken to about it, and by
the guides at King Solomon's Cave. I have not broached the subject to Tasmanian Government
authorities owing to a certain feeling that the government is not to be trusted on any such
subject. It is obvious to me that all Australian cavers have a right to be consulted on what is
after all a cave of national importance. It is, therefore, essential to test the feeling of the
whole country on the matter, which is best done at the national forum provided by the conference.
A consensus is needed, and I am not prepared to risk giving offence by proceeding without that
consensus.
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This

presentation

was about the difficulties of being a

cave/park manager with the task of creating management
plans
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all
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conservation and science.

requirements

of

recreation,

The task is next to impossible

because each propounder considers their major requirement
as the dominant theme to be satisfied.
cave.

Scientists want to observe the cave without in-

terference.
major

Cavers want to

Conservationists want caves left alone.

problem

is

lack
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between

The
these

groups and that of the body charged with the responsibility of managing the resource.

And to prove the point,

no paper was submitted for the proceedings.

This was

prepared at A.S.F. Grade 1.

Graham
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CAVES BEHIND WATERFALLS
Two Examples from Eastern Australia
by
John Webb
Department of Geology, University of Melbourne
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Text taken from audio record of the Conference.
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Caves behind waterfalls - you often find mention of them in books and novels, particularly
children's novels. In a survey. I did of children's novels for this paper, I discovered numerous
references to caves behind waterfalls as hiding places - places where dragons, elves and fairies
hang out, but in the speleological literature they're almost never mentioned. In fact, you can
go through all the common speleological texts and you won't find any mention of caves behind
waterfalls.
Why is this? The main reason is that they are mostly just overhangs and it's very rare for you
to get a particular condition of formation. In Eastern Australia, during my intensive survey of
waterfalls, I've discovered two caves behind waterfalls.
The first is The Den of Nargun. It's in East Gippsland, in a postage-sized national park called
Bulga (?) National Park, which was basically declared to protect the cave.
The cave is on a
tributory of Mitchell
Mi tchell River called Dead Cock Creek which for some reason they changed to the
more acceptable Woolshed Creek.
The National Park is notable apart from the cave, by the fact
that the creeks are all deeply incised and you get a remnant rain forest for the contained
species that occur - I think it's the southern-most limit for species like the Lilly-Pilly and
some ferns.
The cave was first recorded by Howi tt in 1876. He did a lot of travelling around Victoria
recording bits of geology and he did a traverse along the Mitchell
Mi tchell River in 1875 with two
Aboriginals. One was called Bungal Bottle (?) which means Old Man Bottle for reasons I'm sure
you can imagine, and the other was called Turmile (?) which meant One Who Swaggers. As well as
being the first written record of the cave, it also recorded the first vandalism, and it's
worthwhile noting the reason for the name of the cave.
Howi tt writes ••• "While I made a quick sketch and examined the rocks, the two blackfellows looked
around the cave with many wondering exclamations of 'cookee' at the stalagmites, two of which
they carried off as wonderful objects to show their friends.
I was amused listening to them
conversing in the mouth of the cavern.
Master Turmile the dandy, thought it would be a splendid place to run off with one of the young
aboriginal damsels.
House ready provided, plenty of wallabies and native bears and a country
unknown to the other blackfellows.
Bungal Bottle for his part was impressed vividly by the belief that this indeed was the haunt of
the mysterious creature, the Nargun.
The Nargun according to their belief is a mysterious creature, a cave dweller which haunts
various places in the bush. So far as I could learn, the blacks believe that the Nargun haunts
especially the Mitchell River Valley which we have just followed from Tabberabbera Valley. What
the appearance of the Nargun is they can't describe, except that it's like a rock and is said to
be all stone except the breast, arms and hands.
They said it inhabits caverns into which it
drags unwary passers-by, and if you throw a spear or fire a bullet at it, the spear or bullet
will turn back and wound you."
So this cave is supposed to be haunted by the Nargun, the Den of Nargun - I've been there
several times and haven't been assaulted yet, so I assume it must have left. Pity, really!
The cave is formed in horizontal beds of sandstone and conglomerates, typical river deposits
(Upper Devonian/Lower Carboniferous), mainly sandstone but a little bit of shale, all rather red
in colour. They're almost horizontal with an average dip of 50.
You can tell the age because here and there they've got plants and fish. The cave is nothing
more than a large overhang and most of the floor is sand. The overhang extends for a considerable distance either side of the bed of the creek. One of the distinguishing features is a
large stalagmitic mass, which originally was standing upright, but in 1974 it was undermined in
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a big flood and fell over. There are still a couple of upright columns along .the side. The
roof of the cave is a very resistant bed of sandstone. The cave was formed in a bed of very
crumbly red mudstone, and it has been eroded away behind the waterfall.
When Howitt was there in 1875 there were a lot of stalagmites but there aren't any left now. The
cave's been heavily visited since then and they've all been removed.
At this point it's worth saying that the occurrence of this large stalagmite mass prompted
people initially to think that the cave may have been in limestone, but it seems that the
calcite you can see has just been derived from the carbonate solution in the outlying sandstone.
At present the creek actually flows overhead. The fallen stalagmi tic mass had quite a large
face. One thing that is interesting about the mass is what was formerly the inside of the mass
{which was facing into the cave} is quite clean and fresh and looks like it's still active, and
what was formerly the outside, now facing down in the water is very dirty, decayed and eroded
away obviously not depositing any more.
Looking at the beginnings of the cave, it's obviously formed behind the waterfall. At present
the only time the cave fills with enough water to get behind the waterfall is in peak flood
periods which occur every 16 years or so, so if erosion is taking place at the moment it's
occurring very occasionally and if you look at the sand floor at the back of the cave there's no
apparent debris visible, so it may be that active erosion is not taking place at present.
Before I go on to say why it has formed where it is, it's worthwhile saying a few words about
waterfalls in general.
First of all, behind waterfalls, there are two types of erosion taking place. First, there are
plunge pools at the base of the falls. Very turbulent, back-cutting purely by the turbulence in
the plunge pool. For example in Niagara Falls, which are retreating at a rate of 1m a year, the
main factor which is causing it to retreat is the back-cutting behind the plunge pools. In
waterfalls like this the gorge is the same width as the stream and waterfall.
The second form of erosion on waterfalls is the
fall and just gradually erodes the rock away.
tend to get ampitheatre-type cliffs forming with
it occupies. The reason for this is that as the
as well as behind the fall itself.

spray, which trickles down the face behind the
Waterfalls that are dominantly formed by this
the actual stream much narrower than the gorge
water comes over, you get spray on either side

Some people have defined two different types of waterfalls. The first one is the most easily
understood. It is called a cap rock fall, and is due to a very resistant band of rock on the
surface. The rock underneath is more easily eroded so it's being continually undercut and retreating backwards forming a waterfall.
The other one is called a discordant fall, which reflects the different rates of erosion in
different parts of the stream. A good example of this is this: if there is a main stream
flowing down, and if the rate of erosion is greater than that of its tributories, eventually the
tributories will be perched on the side and will have a waterfall between them and the main
stream. The sort of instances where this happens is if the main stream flows all year round
wi th the tributories only flowing during the wet weather, the main stream will be eroding all
year while the tributories erode only during wet weather and may get left behind.
The other typical case you always see in geomorphological text books is Glaciation. If the main
valley is glaciated and the side valleys aren't, then the side valleys will be perched above and
join the main valley with a waterfall.
How do waterfalls start and how do they finish? Most of them start because there is a rejuvenation of a stream. The stream will form a graded profile, then if for some reason the base
level at the bottom drops for example by tectonic factors such as faulting, raising of the land
mass or lowering of the sea level, you get a nick point which is usually the site of a waterfall.
Commonly, these will migrate upstream and finally disappear, so they're only temporary features
and are soon removed by erosion.
Now, going back to the Den of Nargun, the main feature there is the cap-rock. It is the caprock which is causing the waterfall
to stay there. The reason the waterfall has formed where it
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is seems to be related to the rejuvenation of that particular stream. When you look at the
streams around the area, there's the Mitchell River, Dead Cock Creek and the Den of Nargun - the
headwaters of Rose Vale Creek are very close to Dead Cock Creek and it has been proposed that
the Mi tchell River migrating westwards has captured two streams, because the level of the
Mitchell River is lower. The headwaters of these streams have caused active downcutting and led
to the formation of waterfalls and hence the Den of Nargun. The Den of Nargun has become much
larger than any other waterfall overhang in the area probably because it is related to the
strength of the roof and the ease of erosion of the underlying mudstone. So it is an interesting
little cave but nothing very unusual.
The second example, Natural Bridge, is much more difficult to work out.
It is in South east
Queensland in the Numinbah Valley on a tributory of the Nerang River. Once again it's a very
small national park of about 200 ha. It has got the highest visitation of any national park in
Queensland with over 300,000 visitors a year, and has quite a pretty rain forest. One of the
consequences of the over-visitation is the fact that there are no leeches on the paths. Everywhere else in rain forests in south east Queensland you get covered in leeches, but because the
track there is only two kilometres long, every time a leech latches onto someone it doesn't get
off them until they're in the car on the way home. For this reason all the leeches have inadvertently been removed from the park and rangers were even thinking of searching people as
they left just to get them back!
Natural Bridge was known to early aborigines in contrast to the Den of Nargun but none are recorded as having entered it.
There's certainly no evidence inside. The first written account
of it is in 1891 by some ceder getters (?). This cave is formed in basalt of Mount Warning (?)
Shield Volcano.
There are thin beds of sediments and easily-weathered basalt in amongst the
more resistant beds.
The basalts there are all Late Oligocene/Early Miocene in age, which is
about 20-23 million years ago.
The cave is basically just a single large chamber with a big hole in the roof. A stream flowing
overhead plunges through the hole, forming a big pool and then flows out the mouth of the cave.
There are a lot of large boulders and rockpiles. The back of the cave is all mud with a slight
bench developed and there's a bit of plant debris brought in by floods. At normal water levels
the pool doesn't extend to the back of the cave. In exceptional flood times when the stream is
flowing so strongly that the water flows over the hole in the roof and into a dry valley, the
water flows right up to the back of the cave. However, this event is rare. The dry valley goes
to the cliff which forms the cave entrance. So you've got a cliff line going round with a dry
valley on one side, and a cave entrance on the other. The bench is obviously caused by erosion
by the stream at moderately high flood levels.
The cave is quite large - about 47m long, 26m wide and up to 6m high. It's quite significant
and certainly in a very scenic spot.
I became intrigued whilst snorkelling around in the pool
when 1 discovered the wall in the pool was undercut, so 1 went back with a Scuba-diving friend
and we dived it. It's undercut about 5m and gradually narrows off, floored with rubble. Quite
a complex and interesting cave.
How did it form? The Geological Survey people had one idea: they proposed that the cave was
formed by undercutting of the softer bed of conglomerate, underneath a resistant basalt horizon.
Ini tially the cave had formed by down cutting of a pothole in the stream bed, had broken through
into the cave and caused further downcutting behind it, accounting for the large size of the
cave.
This seemed pretty reasonable until 1 went out there, when 1 found a couple of things
which 1 found very confusing and difficult to reconcile about this viewpoint. Firstly, where
the stream flows out there's no cave formed behind it. So it seems difficult to understand how
it formed by erosion by this waterfall.
It isn't as insurmountable as it may seem. The other
thing is what they thought to be a soft bed of conglomerate turned out to be a brecciated basalt
flow ••• a much softer flow more easily eroded than the other overlying one but certainly another
basalt flow.
The roof of the cave has circular structures of lime and chalcedony (?) and there
are several in the roof housing bats at different times. The most likely explanation is that
they're steam holes. The underlying soft basalt flow had water lying on it when the overlying
flow went over the top and vapourisation of the water caused these occasional steam holes. It
seems likely that the stream breakthrough that occurred and another one that is forming are
related to those steam holes.
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When I initially realised that the waterfall is a long way from where it must have been to form
the cave, I thought it probably wasn't formed behind the waterfall and must have been a lava
tube. When I discovered it was undercut along the edges I felt that this would prove my point,
so I thought I must go and dive it - I'll break into this huge lava tube and make my name in
speleology! So, I dived it and discovered that it doesn't go anywhere, it was just an undercut.
This caused me to re-think and it seems most likely that it was indeed formed behind a waterfall.
I had to eat my words and apologise to the geologists who I'd insulted. What seems to have
happened is that the stream was originally in a spot where it could easily have eroded a cave
behind it. It then migrated laterally and cut the gorge thus abandoning the cave. The cave
would have been abandoned off to one side and was presumably fairly small. It hasn't eroded a
cave where it is now because the soft-lava bed of the cave has eroded with a very irregular
upper surface prior to the second flow. The upper surface plunges steeply down on each side of
the cave. The undercut marks the boundary of the upper flow and the lower more easily eroded
one. So where the cave is formed is almost solely governed by where this easily-eroded flow is
present and accounts for the fact that there is no cave behind where the waterfall is now.
As the stream migrated away from the cave entrance, the groove it cut broke through into. the
cave and once it broke through you'd get a whole new cycle of erosion, and erosion of a much
larger cave. So there've been two cycles of waterfall erosion and this accounts for the large
size of the cave in comparison to most waterfall caves. It is interesting that the sediment is
entirely unsorted, unstratified
unstrati fied mud wi th no bedding or variation in it. It seems to have been
deposited as a single event presumably a mud flow or something like that coming off one of the
steep hillsides upstream.
This must have been a more extensive deposit but has since been
eroded.
Just nearby is a much smaller cave with basalt capping overhead and easily-eroded basalt underneath and a waterfall over the edge with good spray coming back. What is really distinctive
here is that water is leaking through the creek and coming out underneath the basalt and that is
undoubtedly what is causing most of the erosion rather than the spray behind the waterfall itself. It is probably a combination of piping and joint enlargement and similar effects. In
this cave, which is quite small, you can see 6m back and 7m down, being just an overhang. The
stream capture at the back has probably caused most of the erosion. It's possible that if all
the stream was diverted down there, quite a large cave would form. This method of erosion
doesn't appear to have been active at Natural Bridge because there is no evidence of any stream
inflow at the back of the cave and there is no evidence of any water being lost in the creek,
and nobody's been able to find any, despite intensive searching.
Since I have been looki~g for waterfall caves I haven't really found any large ones. One of the
reasons for giving this paper was to see if anyone knew of any others around which formed by
various processes behind waterfalls because I think they are interestng and are often informative about the geological and climatic history of the area.

DISCUSSION
Dave, you were talking about steam holes versus pot holes in the stream bed as causing the
stream capture. Did you end up deducting whether it was steam holes working from below or pot
holes from above?
I think it's pot holes eroding from above into a weakness caused by steam holes. In some places
what's left of a steam hole is leaking water from a pool above and that pool in periods of high
flood is a pot hole with stones being churned around in it.
This is about a large cave behind a waterfall. The cave was formed in dune limestone in South
West of Western Australia, in the Margret River area. The situation is that a large stream
flowed to the coast and managed to maintain a course through the sand dunes as they migrated
from the west, driven by wind, except for one section (maybe a larger section at some stage),
where these dunes actually came across the course of the creek. At that stage, the stream
actually sank beneath the dunes. As this sand became limestone you would have had a cave formed
which would have had a sort of meander in it. The other point here is that underlying the dune
limestone is an impermeable basement, a granite gneiss, granulites and similar rocks. The baseProceedings of 14th Conference of the ASF 1983
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ment is irregular so that a tributory stream comes 0ut of the limestone IOm higher than the maIn
stream. A complicating factor is you get surface flood overflow channels. The stream rising
has deposited a large amount of tufa over the region. The waterfall here is a tufa waterfall,
which probably is prograding in the normal processes out into the main stream while being eroded
by the main stream. A lovely thing about this is that if you walk to the right spot you see an
amazing sight. The tributory waterfall is falling down and the main stream is flowing straight
into it.
On cave management aspects, I'm told everything's been stuffed up - it smells and it's rotten,
and there's a large number of introduced pests. The place is having a dry winter this time and
a wet summer. I think a lot of the tu fa has just dried off and it has lost some of its value.
There is another cave near Hill Top, N.S.W. It's quite a large cave, about 80-100m long. Upstream of this cave the gradient of the stream is less than below. There is a gorge down below
the cave. The cave itself is in horizontally-bedded sandstone and it has a graded bed that continues just above the cave and that is where a waterfall is now. There is a waterfall at the
moment just inside the cave. I suppose the waterfall must once have been about 10-15m high. The
cave was formed underneath in a relatively soluble bed of sandstone.
In any consideration of caves behind waterfalls some are no more than conventional rock shelters
but more enlarged, because a cave will flood and sweep away the debris. The main process is
simply what you get on the disintegration of susceptible rock.
The reason is because it's wet all the time due to the presence of the waterfall.
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RED SANDS OF THE NULLABOR
A Preliminary Note

by
Andy Spate
c. S. S.
Dave Gillieson
Australian National University
Joe Jennings
Australian National University

A predominantly

rounded,

red

aeolian

quartz sand has

been found in two caves and one doline on the Nullarbor.
No acceptable source for the sand can be inferred from
present knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
In the course of the 1982 Davey· expedition to the Nullarbor, red, apparently aeolian sands were
noted in several caves in the Diprose area. A small sample of the sands were obtained from N99
where two piles of sand occurred below "blowhole" type entrances (a "Thylacine" type cave, lowry,
1970). Similarly deposited sand was observed in Diprose Number 3 Cave (N98); in both caves the
gravity piles have been dissected by fluvial action. In Diprose Number 1 Cave (N97) the sands
appear to be trapped in the shallow collapse doline a few metres below the surface of the Plain.

ANALYSIS
A limited particle size analysis was carried out on the small sample; the sand is well sorted with
a strong mode in the fine sand range, there is some coarse skewness (Fi~ure 1).
Optical microscope examination showed that the sediment is dominantly made up of subrounded to
rounded quartz grains, with a high sphericity and frosting of the grain surfaces. The reddish
colour of the deposit derives from iron oxide coating of the gra~ns. There is a small component
of heavy minerals, many of which are also well rounded. A calcareous component of secondary
importance decreases from the very coarse sand class to the fine sand class. At the coarse end
these calcareous grains are angular to subangular clasts but at the fine end of their range they
are more rounded and spheroidal. There are some biogenic fragments - molluscan shell and chitin- which are probably derived from cave biota. From this examination it was concluded that the
deposit consists of aeolian sand but there is probably a clastic fraction from weathering of the
local rock, possibly from the cave roof.
An aeolian origin for the coarse sand is supported by scanning electron microscope examination of
the acid insoluble fraction of the medium and fine sand classes. The very low surface relief
«3p) of the grains is attributable to prolonged abrasion during aeolian transport and is much
less than that observed on continental dune sands from the Simpson Desert (Plate 1). low parallel
ridges, especially prevalent on grain edges, are interpreted as remnants of upturned silica plates.
Such upturned plates are the result of collisions between saltating quartz grains during wind
transport; a plate density - wind velocity relationship has been determined (Krinsley & Wellendorf,
1980) •
In addition the Scanning Electron Microscope study revealed secondary accretion of silica over the
quartz grain surfaces as silica pellicles and globules. Similar silica plastering is known from
old dune sands elsewhere, including the Simpson Desert, and is considered to be due to pedogenic
(in situ) processes in the cave (Plate 2).
The conclusion from this evidence is that it is essentially an aeolian sand, dominantly of quartz
but with a calcareous component and that the sand has a complex origin with two major subpopulations as follows:
popUlations
1.

Well rubefied, rounded aeolian quartz grains from a dune source, with evidence of several
cycles of pedogenic alteration and reworking.

2.

Angular to subangular calcareous grains derived from local rock, possibly as roof fall.

DISCUSSION
Aeolian sand accumulation is absent from most of the Nullarbor Plain including the neighbourhood
of these cases. It appears that these caves (and maybe others) have trapped sand saltating across
the Plain. Two questions immediately suggest themselves: firstly what is the source and secondly,
when did this movement occur and/or is transport occurring today? Turning first to modern wind
movement, records are available for a number of sites across the Nullarbor but only Forrest has
instrumented windrun; the remainder have 0900 and 1500 observations of direction and strength. The
Diprose Caves lie within a triangle whose apices are the three stations of Eucla, Cook and Ceduna.
The particle size analysis, although in whole phi classes (Figure1), suggests that the graphic
mean of 2.13 phi (225 microns) is probably representative further suggesting an impact threshold
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velocity of 4 m s-1 at 1 cm height equilavent to 16 km hr -1 at 1 metre height (Mabbutt, 1977 :
219). The Bureau of Meteorology wind records are in classes of 10 km hr -1 so percent occurrences
of direction for winds above 11 km hr -1 will be considered.
At Cook, the data for 1500 hours are most relevant as the effects of surface moisture will be
minimal (Table 1).
TABLE 1.

COOK.

Percentage wind occurrence above 11 k. hr -1 at 1500 hours.
E

January
April
July
October

SE

S

23
9

17

9

12

sw
SII

Nil
NW

N

14

12

NE

"9

20

8

9

There is a strong south-south easterly component in January which accounts for 40% of occurrences.
This component declines to 1B% in April, and a shift to a west-north west component occurs by July.
In October there is less
This component accounts for 34% of occurrences above 11 km hr -1
dominance of a single direction, but a southerly component accounts for 30% of occurrences. The
resultant wind at Cook is therefore likely to be from the south, with an easterly component.

Ceduna shows a clear dominance of southerly and southwesterly winds in January, April and October,
(Table 2).
TABLE 2.

CEDUNA.

Percentage wind occurrences above 11 k. hr -1 at 1500 hours.
E

January
April
July
October

SE

S

SII
SW

60
35

20
25
18
29

37

Nil
NW

17

N

NE

11

These directions make up 80, 60 and 66 percent of occurrences in these months. In July winds from
the west and southwest dominate with 17 and 18 percent of occurrences. The resultant wind at
Ceduna is likely to be from the southwest.
The 1500 hours data for Eucla indicates dominance of southeasterly winds in January, April and
October. We~terly winds appear more frequent in July. Although all these data are limited, the
inferred resultant sand-moving wind in the Diprose area would likely be southerly with an easterly
component.
However there are southwesterly, westerly and northwesterly winds of sufficient
strength to move grains of the size in question.
Bowler (1975) has argued that in the Late
Pleistocene there was a more northerly component to the wind regime thus allowing transport from
more western and northern directions.
Turning to the question of source, dunes are to be found in all directions and distance from the
Diprose Caves area but chiefly to the north (Queen Victoria Desert), east (Ooldea to Lake Ifould),
southeast (Head of the Bight) and westerly (Roe Plains - Hampton Range areas). Only the dunes to
the north and northeast are predominantly quartz; those to the north are conspicuously reddened
whilst the eastern dunes are less so. However the trends of the dune systems suggest resultant
winds in different directions from those required to bring sand to the caves. They also lack the
calcareous sand component necessary to match the cave sand.
Coastal dunes from the Head of the Bight (20 km, SW) and the Roe Plains - Hampton Range area
(250 km, W) are predominantly calcareous with a relatively small quartz component. Because of the
lower specific gravity calcareous sand will travel at least as far as quartz· in given wind
conditions.
On the other hand, the softer calcite sand will suffer more from attrition than
However, it seems unlikely that during travel over 20 km differential attrition will
quartz.
calcareous. to quartz sand. One would also expect the
reverse so dramatically the proportions of calcareous,
spherici ty than
calcareous component in the cave sand to show even more pronounced rounding and sphericity
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Thus these dunes seem an unlikely source for reasons of

However, another explanation for the mineralogy of the cave sand, given a coastal ongln, is
possible - prolonged weathering prior to transport to the present location. Lowry (1970) describes
ancient dune remnants along the top of the Hampton Range between Eucla and Madura, and also on the
Roe Plains at their eastern end. The latter are certainly younger than the cliff-top occurrencees,
which are insecurely proposed as Middle to Early Pleistocene age. The remnants are lithologically
sandy clay and kankar (calcrete). Those near Madura are described as partly consisting of fine
quartz sand. Such deposits could provide ready-made materials matching the cave deposits when the
silt and clay frctions are separated by suspension as atmospheric dust.
A further possible source of sand IS as a result of deflation of residual soils left after
solution of considerable thicknesses of limestone. Lowry (1970) reports an acid insoluble fraction
of up to 4.5% in surface limestones; this fraction is, of course, not necessarily quartz. However,
two arguments against an hypothesis that the cave sand derives from the deflation of the former
residual soil of the Nullarbor Plain appear to be powerful. Firstly any shallow caves which had
openings to the surface at the time of deflation would likely be filled with wind transported
materials.
The sand deposits in question, though dissected, do not look like the remnants of
complete or nearly complete chamber fills. Secondly with such a widespread source material, it is
reasonable to expect many or indeed most caves near the surface would have received fills if these
had in fact been the origin of the presently known occurrences.
A corollary of these arguments is that the Nullarbor caves we know must have opened to the surface
subsequent to the deflation period.

CONCLUSION
None of the sources discussed is wholly satisfactory as a provider of the sands under discussion
on presently available evidence, either because they are disposed laterally or downwind in relation to the present and former sand-shifting regimes as inferred from the dune patterns, or
because they are too distant upwind in these terms or because transformation in mineralogical
character between source and deposition is required.
Old leached dunes between the Merdayerrah Sandpatch and the head of the Bight would consti tute a
more likely source of origin but none are known to have been mapped as yet. One of us has seen
what are possibly old dune remnants between the cliffs south of Wigunda Cave and the younger dunes
emanating from the head of the Bight, but this needs verification. It must also be remembered
that the Bunda Cliffs are under active erosion and significant loss of land has occurred since the
formation of the degraded Pleistocene cliffline plainly visible behind the Roe Plains and buried
at the Head of the Bight and behind the Merdayerrah Sandpatch. That old cliffline is pinched out
by coastal erosion at the western and eastern ends of the Bunda Cliffs (Jennings, 1967). Old
cliff-top dunes of a leached nature and suitably positioned upwind of the caves concerned may have
been lost in this way.
More evidence is needed. In the field, caves need searching to see if there are similar cave
deposits elsewhere, in particular the last, most speculative hypothesis needs testing by a search
to the southwest and west-south-west of the presently known sites of cave dune sand. The known
and newly found deposits need examining more closely, particularly as regards sedimentary
structures, which may relate to the mode of emplacement within
wi thin the cave(s). In the laboratory
there is need for more thorough analysis of the cave sands and, for comparion of sands from the
various possible sources discussed here.
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Speleogeography is the history of speleology; in this case that of Mammoth Cave, Jenolan Caves
Tourist Resort, New South Wales. This paper focuses on the speleological documentation and the
future of cave documentation through Mammoth Cavels history. Geomorphologically it is the longest
wild cave at Jenolan about 1.5 km long. It was discovered 100 years ago - 1982 being the cavels
centenary.
The cave besides being interesting for itself, has a long speleological history, thus
providing
ng a good case history of speleological documentation.
on.
i;coverer in 1882,
18diJ Jeremiah Wilson, apparently
app;;ren
ly, which was
The discoverer
only described the cave verbally,
fortunately
tely written down by GGitemporary
contemporary jou
journalists, thuss providing second-hand documentation.
Thankfully
ly today
todayls
I s societies
soc
tripp reports give a much more accurate acc
account of the development of
a cavels documentation and history. This second-hand documentation was inaccurate and exaggerated,
and is mainly of historical and nostalgic value in that it gives an account of where the early
explorers went. The same applies to signatures of these explorers found within the cave, which do
have a secondary role as tourist features.
ingly it
Interestingly
niversity
Sydney University
by meanss of old
documentation
tation for

appe
"ie cave was forgotten till relocated in 1949 by the newly founded
appears that the
Spr
tociety. For the next ten years it was a matter of re-exploration
Speleological
Society.
map and the passing on of passage locations
maps
orations and so on rather than
t.han by actual
explo;
navigation and further exploration
nav
or research.
search.

In 1960 it appears information was collated due to the impetus of symposiums and conferences. An
underground camp in 1961, to enable further exploration, also allowed surveying and documentation
of all known parts of the cave.
Psycho-historically it should be noted that this surveying was pushed along and emphasised by a
;;rple such as Edward Anderson,
son, who is a professional
al surveyor, and also John Dunkely and
few people
others.
In 1962 surveying wall
was undertaken to correct previous maps. It is at this stage that
hat it becomes
fJii;;1 strive for accuracy and perfection. This paper deals
f; cals with this
apparent that there is a continual
development.
In 1967, the Sydney Speleological Society did some Radio Direction Finding work in the cave,
allowing it to be placed on the national grid. When this is related to the documentation of an
entire system this becomes important. The first isometric cave map produced in Australia was of
Mammoth Cave in 1971,
1971 this was mainly due to the nature of
rf the cave and the quality of surveying
and people
ople involved.
Interestingly
ngly this form of mapping has not really taken on, pf"obably
probably due to
th
the lack of detail that
it shows. This paper supports the usefulness of this form of mapping. The
tra work invo
only extra
involved is in the drawing uup of the end product, as the "normal" survey plans
all
cavers
linometer readi
drawn by
only need inclinometer
readings to proceed to the iisometric drawing
ng stage, and
these are taken whilst surveying.
It must be noted here, that in many cases this extra type of mapping is not necessary, as a cave

system may only have developed on one plane. Isometric mapping is best suited to caves which combine both horizontal and vertical development, as is the case with Mammoth Cave. Once an isometric
map has been produced it is only a matter of comparing passage
sage shapes, dimensions and
ond features of
development
ooment and so on,
on to see what
at parts of the cave are related. This
Th
is what iss happening in
Sydney hniversity
University Speleological
Spr
Societyls
focietyls cave documentation
10n programmes.
rection in documentation
doe
This direction
can be seen to have ;;colved
evolved from the natural progression in
surveying.
Increasing accuracy is fairly readily obtainable and moving towards recording the
whole cave.
A three-dimensional map when combined with detailed two-dimensional plans and
sections enables the hypotheses of how the caves I parts are related, how they formed and also
directing further exploration and research. However this is not the only use for this sort of
mapping, because when combined with Radio Direction Finding work and surface maps, a whole picture
of the cave can be built up in relation
re
to thee surface and the rest of the cave syst;c
system around it.
map of the major caves of Jenolan,
their relation to
Within the last few years a silhouette
silhoLl
an, and thei
the surface
surP
and each
)erh other, has been compiled.
ed.
This gi
gives an indication of where to continue
exploration and ;;;;fJe
explorat
some indication of karst development. But
BLl it is not until isomei;;
isometric or other
three-dimensional f"epresentations
representations {such as "cut-out"
that this form
three-di
t-out" sections}
section;;" of caves are applied thi
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of cave documentation comes "into its own",
as is the case with Mammoth Cave and the whole of
Jenolan, where this technique is now being applied. It has not only provided a complete pictorial
record of the cave and its elation to the surface, but also to other caves, and has allowed relocation of smaller caves above Mammoth Cave itself. Ultimately a report on the hydrological and
geological development will be forthcoming.
Computer graphic applications bring this form of mapping from the next to the present generation,
all that is needed is someone with enough interest and knowledge to streamline this form of karst
representation, as similar advances were made in the past. In this case it seems to be worthwhile
in that it enables a total representation of a cave, its systems and its surrounding environment
and ultimately a hypothesis of how the cave evolved. Which is what cave documentation should
ultimately be striving for - a biography of a cave.

DISCUSSION
Isondric diagrams have the disadvantage that they show no interior detail. If using computer
graphics or a wax mould or physical model (which could be the next step in cave description), it
is possible to obtain the interior detail.
We still need 20 plans and sections because when using isometric diagrams we see the cave as a
solid and the rock as a void. This always leads to hidden areas of the cave.
We need to improve the process of getting wall and interior detail into isometric maps.
There is a cave (Corra Lynn) in South Australia that no matter which way you draw an isometric
diagram of it, many of the cave passages are hidden from view. The cave is a tight network on
four major horizontal planes. That requires a horizontal or vertical exaggeration. It is possible
to use slices or slabs as a model.
Isometric diagrams are ideal for vertical corkscrew caves.

Should be good for Tasmanian caves.

As an alternative to isometrics it is possible to use stacked cross-section or horizontal contours.
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SUMMARISED SPELEOGEOGRAPHY OF MAMMOTH CA VE

Discovery of Malloth Cave

1882

Signatures and date in cave

1884

Written description of certain
parts of the cave

1889

Cave lade known to others

Bushwalkers sketch lap
Map

1943

A rough guide to part of the cave

First proper surveys

1953

Scientific recording of the cave has begun

Available knowledge collated
and sunarised
sUllarised

1960

This provides a guide not only to the cave
but also what needs to be done (led
Oed to
the underground calp expedition)

Higher grade traverse

1962

Higher grade traverse

1964

R 0D F Work

1967

COlpletion of aaps
laps for known cave

1970
1971

Allows cave to be related to surface and
National Grid
Iso~etric lap,
,ap, nomenno~en
printing of book and Isometric
clature now standardised

Underwater exploration of SUlpS

1979

Silhouettes of Malloth and
nearby cave
Isoletric, Stereoscopic

1982

Gives sOle idea of cave relationships

1984

Isoletric projection of the cave and its
relation to the surface and other caves

198?

COllputer graphics. This would be a COICOIPuter
doculentation and an aid to resea rch,
plete docuuntation
theorising and public representation of the
cave.
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THE BRAIN PREFERS THREE
DIMENSIONS

by
Graham Pilkington
C.E.G.S.A.

A resume

of

methods

dimensional

cave

Emphasis
special

is

aids,

than can be

data

on

placed

on

those

those

that

are

two

used to depict
dimensional

techniques
suitable for

not

three
media.

requiring

use by active

cavers and those that are good for public display.

The holographic method of display is

put

forward

technique

for

cave

that

should

be

considered

keeping not just a novel method of display.
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Cavers have something in common with people.
Both are sight orientated and see their world as
a visual three dimensional space.
However, unlike ash-tray collectors, we have this code of
ethics that prevents us from carrying home what we find in our temporary places of abode.
Besides, most of us would prefer to take home all of the cave and so far that has proved impractical. We make do with visual triggers to jog our memory; data to create 'mental' caves
for others; and that good old loophole - "I'm taking this home for science".
Because our brain prefers 3D images, cavers often resort to the use of symbolic art, sometimes
known as cave maps.
We tend to forget that plans and sections with all their lines, dots and
crosses are arbitrary representations of three dimensional entities. This is why everyone draws
their own interpretation of the same cave. You can always tell who the creator of a map was by
the style in which it was done, even though we all use the same set of symbols.
It takes
training and use to be able to readily re-create a cave from maps.
Similar practice is needed to I'ead contour maps. It's just that these are thrust at us from a
wider variety of people, and hence we are more used to translating contours into 3D objects. Why
are contours used? Because it is easy to draw them, they can be done in black and whi te which
is good for copying cheaply, but very importantly because everyone is expected to have trained
themselves to read contours: the authors do not have to train their readers. Of course I should
remind you that many contour maps are used as a method of converting overpowering spatiallyrelated-data lists into quickly perceivable visual images.
Everyday, TV thrusts barometric
charts at us with their highs and lows instead of say heavy and light - a typical double conversion to enable our brains to use our excellent visual processing systems. Maybe we should use
the same techniques for caves and present contours of say passage height or floor elevation as
well as trying to produce a pseudo-picture.
An interesting possibility is to get the brain to convert visual images into body sensations.
For instance, a cave map showing temperature as blue for cold and red for hot wi th all the inbetloleens can, with training, be converted into real temperature feelings.
Cave maps loIere
initially just wall outlines which then progressed to imitating photographs with sketches of
internal features.
Our present symbols are usually pictographs. The brain can easily convert
these pseudo pictures into 3D images by calling upon the reader's caving experience. A non-caver
finds the task much more difficult if not impossible without having seen cave photographs.
Cave maps, diagrams etcetera are used to create a picture of caves that cannot physically be
viewed from a vantage point.
These methods have been devised to circumvent mere physical
limi tations.
Possibly isometric views - of IoIhich the block diagram is a primi tive form - are
best, because (unlike plans) they give the perspective which the brain expects for 3D objects
even if what is solid is shown as void and vice versa.
The next step up the ladder of realism is the cutalolay VlelolS which keep the solids solid.
are a specialized version of the sketch.

These

But even if we use photographs or movies, we are relying on the brain to use pictorial cues to
convert 20 to 3D. Many of these cues are unavailable, contrived or misleading when dealing with
cave pictures.
Some of these cues that I am talking about are;
shadows to determine up,
concave/convex and near/far properties (the sun is up but not necessarily the flash gun!);
shadows from reflected or side light to enable the brain to determine relative distances and
which is front/rear;
and expected sizes - any "usual" object such as a person has a "known"
height from which the brain will scale off the rest of what it sees.

If, like me, you feel I should give my brain a rest, then the use of stereo-pairs is in order.
There are two major display categories of stereo-pairs - the non-overlapping and interwoven
types.
The former are the common twin pictures each looked at by a different eye - a good way
to examine things at different scales without losing all 3D.
The second method of display relies on each eye picking out only the Vlew appropriate to it when
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both pictures are actually visible.
Many are familiar with the coloured glasses or polarized
lenses techniques but another method uses a prismatic screen that makes a different picture
dominate each eye with the brain rejecting the interfering strips by insisting on having a
sensible 3D image.
I've talked enough about trying
is 3D as the eye sees it? Why
like the real thing? The answer
on film, and phase. We lose all

to fool the brain into reconstructing 3D from 20. What exactly
does a picture as taken by a camera (a man-made eye) not look
is that light reaching our eyes has both intensity, as recorded
phase information.

This is where holograms come into the picture.
They record both features of the light and so
when viewed are identical (well almost!) to the real thing as you would see it if you'd been
there.
They have another advantage too - if you move position, so do the apparent positions of the
objects on show.
True parallax is there.
Why aren't cavers using holography? What is wrong
with the cave environment that precludes the use of holography? It turns out that what is wrong
is that no caver is do~ng it. A cave is the perfect place for holography. The criterium needed
because of the way that holograms are made using a laser - a single beam split into a direct
reference beam and a beam reflected off the subject - are a stable atmosphere for minutes (this
mainly means a homogeneous temperature), no stray light and no vibration of the laser system,
subjects nor photographic emulsion. These features normally describe a cave. The usual subjects
that we wish to encapsulate are highly reflective crystals which give a good light return for
the images.
However, care must be taken to avoid overexposure at the critical angles of reflection.
The method of strip exposure of holograms enables a continuous time or distance
picture to be taken including the creation of spherical photographs. A real record of what can
be seen in a cave is extractable. Decoration can be recorded in full 3D form for prosperity.
In fact, broken pieces can be "repaired" by placing a hologram at the spot!
A whole cave could be recorded by holograms enabling a cave to be set up anywhere, especially
around our armchair cavers. Holograms will enable a cave poor country like Australia to double
its cave count overnight.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC CAVE TOUR
by
Athol ]ackson
jackson
C. E.G.S.A.

The

required

techniques

to

depict

a

cave

to

give

the

impression of moving through it are shown to be effective
using two slide projectors with
imposition.
to

the time

The

problems

cross-fading

encountered were

needed to complete the

project,

and

mainly

75

due

but carefu1

attention to detail enabled remedies to be applied.
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Wi th the theme of this conference aimed at the visual aspects of speleology, I decided to
experiment
riment with depi~ting a complete
umplete cave with
wi
audio-visual
\ual technique
techniques. The
Th aim was to presen
present
ather than movie
mov
at
resul t - tv
the cave by sequ,o
sequence slides rather
film but attempt to attain
the same result
the
feeling
ing of motion through the cave. It bec
became obvious very
ery early in the planning of the proje
project
that fading and dissolving methods
udhods wou~d be needed to give this impression
imp
so the
'he slides wou
would
need to be taken with these techniques in mind. Ideally,
ly, all photo
photos in cross-fade
"de projection
projections
Id be in the same orientation
I,ion either ho
on
should
horizontal
or vertical but 10with the naturee of the caves
available being horizontal and speleothems being vertical this presented a problem. Fortunately
the cave chosen, Wombat Cave (U5B),
(U58), had most of its decoration at the end of the cave so I
decided to attempt to make only one transition from horizontal to vertical and as smoothly as
possible.
The slides were taken on four separate tr
trips over a Deriod
period of SIX
six months. Afterreach
each seSSI
seSSIon
the slides were examined and a plan for tf
the following trip was made
mad" to fill in gaps to make a
smoother progress
"n,,,,ther
progression through the cave. Slides
Sl
were taken
en into
intn the ccave and examined
ned in situ to
make sur
suree that
t hat correct
COt
positioning
un i ng of
0 f the c
camera was attained.
La in e d • It 10was
a tt decided that
t, t the 1lighting
i gh t i
for all undergrotrt
underground photography
hy would be electronic flash
ash as the 1logistics of providing flood
lighting with its associated cables, generator and manpower was not possible for more than one
session and it was not possible to do it all in one session because fill-in slides would be
needed and a mixture of slides with different lighting would spoil the end resul t. Up to four
flash units were used with the slaves attached, sometimes electronic and sometimes human. One
problem with using flash is that until the film is processed it is not known how good the
illumination
umination is over the wholee slide. With
Wi
a bit of imagination
magination and a lot of luck
trck most of tnt
the
t,ttl ts turned out reasonable.
results
During
ng the project many unforseen
seen and unpredictable
unpre~
problems
lems arose. As the time period
eriod was ove
over
six months the ccave water content
trtntent changed and when attempting
tt+tempting retal:
retakes and fill-in
-in phot(ls tft
the
amount of water on decoration had decreased which reduced the lustre of the subject. On another
occasion when doing fill-in shots it was discovered upon examining previous slides that the cave
had been changed.
Rocks on the floor of the cave were no longer where they should be so a
search had to be made to find and replace them before taking the photo.
This reinforced the
decision to take previous slides into the cave and examine the fine detail of the area of
interest.
rest.
As tf
the cave entrance is a natural
na
animal trap it is customary to look down tht·
the
entrance
tt'ance hole behr"
before entering. On one trip it was discovered that a brown snake was waiting for
fot,
us at the bottom of the ladder.
r.
The snaktt
snake was duly rescued
scued and brought to the surface but Wt
was
found
tttttd to be dead on arrival.
Apparently a rock had fallen onto it from a great height even
though
gh the tradi
traditional "BELOW" call had bt,t
been made.
Itt was not weiJrl
wearing protective
tive equipment
equipment.
When we entered the cave on another trip we were greeted by the smell of a badly decomposed
possum. Even though the remains were disposed of the smell had permeated throughout the cave
and was not a very pleasant atmosphere to work in.
A side effect of this was that there were
hundreds of blowflies throughout the cave.
Apart from the annoyance of having them follow us,
when we were illuminating decoration for focussing
focus sing and framing the blowflies would land on the
decorations. This
Th
meant thot
that we had to go over th
the ,H'tta
area and remove th
the bl:.wfl
blowflies
its before taki
taking
the photograph.
There were also
tlso the usual equipment problems
"t'oblems of fog::;
fogging lenses, moving tripod
tripods
and moisture on flash
f
contacts.
I decided against utilizing
oy trip
Lr"lp to
Lo act
d{;L
people on every
scale or to highlight some
lenses for different scenes
normal eye field with a 50~m

people in the scenes as it would be very difficult to have the same
eo
lthuugh it woulrl
h
h,Cf'n
inrliente
as mnrl,,],
models although
would have
been useful at timf'o
times to indicate
particular part of the scene.
I also considered using different
but decided to maintain a constant field of view approximately the
lens.

As mentioned earlier the proj ection of the slides was to be performed using cross-fading
tech::
hto identical projectors were
It
techniques
so two
re purchased.
A man~al 'lual
dual fader control
con
was built
ft ",me
and the projectors
',urs modified so that the lamp
amp brightne
brightness could be controlled. A sf'ecial frame
ttrd
was constructed to allow the two projectors
tors to be mounted
mOtt"'
one above
ve the other on a standard
tttd in Agfa glass
g
projector stand.
mounts to
proj
The final selected transparencies were mounted
re
ma:ntain accurate focus and al
also in an attempt
thttmpt to maintai
maintain good registration
stration as some slides were
ma:n
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superimposed to indicate a progression of li
liqhting.
qhting.
This was not totally successful as the
registration of the slide mount in the projector is not accurate.
A manual fader was
attained ,md also so
lack of time did not
it is hoped that this

preferred over an .'1utomatic one so that the superimpositions
superimposi tions could be
that varying times and depth of fade could be carried out. Unfortunately
allow the '1udio part of the project to be completed for the conference but
will be rectified
rec t ified in the near future.

I feel that the experiment W'lS a success and many uses for this type of display can be visualized.
In educ3tion
educ 3tion it can be used to demonstrate to students
s t udents what a cave is
i s really like.
like . It
CJ
CJnn be used to show scientific
s cientific processes such as bone collection and progression through a bone
dig. In promotional activitieq a tourist
tou r is t cave
ca ve can be depicted to entice the public to see it in
real life.
life .
In training
trainin g activities many techniques
te chniques and processes m
mi]y
i] y be shown in fine detail.
All these can be done at a llImuch
uch cheaper cost than using movie film or they call
ca ll be transferred to
movie film or video for ea5t:
ea 5t: of display again at a much cheaper cost than doing originals in
the s e media.
these
same team providing the hands and feet placing and operating the
I was fortunate in having the sar.:e
flash units and carrying equipment through the cave.
This mflant that much less c~mmunication
c ~ mmunication
was required to achieve the desired result ar.'i
an'i also discussions allcngst
all cng s t the team resulted in
better pictures.
I would like to
t o thank the Ellis fa
fa:nily
:n ily for the enormous amount of effort and
encouragement they provided throughout the ~roject.
project. I would also likp to thank the Suhterranean
Foundatio n for providing tt~€
Foundation
he film and processing to enable this proje
project
ct to
t o come to fruition.
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PHOTO TAGGING
The Process and its Application

by
John Bonwick

5.5.5.

The process involves photographing cave entrances.
Appropriate

information

the use of a placard.

is

recorded

It is

on the

designed to supplement and

in some cases supplant the tagging system.
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INTRODUCTION
The first time caves were tagged for speleological purposes in N.S.W. was at Yarrangobilly, during
Easter 1957 (Lane and Nurse 1961, Ellis and Middleton 1970 and Bonwick 1979a). The numbers Yl and
Y2 were chiselled into rock adjacent to the entrances of East and West Eagles Nest Caves. At the
time some people felt that any permanent marking of a cave entrance was an act of gross vandalism.
Later, the now familiar aluminium tag was developed (Halbert 1968) and metal tagging has now
spread to most of the frequented cave areas.
Societies that once regarded it as the act of
Phillistines, now demand it as the right of every red blooded caver to tag a cave whenever he
or she feels like it. The latest development in cave identification, developed by S.S.S. over the
last three years, is photo-tagging.
Tagging put an end to much confusion and duplication in speleological work. Now, when someone
enters a cave with a map bearing the corresponding number, they can be reasonably certain that
they are in the cave which was surveyed, despite what the map might suggest. However, experience
over the years has shown us that various problems can still arise. Those which come to mind are
as follows:-

PROBLEMS WITH TAGGING
1.

The tag may be "lost" - it may fall out because it was badly installed, it maybe deliberately
removed, the rock to which it was attached may fall away, vegetation could cover it or it may
simply not be seen because it is not where the casual cave tagger expects it to be. So, the
one entrance may end up with two numbers.

2.

What do we do about arches, or entrances which are 30 or more metres across, or caves that
have a multitude of entrances through a large rock pile? Finding the normal sized tag would
be a needle-in-the-haystack job.
And a tag big enough to be seen in such a place would
attract cries of vandalism, as well as vandals.

3.

Some people believe that sea caves should be tagged. However, in this case the forces of
nature are much more severe, and public access more frequent, so that any tags would be very
temporary, and in many cases we would be faced with the same problem as in (2) above.

4.

Dolines in which there are no entrances are still significant and may need to be referred to
in speleological notes. But where would the tag be put? Worse still, some dolines have no
exposed rock for attaching the tag to.

5.

Experience has taught us the desirability of having the tagging in each area handled by one
society and, ideally, by one person. This means that tagging may not proceed as fast as some
people think it should, but it does minimise the change of mixups. However, it is inevitable
that over a period of time the tagging job will change hands and the risk of mixups during
the change over is quite high. For example, a question still hangs over Yll at Yarrangobilly
(Middleton 1974, Wellings 1974 and Pavey 1974). Does it still exist or was it buried by the
new road? The original tagger for this area has been overseas for about twenty years and he
is the only person who could clear the matter up. The problem stems from the fact that the
descriptions, and even maps of the same cave, can vary considerably and therefore may not be
adequate proof of identity.
An accurate surface survey helps a lot, but even here identification at a later date still
depends on the original accuracy being repeated.

6.

A certain area in N.S.W. is an important tourist area containing many caves. S.S.S. has prepared a book on the area. But, for reasons unknown to us, we have been told that we cannot
tag caves in the area, and some tags have actually been removed from caves already numbered.
Many people have been working in this area in hydrology, geomorphology et cetera. How are
they to refer to the places at which measurements or observations have been made? How could
someone in 10 or 20 years time check or compare their figures? If tagging resumes several
years hence, the probability that some caves will end up with a different number to that
which they had before is very high.

7.

Some people feel that certain areas that are accessible to the Public at large and not under
any supervision should not be tagged. They reason that tagging makes it easy for vandals to
pick out the best decorated caves. Proceedings of 14th Conference of the ASF 1983
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It is suggested that these problems can be removed or at least mitigated by the following technique

THE PHOTO-TAGGING PROCESS
A brief description of the equipment required is given below:1.

A placard with provision for mounting numerals corresponding to existing cave number systems,
e.g. 8124.

2.

A set of numerals and letters large and clear enough to be read on a photographic print taken
some 30 to 40m away.

3.

A camera.

4.

Ancillary equipment

a)
b)
c)
d)

Pointing stick
Magnetic compass
Survey tape
Notebook and pen.

The process simply involves taking photographs of the cave entrance with its number on the placard
held nearby.

TENTATIVE GUIDELINES
Two photographs should be taken of each entrance. One should be taken close enough to show the
entrance and its immediate surroundings in detail. The person holding the placard should also use
a pointing stick to show the position of the tag if any. The second should be taken far enough
away to show its position in relation to the surrounding countryside.
The cave number placard should be held at the entrance and facing the camera in each case.
The placard should also have provision for recording the date.
The position from which each photograph is taken should be recorded by noting the distance and
bearing of the entrance.
The initials of the society responsible for production of the photograph should appear on the
placard.
A notebook which stays with the photo-tagging equipment would be used to record the following data:
1.

The distance and bearing of the entrance from the camera in both close and distant photographs

2.

Focal length of camera used and owner's name.

3.

Condition of tag if any.

4.

The time of day (within 15 minutes)

5.

Names of those present.

6.

Anything unusual about the entrance.

When making up a set of photographs for a particular area the prints should all be the same size90 x 130mm seems to be quite adequate.

ADVANTAGES OF PHOTO-TAGGING
The process deals fairly effectively with the problems of tagging.
1.

A suspected "Lost Tag" entrance can be checked out in the field by reference to a set of
photo-tag prints.
Using the distance and bearing figures with each print, it should be
possible to achieve positive identification in most cases by standing on the spot from which
which the photograph was taken.
Knowledge of the surrounding entrances should limit the
possibilities to 2 or 3 at the most. Of course another photograph could be taken for a more
possibi1ities
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exact check and filed with the original print. In extreme cases this should be taken under
the same lighting conditions, sunny or overcast, same time of day and year.
However, it
seems very unlikely that entrances will be sufficiently similar to make this last step
necessary. An examination of the pointing stick in the close-up print should pinpoint the
position of the "Lost Tag" or the hole where it was originally placed.
2.

Large entrances nearly always show a high proportion of distinctive rock areas and are therefore ideal for photographic identification over a long period of time. There would be no
need to fit large tags as the tag position is readily pinpointed in the photo-tag print.

3.

The problem of fitting a permanent marker to the harsh environment of a sea cave is completely removed. The very nature of the coastal strip makes describing the position of a sea
cave much easier than caves elsewhere. Therefore only one photograph of the entrance should
be adequate.

4.

Earth filled dolines can be photographed with the number placard in a suitable position. It
should be noted somewhere (ideally in the photograph), that neither entrance nor tag exists.

5.

In some areas just finding an entrance, ~ entrance, even when armed with a description and
a map can be a frustrating experience. Providing some extra care and equipment is used when
photo-tagging a difficult area, the resultant prints could be far more useful than any map or
description for pinpointing and identifying a particular entrance.

6.

Provided photo-tagging has been done correctly, the absence of a tag does not reduce the
certainty of identification. All it does is make it inconvenient and more expensive in that
'1nyone visiting an unfamiliar area would need a set of prints if he wished to identify and
refer to any of the caves.

OTHER ADVANTAGES
Anyone wishing to get an idea of the topography and vegetation of an area they have not yet
visited, could quickly acquire this by looking through the photo-tag prints.
The dated prints could serve as a baseline from which any significant changes in vegetation or
landform could be noted.
In the U.S.A., for conservation purposes, entrance photographs have been used as an indication of
the speleo "traffic" (Larson 1978). I am not aware of any entension of this to photo-tagging.

GENERAL COMMENTS
BLAtK AND WHITE OR COLOUR?
Not so long ago the cost of colour prints would have ruled them out altogether. Now the price gap
has narrowed they can be considered and they do make a very attractive record. Permanence is of
course not as good as black and white, but it may be good enough for the purpose. Advice from one
of the larger film manufacturers is that colour transparency film stored in normal circumstances
will still be good after fifty years. Some colour change would be evident, but image sharpness
would not be affected and may remain good for two or three times this period. Colour print film
is not as good and any move towards colour should be looked at carefully.
Nevertheless, black and white is quite adequate for the main purpose and the photo-tagging programs begun by S.S.S. are continuing in this medium, although some colour (both prints and slides)
has been used.
DIFFICULT ENTRANCES
There are at least two types of cave entrances difficult to photograph.
and on a hillside of dense low scrub.

On the side of a gorge

In most cases the close shot can be managed. The distant shot is the problem. We need to be on
an opposite hillside perhaps O.5km away and of course even if the entrance is visable the placard
would not be legible.
The low scrub areas are just the sort of places where caves and those
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searching
them do get "lost",
~vercome the prob
problem.
"rching for th
ost", so it is worthwhile taking some trouble to overcome
A "uggested
suggested solu
solution is as follows:
Pllows:
Use two groups of people in radio contact with each other. At the cave entrance a "Target", say
a 2m high triangle, could be erected on a lightweight pole so that it could be seen by the camera
party on the other side of the valley. A photograph would then be taken showing the position of
the target in relation to whatever landmarks are available. In the foreground of the photograph
would
ld appear the cave number on the normal
norm" size placard
ard held at a convenient distance fro,'
from the
camera.
;" era.
entranc at a later
l,ilr date is to have a good scrub navigabF
The easiest way to locate ,,;,ch
such an entrance
navigator in
the party.
Failing
Fa?
this, the photo-tag;;
photo-tagging situation
on could be repeated.
The
he searching party
might need to make several trial erections of the target whilst someone on the opposite hill
checks their progress with the photo-tag print.
p

This 'target technique"
technique ll has yet to be tried out.

7RTHER EQUT
FURTHER
EQUIPMENT DETAILS
nETAILS
',rd should hav;o
The cave photo-Ltqq
photo-tagging placard
have two white triangles. Using these inn conjunction with
ize and the focal
file
the known print enlargement size
length of the camera used, the distance
stance measu
measurement
(how far away the camera was from the placard) can be calculated without having to use a tape
measure in the field.

The numerals on the placard are 180mm high and on a gO x 130mm print can be read fairly easily
with the aid of a magnifying glass, in prints taken at distances of up to 100m
lOOm away. The size of
. e - a larger placard would hide the entrance
the numerals on our placard seem to be the optimum size
ent:
details.
placard
tails. The existing
ex
"rd measures 840mm x 430mm.

PRINT
'I,' INT PRESENT
PRESENTATION
Early thoughts were that it would be nice to have an album with one page devoted to each cave two photo-tag prints and the remaining space taken up by as much information about the cave as
would fit in.
However, in areas containing 200-300 entrances this format would result in an expensive and bulky album.
sing at preset;
transp
The arrangement the Sydney Speleological Society is using
present is a four pocket transparent
print
nt protector
protector. With two prints back til
to back in each
ii;iih pocket, one page will do four caves. This
ave areas to be contained in one album. The
not only keeps the cost down but should enable most cave
bearing
ring and distance figures have been wr
written along the margin of each of the prints.
rints.

Ideally there should be two complete sets of photo-tags - one for library reference and one for
use in the field. The need for this will of course depend on the usage. Some thought needs to be
given to the safe storage of the negatives.

HISTORY
ler weekend, April,
The first experimental
exper?
photo-taggingg took place at Parrangobilly,
Yarrangobilly, on the Easter
1977.
frilil of Y40 and
photo-tagged with a polaroid
n. A cardboard
cardboatd placard was held in front
aroid camera. This
""d photo-taggeP
mos unsuitable. A hasty re
"round was most
quickly
ckly revealed that black figures on a white background
reversal
was made using felt tip pens and several other entrances were photographed to get an idea of
legibility at various distances.

Photo-tagging has continued since then, on trips run for other purposes, and has, therefore, not
been reported on in detail (Bonwick 1979b, Bonwick 1979c and Bonwick 1979d). The total number of
,oded so far is 281.
entr
entrances
recorded
This
Thi is made up of:

Bungonia 64;
Bungoni

Yarrangobilly
"ngobilly 136;

Wombeyan 466
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CONCLUSION
Cave identification has often been a problem, especially in remote areas. It is suggested that
photo-tagging of entrances is akin to finger printing of people and should be used to protect the
tagging system against error and decay.
This article does not cover all aspects of the photo-tagging scheme, but it should be sufficient
to provoke discussion. If other Societies see some value in the process S.S.S. would be happy to
discuss it in greater detail. If it becomes a going thing throughout Australia, then it would, of
course, be necessary for those interested to get together and formulate some ground rules.
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DISCUSSION
Photo-tagging was tried in Western Australia 7 years previously and we got pictures of nice bush,
and very little else. Cave entrances are covered in very thick scrub.
Basically you're saying the method is area dependant and not universally applicable.
I have however got good photographs of vegetation which can be located after finding the cave
after a fire or some change has occurred. It is extremely useful for getting background ecological
information around caves.
You need to put your tag on the cave as well as photograph it.
We've been doing something similar in South Australia and the Nullarbor for quite a while. Using
a stick 1 metre or 2 metres long and recording the information as listed in this paper on the back
of the photograph later. Especially on the Nullarbor, people going out there don't always know
the number of the feature immediately.
Those numbers are actually made up of the traditional 3 series, 1 to 9 plus the letter.
placard itself you build the numbers up in the field.
Sometimes you find a new feature.

On the

One problem out on the Nullarbor is especially large dolines.
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CEGSA has been photographing from one end and having the metre stick at the other end. Some of
those dolines are so large you need a very large sighting board, bigger than S.S.S. used to be
able to read them.
This problem can be circumvented by having the placard close up as suggested in the paper.
Just a couple of points on the historical use in the location of Bushrangers cave at Jenolan on an
internal feature defined in the cave.
This is something that may solve Western Australia's
problem.
It might be better to take a photograph inside the cave of something specific to the
cave of an identifiable feature.
I'd like to make a comment on John's reference to 50 year life for colour film. There is considerable difference between substantial and no substantial reversal films exemplified by Kodachrome and Ecta-chrome. When Kodak were quoting 30 years for Koda-chrome they were only quoting
5 or 6 years for Eeta-chrome, the difference is now slightly less viz. 50 years for Koda-chrome
and I think still at 10 to 15 years for Eeta-chrome. The Kodak lifetimes given are for storage,
and does not include projection for 3 hours during that time for people to look at them. 50 years
IS possible with Koda-chrome but don't rely on getting more than 10 years with the Ecta-chrome it may be up to 20 years out. There is a difference.
At this point S.S.S. are looking at prints and are currently happy with black and white.
I can see the utility to a scientist which wants to monitor the vegetation, but I really don't see
photo-tagging as representing the interest of most people because you can't have that many sets of
things. It doesn't have the immediacy and so fourth to satisfactorily do the job of tagging.
I specifically asked John and Mark about that aspect and they said they accepted that if a club
expressed an interest in an area (which would have a high probability of having aluminium tags)
the club would be supplied with the correct folio which contained a set of photo-tagging prints
for $50 and whatever costs happen to be for that number of black and white prints for whatever the
size was. That was the intention. It was not meant for a speleo handbook or Bungonia Book.
CEGSA has found it much more useful for record keeping. When people find something "new" and they
can show you a photograph there is something to compare and make some sort of reasonable judgement
as to whether the feature has already been numbered.
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SURVEYING IN VICTORIA FOSSIL
CAVE
by
Kevin Mott

C.E.G.S.A.

Surveying in tourist caves poses particular problems with
the effects of hand rails and electric lighting.

A survey was undertaken using a

Tracon S25 surveying

compass in the Victoria Fossil show cave.
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This paper looks at the history of surveying in Victoria Fossil Cave, the problems we are having
with surveying the cave and the results of the surveys.
Victoria Fossil Cave was discovered by William Reddan in 1893 and opened for tourism in 1897. It
was known as Victoria Cave (after Queen Victoria) at that time. Probably it is South Australia's
major tourist cave.
Although the cave has been known for quite a long time it was only in 1956 that the first map of
the cave was produced.
Those surveys usually were done with a compass; either a forestry
compass or hand compass and a tape, and appeared quite satisfactory.
The extent of the original tourist cave was quite small; reaching only to Laurie's Grotto
(Fig. 1). The entrance was a dug shaft with a near vertical ladder. To avoid the problem of
old ladies falling down and young lads looking up the dresses of ladies climbing the ladder
National Parks decided to excavate a new entrance in 1967. The site of the original entrance
was opted for. CEGSA surveyed a route through the crawlway from the natural entrance to the
existing tourist entrance. There were no problems with this survey.
With the discovery of the fossil beds by CEGSA in 1969 the tourist route was extended to include
the Fossil Chamber in the tour.
In 1975 the name was changed to Victoria Fossil Cave to avoid
confusion of tourists thinking that there were two separate caves.
In 1979 the tourist route was upgraded and an exit constructed to enable through trips to be
conducted to cater for the larger numbers visiting the cave since the discovery of the fossil
beds.
Using RDF as a control CEGSA surveyed the cave to determine the most practical route
suitable for wheelchairs.
As it turned out the eventual pathway was too steep for wheelchairs. The survey based on RDF
control did not correlate with the previous surveys. To complete the.plans of the proposed new
tourist route some adjustment had to be made to the previous surveys.
For the survey of the completed tourist route, which now bypassed the Mulberry 8ush Chamber
(Fig. 2), it was decided to use the Tracon S25 surveying compass. This instrument, in addition
to the compass, has a horizontal circle for reading angles to an accuracy of 5 minutes.
With compass surveys in caves the practise has usually been to use a leap frog method of
surveying. The instrument is set up at alternate points with back and forward bearings read to
the appropriate intermediate points. Theodolite surveys are set up at each point of the traverse
and angles read between the back and forward points.
Using the Tracon it was decided to do both methods concurrently using the compass and the
horizontal circle. The theodolite type survey would provide the accuracy and a base to compare
the compass survey with. Each survey station was marked by placing a masonry nail in a hole
drilled in the concrete pathway. A hole had to be drilled because the rough concrete aggregate
mix shattered if the nail was just hammered in. The nail head was left just protruding above
the surface of the pathway. Although the tourists could not trip over them they did cover them
wi th the mud they brought in on their shoes. Any future surveys in the tourist section of the
with
cave can tie into the present traverse by relocating these nails.
The survey method appeared quite simple at first but a few problems occurred. Due to the amount
of data to be recorded at each point (forward and back angles and bearings, dip, distance and
instrument height) if one component was omitted the whole procedure at that point had to be
repeated.
Originally the surveys were done at night after the normal daily caving activities. We were
eventually given a dispensation to undertake the survey between the tours which were run at
approximately hourly intervals.
As tour parties approached we would transform into instant
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stalagmi tes while the tour party gingerly picked their way past us and the instrument which
naturally was placed in the middle of the pathway. Despite their ooh' sand ahh' s they did not
bump the instrument. This feat was usually reserved for me as I recommenced the survey. Parts
of the cave turned quite blue at times. Survey parties were always changing so each party
needed instruction in the method and reasons before commencing the survey.
The equipment itself posed some particular problems. Parts of the route are quite steep. While
some legs of up to 15m could be obtained most were between 3-5m. It was often very difficult to
set up the tripod such that the column support of the compass was vertical when attached to the
tripod. This is necessary because the adjusting ball joint of the compass is some considerable
distance above the plumb-bob attachment on the tripod. If the column support of the compass is
not vertical the centre of the compass's telescope is offset from the vertical projection of the
survey point (Fig. 3). The Tracon needs to be attached to the tripod wi
with
th a mechanism similar
to that of the tribrach of a theodolite. The plumb-bob should be attached high up on the column
support not the tripod.
The survey has not been closed yet as on the last trip I was stricken with hayfever upon exiting
the cave and the continual sneezing and watery eyes made reading the instrument difficult. A
cold front brought strong winds causing the plumb-bob to oscillate wildly so that the tripod
could not be set up accurately.
The magnetic variation (Table 1) changes considerably throughout the cave, that is 19 0 at the
entrance, 11 0 at the exit, 11 0 at the power inlet and 32 0 in Maddock's Chamber where there is no
apparent cause of interference. The sense of the difference was not constant throughout the
cave. As was expected the difference between the bearings at each point correlated closely with
with the horizontal angle.
What needs to be done now is to close the traverse and to analyse the results with respect to
what exists in the cave.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION FOLLOWING TALK
Ken Lance:
What do you propose to do with the magnetic field varying allover
all over the place like that?
KRM:

At this stage I am not sure what to do. Originally I intended to chart the differences
and draw up a plan showing correction factors for compass surveys in the Tourist cave.

Henry Shannon:
At each point the compass, if able to be read to ~o, can be used as a theodolite as the
error is constant and only the north point has changed. Can adjust survey by using
line with least difference between back and forward bearings as a base.

Rauleigh Webb:
Similar problems in Lake Cave, Western Australia. Tested compass and found that if 2m
from railing then no problems. Did survey with the cave lights off and staying 2m
from rails.
KRM:

Cannot do that here as we are constrained to stay on the pathway and keep of the
decoration.
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TABLE 1

Station
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Difference between forward and
backward
ackwwrd magnetic
wagnet c be~rings
bearings In
degrees
~~~e,e,~s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
-19.0
+ 33.3
- 4.1
- 4.8
4
-17.5
-13
-13.0
+ 4.8
+ 11.8
+10.0
- 6.8
6
0
0
+ 0.3
-11.0
-11
+ 7.0
+ 5.0
- 1.0
- 2.5
+ 2.0
- 5.0
-24.5
+3'7
+32.5
- 3.5
- 0.5
- 3.2
+ 1. 5
+ 2.
2.0
- 55.00
+ 4.5
- 11.00
+ 0.5
+ 22.55
0
0
+ 1.0
- 22.00
+ 1.0
- 1.0
-11. 5
-1

Entrance

Old Entrance

Power inlet
P07ier
let

Maddock'ssChamber
Maddock
Chamber

Exit
it

NOTE
Stations 23 and 24 are intermediate points within Maddock's Chamber.
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THE NULLARBOR, WHERE IS IT?

by
Norm Poulter
S.R.G.W.A.

Apart from being the world s largest expanse of limestone,
I

the Nullarbor Plain is one of Australia I s remote caving
areas.
Remote yes,
day I s

but no longer difficult to reach.

"affluent

highways,

the

cavers",
Nullarbor

modern
is

within

vehicles
easy

With to-

and

reach

sealed
of most

capita I cities.
The caves of the Nullarbor however, can be difficult to
find.

Despite

advances

in

mapping

and

navigation

technologies, ground parties still experience difficulty in
knowing where they are in relation to caves, maps - and
themselves.
This

paper

outlines

a

still

un-resolved

plotting the location of Thampanna Cave
historical namesake, Thampanna Rockhole.
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The Nullarbor Plain, at 200,000 km 2 is
the world's largest expanse of limestone.
Due to the almost featurelwss terrain
and often, out-dated maps, navigation to
caves is usually di fficul t.
Navigation
in fact, away from the major caves and
roads, seems to be a hit and miss affair.
Unlike city street directories, the maps
of
the
Nullarbor
are
not revised
annually and when reV1S10n is carried
out, pre-publication surveys appear to
be restricted to 'populated' areas and
'main roads'.
The implied question asked by this paper
is:
When a person 1S at a given point (as
indicated on a map) are they really
there?
This writer became interested 1n the
problems of Nullarbor navigation during
the Goede/Jennings
Goede/ Jennings Expedition of April/
May 1981 when Mott and Pilkington of
CEGSA came across a cave in the Thampanna
Rockhole
area of Mundrabilla
Station.
According to a sketch map
produced
by
the Western
Australian
Speleological Group 1n 1980, the cave
was Thampanna Rockhole although the
Eucla (1963) survey sheet covering the area showed the Rockhole to be elsewhere. Dr. Glen Hunt
(pers. comm. 1982) states that the cave was known to rabbit hunters as early as 1964. Due to the
lack of roads/tracks in the vicinity (of the cave) at that time, and despite directions given by
the hunters, the Hunt party were unable to find the cave.
To further complicate matters, WASG
ultimately named the cave, Thampanna Cave N206, due to the acknowledged close proximity of
Thampanna Rockhole (approximately 1km east), originally named by the surveyor Turner in 1885, the
name most likely derived from aboriginal lore.
The most commonly used maps of the Nullarbor region are 1:253440 survey sheets published during
the early 1960's, which in turn were based on military maps of the 1940's. These maps are only
just being replaced by a new metric 1:250000 series. The 'standard' Eucla map of 1963 has just
been replaced by a metric map of similar scale, published in early 1981. Approximately 50% of the
new map was compiled from air photographs taken during 1978. In the Mundrabilla region, part of
the map appears to be already out of date.
The dominating feature of the Thampanna Rockhole area 1S a road, running in an east-west direction.
The 1963 Eucla sheet plots Thampanna Rockhole a short distance north of this road while the 1981
edition places the Rockhole on the southern edge of the same road. Other rockholes and caves In
the same vicinity are also in different positions on the two maps. Why?
The access road to Thampanna rockhole and Cave is the reason given for the position shift of
Thampanna Rockhole by the Division of National Mapping, Canberra.
They claim that during the
seventeen years between the survey for the 1963 map and the supplementary survey for the 1981 map,
the access road had 'been moved' (north), hence the apparent position change of Thampanna Rockhole.
Reference to the relevant air photographs however, dispute this claim. Careful study of the 1978
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air
alr photographs clearly show the
the existing
existing road
road overlaying the
the original road between aa
the inclusion
inclusion of
of some deviations around
around some low hills. (see
(see
Thampanna Rockhole
Rockhole save
save for the
Thampanna
the Rockhole is still exactly where it was prior to
The section of road adjacent to the
survey. Somewhere around 1975, the road was extended to the west of Thampanna Rockhole,
100m of the future Thampanna Cave.
passed within lOOm

gate and
1).
Fig. 1).
the 1961
and thus

is now known (Poulter 1982), being proven by aerial observation.
The location of Thampanna Cave is
In theory, the location of Thampanna Rockhole is also known although finding it on the ground is
townsite
another matter.
The surveyor Turner, during 1885 was surveying the Eucla townsi
te and plotting
rockholes (including Chowilla Landslip) in company with native guides.
According to Turner's
fieldbook, he established a camp on August 11 at a (corrected) latitude of 31 0042'44" and
and plotted
Thampanna Rockhole nearby (most likely) the following day.
He estimated the capacity of the
Rockhole to be 200 gallons, which implies it to be fairly small and thus hard to find. Turner
does not appear to have left any diaries in which other information may have been recorded and the
W.A. Lands and Survey have since lost his Original Plans (scale drawin9s)
arbor region.
drawings) of the null
nullarbor

When the 1963 Eucla sheet was published, the plotted position of Thampanna Rockhole was approx.
31 0 35'15". Come 1981 and the Rockhole had been moved to 31 0 41'38", close to where Turner had
originally plotted it almost 100 years before.
Why the interest?
Billy McMahon once said, "We know where we are going!"
going!"
Well, as 8illy

Unfortunately, in order to know where we are going, we first have to know where we are, or for
that matter where we have been.
In other words, if the federal mapping authorities, despite the
advantages of modern cartographic technology, cannot position rockholes
rock holes (relatively unimportant
features by today's standards) on maps correctly, can the caving fraternity be confident that
access roads and caves are plotted any better?

DISC[!SSION
DISCUSSION
The use of a known cave to plot a new cave can place the new cave at the wrong location.
was not interested in caves and did not plot the.
them on his surveys.

Turner

A group from the Western Australian Institute of Technology plan to follow Turner's survey path
across the Nullarbor from
froll Mundrabilla (old) homestead
hOllestead to determine the actual location of th
thp...
Thampanna Rockhole.
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AN AUSTRALIAN CAVE & KARST
DATABASE
by
Terry O'Leary
N.S.W.I.T.S.S.
Randall King
S.U.S.S.

Technology
and

the

has

way

proceeded

to

computers

change

the

way

we think

In

the

past

10

work.

years

computers have become more complex yet much easier to
use, and of course they have become much cheaper.

Software developments have not kept pace with hardware
developments.
user friendly.

Software

however

has become much more

Now software may form the main cost of

any computer project, where once hardware was the major
cost.

Recent

developments

in

software

are

aimed

at reducing

the cost of this software component of any project.

The scope of this paper is to examine how some of these
recent changes in software and hardware would affect a
cave and karst data base.
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Technology has proceeded to change the way we think and the way computers work. In the past ten
years, computers have become more complex, yet much easier to use and they have become much
cheaper.
Software developments (which are the programmes which enable the machine to perform useful
functions) have not kept pace with hardware developments (which is what we can physically touch).
Software" however, has become much more 'user friendly'. Now software may form the main cost of
any computer project, where once hardware was the major cost.
Recent developments in software are aimed at reducing the cost of this software component of any
project by reducing the human component.
The scope of this paper is to examine how some of these recent changes In software and hardware,
would effect a cave and karst database.

INFORMATION IS POWER
The brain is adequate for storing certain information and has been used for a long time, but
limitations such as intentional and unintentional errors are quite common. No storage device
can equal the brain for versatility, but physical storage on knotted ropes, ledgers and magnetic
media is more permanent and more easily accessable by other people and if done correctly is
usually less error prone.
Electronic computers have helped people to cope and produce the masses of information used In
our complex society.
The hardware is now cheap and reliable. It provides storage devices with millisecond access
time (often microseconds and even nanoseconds) with enormous storage capacity, megabytes and
even gigabytes. (a byte is one character usually represented by eight bits). These devices can
be bought at low cost, for example a disk drive with 5 million characters (or about 2,500 A4
typed pages) is available for around $3,000.00. The storage capacity will increase and the cost
will reduce in the future.
Storage was once very expensive. Volatile memory (memory which disappears if the power supply
ceases) was, ten years ago, about $1,000.00 per one thousand characters. Now, for example, 16
thousand characters can cost about $100.00. This is 160 times improvement in cost performance.
If the car industry could have performed at a similar level, it would cost $2.00 for a Rolls-

Royce and 200 would fit on the head of a pin.
The hardware has changed in a remarkable way. The software has improved but not at a rate comparable to the hardware.
However, the rate of improvement has increased in the last two to
three years in particular.
Until recent times, new and updated information was collected in batches. Then at regular
intervals this information was transferred from temporary records to the master storage. The
main problem with this approach is that between batches, the information is out of date and at
least two copies of records are kept.
Interactive processing is the most
directly on to the computer. The
also has the advantage that it can
invalid, the computer then can give

common way of doing data entry today.
master record IS now the actual correct
check the data for errors before storing
the person entering the data a chance to

The data is entered
data. The computer
it. If the data is
correct it.

The master record group which enables people to have direct access instead of multiple working
copies and intermediate forms of the information, is called a database.
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A database is a collection of related records on one or more mass storage device{ s).
records and sets are described by a specific scheme.

All the

A record is a collection of data items treated as a unit, such as particular information on one
aspect of a cave, such as length, depth, etc •••
A set is a defined relationship among the records In a database, for example, all the caves over
50 metres long.
The schema is the structure and logical description of a database. It is this structure which
enables the addition of new categories of information without restructuring as would have to
happen even with conventional computer files.
The procedure would be to define the new category and its relationship to other databases by
adding these new definitions to the schema of the database.
What does all this technological mumbo jumbo have to do with caving and A.S.F.?
A major reason is that a database is the only effective way of handling the mass of data available on Australian caves.
With the use of modern computer typesetting for publication, it
provides an economical way of producing up-to-date publications with regular updates available.
The database could also be used for scientific research or for a rapid response to conservation
Issues.
For example, if a database was available, information about certain Tasmanian caves may be more
readily available and even a type set quality publication could be rapidly available.
Examples of types of questions would be:
List 50 deepest and longest caves In Australia, by State.
List all caves owned by Government, noted as having archeological significance
in Western Australia and Northern Territory.
List all known maps, map controllers and map publication references to caves in
the Kimberleys.
These type of questions may help caving in Australia undergo a renaissance, as people can easily
see what work has been done and more importantly what still needs to be done.
In conclusion the database project is underway and hopefully soon will produce results, but on
its own, it's nothing. What will be important, is how it will be used and how its publications
are treated.
They should be questioned and data which is out of date corrected and updates regularly made
available.
A properly constructed database may cause a new age of activity in caving ir.
Australia.

DISCUSSION
The proposal is to have the database on-line. The data can be safeguarded by cave, State or
cave-property by the use of access codes. Individuals with home computers will be able to update and interrogate the database for the cost of a local call in the major cities.
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LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
A Use for
far them in Caves

by
Norm Poulter

S.R.G.W.A.

Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) are bright, virtually
indestructable point sources or light with low power
consumption.
They have a use as temporary

or

emergency track

markers and have made ideal survey markers.
This paper attempts to demonstrate their usefulness.
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A USE FOR THEM IN CA VES
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDl
(LED's)
s ) are a bright, virtually indestructable point light source of low
power consumption. Originally designed for use in scientific instruments and computers, they have
now found uses in all sorts of appliances, from industry to the domestic scene.
LED's in caves was first proposed by Charles Willock of SRGWA in 1976. Following the
The use of LED1s
LED'ss a few years later, the idea became viable.
introduction of brighter and more efficient LEDI
Originally intended to layout the angle of view for large scale speleophotographs (fig. 1) as
well as marking the camera position, the device also had application for survey and temporary
track markers.

Several single LED units assembled in 1979 have been used as survey markers and aImIng
aiming points for
a theodelite survey as well as a solo survey of Frolic Cave in Tasmania during 1981 (Poulter 1981).
Aiming a compass, clinometer or theodelite at a low intensity point source of light seems far
easier than using caving lights.
Utilising a twin IAAI
'AA' battery pack, the single LED had an
effective light duration in excess of nine days although a disadvantage was that the light could
only be seen from one direction making their use as emergency two-way track markers limited.
With the recent introduction of red and green fresnal LED1s
LED's by Tandy Electronics ($1.29/pair), it
becal!!e
becall!e possible to manufacture a colour coded two-directional marker, mounted on a twin IAAI
'AA'
battery pack without the LED1s
LED's protruding past the pack bodyline. Once soldered into position with
their enabling resistors (fig. 2) the diodes and resistors are embedded in epoxy to protect the
LED'ss are the best colours to use as these give the easiest colour
connections. Red and green LEDI
LED's as markers, is to number them
determination from a distance. Another aid, when using the LED1s
with waterproof felt pens. Weighing 45 grams with batteries and costing about $2.00 for components
excluding batteries, the units have an effective light duration of at least 4-5 days depending on
the quality of medium priced batteries used. The resistor values shown in the diagram are designed
to give optimum illumination with reasonable battery life.
Another type of marker is one that uses the new red flashing LED ($1.59 each, Tandy). Due to the
necessary higher operating voltage, the flashing LED (fig. 3) must be used with four 'AA'
IAAI cells
LED1s. By wiring a standard
thus giving a weight disadvantage in relation to the constant light LED's.
green LED in series with the flashing LED, the green LED is made to flash in unison. This twin
flashing unit has an effective battery life in excess of six days.

CONCLUSION
The LED markers can be used for:
laying out the parameters of photographic setups,
marking survey points,
acting as aiming points for surveys,
temporary or emergency track markers.
As the LED's
LED1s produce their own light, a person does not have to shine a light in their general
direction in order to find out where to proceed. In a rescue situation, where people may be unfamiliar with caving or a particular cave, this feature could be a distinct advantage.
With a visible range as great, if not greater than reflective markers, LED markers may have a role
to play in the continuing, safe study of caves.

REFERENCES
Poulter, N., 1981

IRocky Boat Inlet, Tasmania'
Tas.ania l
'Rocky

ASF Newsletter #94 pp. 7.
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INTRODUCTION
Between 22nd February and 16 March 1982 a joint Tasmanian National Parks and Wildlife Service and
Australian National University expedition, continued the systematic search for archaeological
sites in the densely forested Franklin River valley, south west Tasmania.
Following the discovery of prehistoric sites in suitable cave entrances In 1981 (for example see
Kiernan, Jones and Ranson 1983), the continuing search for sites was guided by maps and information compiled by various expeditions of the Sydney Speleological Society and summarised by
Middleton (1979). In the course of examining known caves, a number of new caves were discovered.
Lack of time precluded proper surveying of all of them and only the six which were surveyed are
described here. In addition two known and previously surveyed (see map No: 35 in Middleton, 1979)
caves were resurveyed, named and given numbers (F59, F60).
Five of the caves contain archaeological relics, these being Eucryphia Cave (F60), Hymenphyllum
Cave (F61), Milligania Cave (F63), Biglandulosum Cave (F66), Aristotelia Cave (F69).
The caves have been named at the suggestion of Dr. Rhys Jones, for plants which are typical of the
South West Tasmania riverine rainforest. These names should be regarded as temporary, pending
Tasmanian Nomenclature Board approval.

CAVE DESCRIPTIONS
RICHEA CAVE (F59).

(Figure 1)

This cave was discovered and surveyed by the Sydney Speleological Society in January 1977, a brief
description and a rough sketch map appearing in Middleton (1979). The cave was resurveyed. It is
an active stream cave with a sizeable creek entering
by a 4m waterfall. Within the cave a
tributory creek enters from an unexplored upper level by a 3m waterfall.
The cave is about 62m long wi th a cli ffed entrance doline and 2 daylight holes. The downstream
end terminates in a sump. That portion of the passage upstream from the 3m waterfall tributory
has smooth limestone floor and walls and no silt or rubble, in contrast to the passage further
downstream.
There IS no noteworthy speleothem development in this cave.
Glow worms (Arachnocampa tasmaniensis), cave crickets (Micropathus sp) and freshwater shrimp
(Anaspidies sp) were observed. A fly of the family Tipulidae (Crane Flies) was observed at the
sump.
Richea is the generic name of the pandani palm (Richea pandanifolia) common along the Lower
Franklin River, particularly above limestone bluffs near the river.

EUCRYPHIA CAVE (F60).

(Figure 1)

This cave was also discovered and surveyed along with F59, by S.S.S. in 1917. In 1982 stone tools
were discovered in the entrance chamber which prompted a careful re-survey of the cave.
The cave, 53m long, contains some stalactites and small helictites in its small passages but otherwise exhibits poor speleothem development. At the base of
oT the steep talus and mud-floored slope
in the entrance chamber is a trickle of a stream which meets a sump. This presumably flows towards the sump in F59, a connection postulated by Middleton (1979).
Cave crickets (Micropathus sp) and the Tasmanian cave spider (Hickmania troglodytes) were observed
in the upper level passage. The fern Blechnum chambersii occurs on a back wall of the entrance
chamber in low light conditions.
The Tasmanian endemic leatherwood, Eucryphia lucida is a major component of the rainforest.
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(Figure
l<jure 11)
II)

Artefacts were discovered in
In 19S2 in the northern entrance to this cave.

This cave remaIns
remains to be fully explored but the present surveyed length 1S
IS 61m and comprises 2
major levels, the upper level conforming to a direction of 340 0 while a lower level passage is
developed in a direction of 307 0 •
ialagmites and flowstone occur
Some attractive Sb'i
stalactites, stalagmites
cur on an upp
upper level balcony.
ony. Speleoth
Speleothem
. mInI
..
i
er level paS'lil
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would completely fill
f
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Hymenophyllum 1S
IS the generic name of a group of delicate filmy ferns which are ubiquitous 1n
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rainforests.
MILLIGANIA CAVE (F63).

(Figure Ill)
III)

ugh it is only
onl 22m long this
Although
his attracti
attractive cave 1S surrounded
'3,urrounded by a complex microtopography
rotopography of
ffs, dolines ana
cliffs,
and bluffs. Stone tools were found on the floor of this
th
cave.

Although
ugh there is
IS little speleothem
eothem development,
devel
the cave and its immediate surroundings
'urroundings are
geomorphologically
ologically fascinating.
For exampl
example the passage at cross section
sec
S has the
he classic form
of a phreatic tube with scalloping on the smooth walls, while the floor has a neat small vadose
trench carrying the present tiny stream.
On the bluffs above the cave there is spectacular
rillenkarren development often on either side of sharp crests.
Milligania longifolia is the endemic lily known only from the riverside limestone cliffs of the
Lower Franklin and Lower Gordon Rivers.
thOhTERUS
ANOPTERUS CAVE (F60
(F65).

(Figure IV)

This small cave of 17m length occurs in a low ridge about 200m north east of Singham Arch. It is
dry, floored with angular limestone boulders, and is nowhere subject to total darkness.
Some
stalactites and stalagmites occur.
Cave crickets (Micropathus sp) and Tasmanian cave spiders (Hickmania troglodytes) are present.
,J lair.
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Th
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, lunding this cave, the Tasmanian
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orey.
BIGLANOULOSUM CAVE (F66).

(Figure V)

This basically horizontal cave is strongly joint controlled with two sets of passage directions
more or less at right angles (trending 334 0 and 64 0 ). With a surveyed length so far of 366m, it
is
IS the longest cave known for the area.
The cave has 6 known entrances, each of these being in
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present streams occupying a poorly developed lower level set of passages.
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Among the creatures observed in the cave were cave crickets (Micropathus sp) and the Tasmanian
cave spider (Hickmania troglodytes). Enough other invertebrates were observed to give the impression that this cave is rich in its diversity of insect fauna.
Anodopetalum biglandulosum ("Horizontal") is a tree which often grows in a confused tangle and is
difficult to walk through. It is a common component of the rainforest.
RIPARIUM CAVE (F67)

(Figure VI)

The cave is 45m long wi th a small stream issuing from it.
The stream near the cave mouth, 1 s
very close to the average level of the Franklin River, into which it trickles through a mound of
alluvium and cliff fall debris.
The north western wall of the main passage is comprised of a continuous large bank of alluvium,
part of a river terrace deposited by the Franklin River. Most of the surveyed portion of the cave
probably originated as an undercut notch formed by the Franklin River prior to deposition of the
terrace.
There is no speleothem development wi
within
thin the cave and it is most likely that during periods of
prolonged high winter water levels on the Franklin, most of this cave becomes flooded.
Cave crickets (Micropathus sp) occur in the cave.
The cave is adjacent to Shingle Island where a vegetation dominant is the endemic riverine tea
tree (Leptospermum riparium).
ARISTOTELIA CAVE (F69)

(Figure VII)

Containing a total length of 34m of passages, this small cave is strongly joint controlled along
directions trending at 20 0 and 110 0 • The entrances to the cave are from overhangs in a cliff
several metres above the level of Verandah Cliff Creek.
A small archaeological deposit was
located at a southern corner of the overhang.
A tiny stream occurs in the cave but has played no significant role in the development of the cave
apart from some erosion of infil!. The passages of the cave appear to have a phreatic origin
probably from an ancient Verandah Cliff Creek, and are floored by more than 1m of stratified clay
and gravel deposits.
The cave contains populations of Micropathus sp., and Hickmania troglodytes.
Specimens of the endemic shrub Aristotelia peduncularis occur in the rainforest at the mouth of
the cave.

SUMMARY
The work of the 1982 Wild Rivers Archaeological Expedition to South West Tasmania increased both
the number of known prehistoric sites and number of known caves. While discussion of the prehistoric sites will be dealt with elsewhere by other authors, one conclusion emerges from the
observations of locations of prehistoric sites. Most sites occupy the entrances to caves which
are commodious, have a more or less northwesterly aspect and are generally presently dry. However,
since these features were used as a search criterion for the archaeological discoveries, the sites
found will include this bias.
Biglandulosum Cave, discovered by Richard Cosgrove and Melvin
Freestone contains a rich archaeological deposit which makes this cave now one of the most important in Australia.
Some aspects of the caves mentioned in this paper are summarised in table 1. Note that most of
the cave passages fall into either of two major joint directions at right angles to each other.
Further exploration for archaeological sites will continue this summer, and new caves .found will
be mapped wherever possible.
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Presence of
Archaeological
deposit

Approximate
location of
cave
approx. 1km
upstream of
F34.
near F59
F59.

CAVE

No:

Surveyed
length
(metres)

RICHEA

F59

62

26°, 130°, 175°

lii!YPHIA
EUCRYPHIA

F60
F

53

30°, 184°

+

HYMENOPHYLLUM
NOPHYLLUM

F61
FtJ

61

307°, 340°
307°

+

MILLIGANIA

F63

22

125°

+

ANOPTERUS

F65

17

133°, 212°

BIGLANDULOSUM

F66

366

64°, 334°

RIPARIUM
PARIUM

F67
F

45

209 0

ARISTOTELIA
STOTELIA

F69
F

34

20 0 , 110 0

Major directions
of passage
development.

+

+

short dist.
di
upstream of
F34.
near Flat
Fl at Id.
near Bingham
Arch.
east of Big
Fall.
near Flat
Fla Id.
Verandah
Creek.

TABLE 1.
Tabular Summary of various aspects of the caves listed In this article.
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DISCUSSION
Still much limestone not searched for caves, especially areas away from the rivers. The terrain
makes travel off the river very difficult. It is easy to walk next to a cave and not know it.
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Marsupials
u
are not
evidence indicatess an
Marsu
ot as rare in the forest
"t as was once thought) but pollen evidc
fupation by th
alpine environment at the time of cave occupation
the Aborigines.
alpi
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FIGURE VII MAP OF ARISTOTELIA CAVE F69.

PREHISTORIC MAN AND KARST
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Kevin Kiernan
Department of Geography, University of Tasmania
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INTRODUCTION
Ethnographic sources contain few references to aboriginies in the rugged, often densely forested
landscape of Tasmania's western river basins. This led Jones (1974) to conclude that the area was
(1968) considered that in late
unoccupied at the time of European settlement. Similarly, Jones (196S)
Both these viewpoints can now be
glacial times the Tasmanians' occupation was tightly coastal. Soth
this re-assessment is the recognition that the environment of western
challenged. Fundamental to this
Tasmania has changed markedly during the late Quaternary due to climatic changes. The human
habitation of Tasmania is known to have extended back nearly 23,000 years, following work on
archaeological deposits in an abandoned sea cave on Hunter Island off Tasmania's north-west corner
(Bowdler 1975). The original settlers crossed Bass Strait via a land bridge exposed during the
low sea level of the late Last Glacial Maximum. Glaciers developed in the central West Coast
Range shortly after lS,SOO
18,800 years ago (Kiernan 19S0
1980 a) diminished slightly about 1,000 years later,
and had vanished from the highlands by about 10,000 years ago (Macphail and Peterson 1971). The
present rainforests of western Tasmania all postdate about 11,500 years B.P. (Macphail 19S1).
1981). The
previous vegetaion of the western valleys is likely to have been considerably more open than that
which exists today. A cave site in the Florentine Valley dated at about 20,000 years B.P. reflects
these previously more open conditions quite unlike the densely forested environment which greeted
1980).
the first Europeans less than 200 years ago (Murray, Goede and Bada 19S0).

ARCHAEOLOGY IN WESTERN TASMANIA
Scattered surface artefacts dominate among Tasmania's prehistoric sites. Their frequency on the
coast indicates dense coastal occupation during postglacial time. Until recently there had been
a dearth of archaeological investigation of more inland areas and the viewpoint that aborigines
did not occupy the inland had become a self fulfilling prophecy. In 1979 David O'Brien and Kevin
Kiernan located burnt and split macropod bones, and stone tools in a limestone cave in the Nelson
River Valley just inland of the West Coast Range (Kiernan 1979). This material appeared to be the
product of human butchering (P. Murray pers. comm.) and was sealed beneath angular limestone
bein..g the product of mechanical weathering during the late Last
rubble which was interpreted as bei~g
Glacial Maximum. On these sedimentological grounds the probable cultural material was interpreted
by Kiernan (19S0a;
(1980a; in press (2)) as shortly predating the Last Glacial Maximum.
Corbett (1980)
(19S0) subsequently published descriptions of surface sites on the industrially denuded
ridges around Queenstown and further finds in this area were recorded by Kiernan (19S0a)
(1980a) and
Stockton (1982).
It has since become known that unpublicized stone tools from this area had been
(19S2).
collected decades before and were housed in the vaults of Launceston's
Launceston' s Queen Victoria Museum.
Corbett (1980)
(19S0) hypothesised that the Queenstown sites immediately postdated the Last Glacial
(19S0a) showed that
Maximum because the stone tools over-lapped glacial moraines, but Kiernan (1980a)
these moraines dated from an earlier glaciation and therefore provided no useful dating framework.
However, most of the landscape of western Tasmania is vastly different to the scarred and eroded
Oueenstown.
hills of Queenstown.
Where the vegetation is dense and thick peat has accumulated, similar
artefact scatters are .unlikely
unlikely to be found on the ground surface. This area provides the least
archaeological visibility of any in Australia. However, peat and dense vegetation seldom penetrate
far beyond the threshhold of limestone caves in this area. Moreover, caves may serve as a focus
of human activity such that archaeological remains are concentrated rather than dissipated across
the landscape.
The likelihood that proposed hydro-electric storages in the Gordon-Franklin Rivers area would
impinge upon karst areas of unknown significance,
significanc~ stimulated a series of exploratory ventures under
the banner of the Sydney Speleological Society from 1974 onwards (Middleton 1979). Earlier visits
to the area had been undertaken by the Tasmanian Caveneering Club but interest had ,Janed
waned (Goede,
Kiernan, Skinner and Woolhouse 1974),
1974)) and subsequently by wilderness conservationists concerned for
the future of the region (Kiernan 1977).
An archaeologist accompanied the 1975 party but no
archaeological discoveries were forthcoming (Stockton 1975). By 1979 it was becoming obvious that
the carbonate rock outcrop of this area were very extensive indeed (Kiernan 1979b).
During the late 1970's Tasmania's Hydro Electric Commission promoted some scientific research in
the region
region as part of its campaign for the Lower Gordon-Franklin hydro-electric development. When
dissatisfaction was expressed that caves and karst had not been examined a Commission geologist
was dispatched to the task.
The subsequent report (Naqvi 1979) has been strongly criticised as
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superficial and inadequate (Kiernan 1980b, Southern Caving Society 1979, Jones 1981). While armchair contemplation of bone deposits noted in Fraser Cave since the time of its discovery had
raised the question as to whether they might be of archaeological origin (Kiernan 1980b) the H.E.C.
survey, which professed to have included Fraser Cav~ had concluded that "nothing of archaeological
significance has yet been found in any of the caves" (Naqvi 1979).
Two years later the National Parks & Wildlife Service conducted two archaeologists to the Nicholls
Range karst area.
A fortuitous discovery of several stone flakes was made near the confluence of
the Denison and Gordon Rivers where a large tree had collapsed into the water. The discoveries
expressed the viewpoint that this site was of glacial age, but sedimentological evidence and radiocarbon dating now indicates a late Holocene date, approximately 300 years old (Ranson and Jones,
prep.). The same party excavated a small rockshelter in the same area, apparently without success,
but subsequent examination of soil samples from the site has revealed the presence of stone tools
(R. Jones, pers. comm.).
The site is undated but the sediments suggest a Holocene age (Kiernan
1982a).
The following month Kevin Kiernan led a party from the Tasmanian Wilderness Society to
several caves along the Franklin River, and recognised the archaeological origin of the Fraser
Cave site, which he considered to be of glacial age on sedimentological grounds (Kiernan 1981a).
The T.W.S. and N.P. & W.S. combined forces to excavate in Fraser Cave the following month (Kiernan,
Jones and Ranson, in press).
An additional rockshelter site in the same vicinity was recognised
in March 1981 (Kiernan 1981b).
Several further rock shelter sites were recorded in the lower
Franklin in early 1982 (Harris, this vol.; Kiernan 1982b : Jones, Ranson, Kiernan and Head, in
prep. ).

KUTIKINA CAVE (Fraser Cave)
The name Kutikina ("spirit") has recently been given to Fraser Cave by the Tasmanian Aboriginal
Community.
Kutikina Cave is a small outflow stream cave 30m from the bank of the Franklin River
and consisting of about 180m of passage.
It lies 50m above sea level.
The alluvial sediments
indicate a progressive reduction in the competence of the cave stream.
This is likely to have
been due to inwashing of a destabilised slope mantle clogging the cave streamways as the surface
vegetation was disrupted by climatic factors or by human firing.
The entrance facies were
sampled from a pit of less than 1 square metre which reached bedrock at a depth of 2.3m and
required 24 excavation units to complete.
The lowermost radiocarbon date of 19, 770 ~ 850 B.P.
(A.N.U. 2785) comes from excavation unit 20, which includes abundant bone fragments in fine
gravels.
A single stone flake and rounded cobble occur at greater depth in an horizon (unit 23)
which was incised by the stream channel into which the unit 20 gravels were deposited. The most
dense archaeological deposits occur in a limestone rubble zone. This rubble is similar to that in
the Nelson River Caves.
The uppermost date, only 3-5 cms from the top of the deposits is
14,840 : 930 (A.N.U. 2781). (Kiernan et aI, in press).

ANTIQUITY
The dates from Fraser Cave indicate that humans have been present in southwestern Tasmania for
nearly twice as long as they can be demonstrated to have occupied sites at equivalent latitudes in
South America (Bird 1969 - reported by Ortiz-Troncoso 1981; Rubin & Berthold 1961). They occupied
Fraser Cave for 5,000 years, then abandoned it 5,000 years before the prehistoric artists of Spain
adorned the walls of the Al timira Caverns with their paintings.
In contrast the total human
occupation of New Zealand probably stretches back little more than 1,000 years.

STONE TOOLS
Only a handful of stone tools had previously been recorded from all the Tasmanian Pleistocene
sites combined, certainly less than two or three dozen. But from the small excavation in Fraser
Cave over 80,000 stone tools and flakes were recovered. Yet this probably represents less than 1%
of the total artefact bearing deposit.
The assemblage includes steep edged scrapers, domed core
scrapers with edges at right angles, and thumbnail scrapers.
These are similar to near contemporary mainland industries such as those at Lake Mungo and tend to confirm the view of their
common orlgln.
There was little development of this technology in Tasmania following the closure
of the landbridge. Most of the tools were produced from siliceous glacial outwash gravels in the
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BONE DEPOSITS
Over 90% of the bones are of the wallaby Macropus rufogriseus indicating a tight targetting
strategy totally different to the general foraging of the coastal Tasmanians. This bears comparison with the tight targetting on reindeer of the European ice age hunters. Bone points in
Fraser Cave may have been used for sewing skins, but evidence from elsewhere suggests that they
ceased to be produced after about 3,500 B.P. (Jones 1971).
No megafaunal species have been
recognised in the Fraser Cave deposits (Kiernan et aI, in press).

MAN AND KARST IN THE SOUTH-WEST
Exploration in the wake of the Fraser Cave discoveries has revealed about 6 further archaeological
sites. The most noteworthy of these lies in Big1andulosum
Biglandulosum Cave, a high level cave with about 300m
of known passages (Harris, this vol.; Kiernan 1982b).
This cave is second only to Kutikina
19B2b).
(Fraser) in the richness of its archaeological deposits of these newer discoveries, the sites
which lie in the limestone caves back from the river appear on sedimentological grounds to be of
Pleistocene age, but at least one surface site on the river edge appears to be of late Holocene
age.
With the postglacial rise in sea level having probably drowned most coastal sites of
Pleistocene age, the wild river karsts of western Tasmania now seem particularly important to the
study of the earliest Tasmanians. During the last ice age the hunters of western Tasmania lived
in a more open, windier and drier environment than that which exists today, with mean annual
temperatures about 6 0 C lower than at present. Under such conditions caves are likely to have
provided welcome shelter to a people subject to considerable thermal stress. Because the limestone
is more susceptible to erosian than the hard metamorphic rocks which dominate the south-west, the
karst occurs as elongate lowlands which trend north-south between the more resistant uplands.
The karst belts therefore provide logical access corridors by means of which prehistoric man could
have moved large distances following the grain of the landscape. In addition, while cold climatic
conditions would generally have favoured a more open vegetation, the high base status of the limestone might be expected to have particularly favoured grasslands, favourable to both humans and
their marsupial quarry. Even under Holocene conditions the vegetation of the karst country tends
to be slightly more open than that upon the other rock types. A number of factors may therefore
have particularly attracted humans to the karst (Kiernan in press b). It is noteworthy too that
the Nothofagus rainforest bears stands of eucalypts as possible testimony to fire in those areas
revisited by the abori9ines in recent millenia.
Today the lifestyle of an almost unknown people remaIns
remains preserved within
wi thin the darkness of the
Franklin Caves, intact but for a little erosion of the deposits by trickling water as a doubling
of rainfall accompanied the post glacial rise in temperature to a mid Holocene maximum about 2°C
20 C
higher than at present.
As the glaciers withdrew the rainforests spread once again from their
glacial refugia, and humans withdrew coastwards before the forests, just as other people were
being forced back by the rising postglacial seas. A populated landscape became once again an unknown wilderness, but for isolated pockets of humanity in more open areas. Within the last 3,500
years the forests have begun once again to contract. At present we have no evidence of man during
the intervening millenia.
Now the government of Tasmania proposes to dam the waters of the natural highways through the
region - the Gordon and Franklin Rivers arguing that this would inundate only 1% of the wilderness.
But that 1% contains most of the karst, and also the archaeological caves now known. We may yet
see the ultimate irony of the state destroying the greatest monument to the first Tasmanians, in
pursuit of the same developmental strategy as 150 years ago led to the demise of their descendants.
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